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Chapter 1

 Introduction

In which the reader is introduced to mediation of legacy databases by
first giving its main issues. The terms legacy, autonomy, heterogeneity,
mediation and federation are defined. The current solutions are then
presented and studied.  An overview of the approach developed in this
thesis is given. 

1.1 Introduction

Most large organizations maintain their data in many distinct independent databases that have
been developed at different times on different platforms and DMS (Data Management Sys-
tems). 

The new economic challenges force enterprises to integrate their functions and therefore their
information systems including the databases they are based on. In most cases, these databases
cannot be replaced with a unique system, nor even reengineered due to the high financial and
organizational costs of such restructuring. Hence the need for interoperation frameworks that
allow the databases to be accessed by users and application programs as if they were a unique
homogeneous and consistent database, through an architecture called federated databases.

We refer to software services allowing such so-called legacy database systems to cooperate,
as providing interoperability. Such services provide users and application programs with an
integrated view of data dispersed over various component databases.

In this thesis, we focus on the interoperability of legacy and heterogeneous databases. We
introduce the thesis by first giving the main issues about interoperability. Next, a short over-
view of the interoperability research is presented. We then develop a small example that il-
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lustrates some of the problems we intend to address. Finally, we present the purpose and the
topic of the thesis. 

1.2 Problem and Context

1.2.1 Legacy Data Systems

The presence of legacy data systems is one of the major obstacles in the use of integrated in-
formation. 

A legacy Information System (IS) is any IS that significantly resists modifications and
change. Typically, a legacy IS is big, with millions of lines of code, and more than 10
years old. [Brodie 1995]

Legacy data systems are very large. They are written in old programming language like CO-
BOL or PL/1. Such systems are usually mission critical to the day-to-day operation of corpo-
rations and are thus very valuable from a business point of view. Legacy data systems contain
very valuable information that is embedded in legacy databases/flat files and application
codes [Umar, 1997]. In many cases, legacy data systems are the only source of years of busi-
ness rules, historical data, and other valuable knowledge. Access to this information is of vital
importance to new and emerging tools and applications [Bouguettaya,1998]. Eventually, the
needs that the system addressed change, and, therefore, the system must be changed. Here,
the analysts have three options available to them: modify the system (and potentially cause
its failure); create a new system with the new functionality; or keep the old system and create
a new layer: a wrapper that encapsulates the underlying data and mediates between the legacy
system and the new program interface [Rugaber, 1998].

Dealing with such systems is very costly because of the complexity of understanding data se-
mantics which is either buried in application programs or was never documented by original
designer. The incompleteness of their specifications leads to ambiguities of the interpretation
of the data schema. The hardest case is when data resides in files, but understanding unmor-
malized and poorly documented relational databases also is very difficult ([Hainaut, 1996],
[Parent, 1998]).

1.2.2 Distribution

In many environments and applications, existing data are usually stored in multiple legacy
databases, managed by different DMS. These databases can be stored on one or more com-
puter systems that are either centrally located or geographically distributed.
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1.2.3 Autonomy

Legacy database systems were typically designed to support local requirements imposed by
the local environment, and without considering a possible cooperation with other systems. In
other words, databases are usually under separate and independent control. The different as-
pects of autonomy are summarized as follows [Sheth, 1990]:

• Design autonomy. The databases have their own data model, query language, semantic
interpretation of data, constraints, etc. 

• Communication autonomy. The databases have the ability to decide when and how to
respond to requests from other databases.

• Execution autonomy. The execution order of transaction is controlled by the legacy data-
bases. They don't need to inform any other system of the execution order of local or
external operations.

• Association autonomy. The legacy databases are able to decide whether participate or not
in one or more federations, as well the possibility of its dissociation of a federation.

It is desirable to preserve the autonomy of the legacy databases. First, because a legacy data-
base was originally an independent database system, it can have had many application pro-
grams developed on it. Such applications should continue to be executable in a legacy
database. Second, legacy databases often belong to different organizations that maintain full
control over their data. It is desirable for these organizations to keep a high degree of control
of their legacy databases.

1.2.4 Heterogeneity

A major obstacle to interoperability of legacy databases is their heterogeneity. Heterogeneity
among legacy databases is caused by the design autonomy of their owners in developing such
systems. Legacy systems were typically designed to support local requirements, under con-
straints imposed with a given system.

We can distinguish several types of heterogeneity [Thiran, 1998]: the platform, DMS, loca-
tion and semantics level. The platform level copes with the fact that databases reside on dif-
ferent brands of hardware, under different operating systems, and interacting through various
network protocols. Leveling these differences leads to platform independence. DMS level in-
dependence allows programmers to ignore the technical detail of data implementation in a
definite family of models or among different data models. Representing data with different
data models creates heterogeneity because of the inheriting expressive powers and limitations
of DMS data models [Özsu, 1991]. Location independence isolates the user from knowing
where the data reside. Current technologies such as de facto standards (e.g., ODBC and JD-
BC), or formal bodies proposals (e.g. CORBA, EJB), now ensure a high level of platform in-
dependence at a reasonable cost, so that this level can be ignored from now on. DMS level
independence is effective for some families of DBMS (e.g. through ODBC or JDBC for
RDB), but the general problem is still unsolved when several DMS models, including legacy
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ones, are to cooperate. Location independence is addressed either by specific DBMS (e.g. dis-
tributed RDBMS) or through distributed object managers such as CORBA middleware prod-
ucts. Finally, semantic level independence solves the problem of multiple, replicated and
conflicting representations of similar facts. Despite much effort spent by the scientific com-
munity, semantic independence still is an open and largely unsolved problem ([Aslan, 1999],
[Härder, 1999], [Sattler, 2003]).

Semantic heterogeneity
Current legacy databases can model overlapping universes of discourse. The same real-world
objects can be represented in the multiple legacy databases. Identifying similar or even same
elements is a non-trivial task due to several reasons, for instance, conflict problems such as
homonyms, which occur when the same name is used for different real-world concepts, and
synonyms, which occur when different names are used for the same real-world concept. Since
semantics is relative [Garcia, 1996], two legacy databases that are intended to model the same
part of the real world can exhibit differences in the way the real world is represented. In this
context, the term semantic heterogeneity is principally caused by the design autonomy of the
legacy databases:

• Database conceptualization: each database designer has its own conceptualization of the
universe of discourse. The perspective and focus of the database designer determine the
result of the conceptualization. Different concepts can be used to express the same real-
world object or relationship. Legacy databases are usually designed by different database
designers at different times. Therefore, the existence of the semantic heterogeneity is the
usual cause.

• Database schema design: semantic heterogeneity can be the consequence of the use of
different data models for representing the same real-world concepts in the database. If
the different database models provide structures that cannot be mapped into equivalent
structures of the other data model, arbitrary representations cannot be transformed to
each other without loss of information. Database model also allows alternative ways to
describe the same universe of discourse. Therefore, semantic heterogeneity can even
occur if the same data model is used for modeling the same universe of discourse. 

Leveling the semantic heterogeneity among databases thus implies to capture beforehand
their semantics. Their acquisition is all the more important as the databases are legacy. 

1.2.5 Mediation

To address the problem of interoperability of information systems in general, the term medi-
ation has been defined [Wiederhold, 1995] as a service that links data resources and applica-
tion programs. A mediator is a software module that exploits encoded knowledge about some
sets or subsets of data to create information for applications [Wiederhold, 1992]. Tasks in-
volved in mediation include [Vermeer, 1996]: (1) accessing and retrieving relevant data from
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multiple heterogeneous sources; (2) transforming retrieved data to be integrated; (3) integrat-
ed the homogenized data; (4) managing the instance and structural conflicts; and (5) reducing
the integrated data by abstraction. Several prototype mediator systems have been developed
(e.g., [Garcia, 1995], [Meng, 1995], [Vermeer, 1996], [Genesereth, 1997], [Cluet, 1998]).

1.2.6 Legacy Database Federation

A legacy database federation can be seen as a special case of mediation, where all data sourc-
es are legacy databases (i.e., heterogeneous and autonomous) and the mediator offers a virtual
and integrated view of these databases. 

A legacy database federation performs mediation by using a hierarchy of mediators that dy-
namically transform queries based on a global schema (GS) into physical queries based on
the physical schema (PS) of the legacy database sources (Figure 1).

Figure 1-1: A general architecture of database federation. The architecture is made up of a hierar-
chy of wrapper components (wrapper and mediator) and a hierarchy of schemas (physical schema
- PS; conceptual schema - CS; export schema - ES and global schema GS).

Hierarchy architecture
The hierarchy architecture of a federation in general has been described in [Sheth, 1990]. It
consists of a hierarchy of data descriptions that ensure independence according to different
dimensions of heterogeneity. According to this framework and according to the legacy nature
of the database source, each local database source is described by its own physical schema
(PS) from which a semantically rich description called conceptual schema (CS), is obtained
through a database reverse-engineering process. From this conceptual view, a subset called
export schema (ES) is extracted. All the export schemas are merged into the global (or fed-
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erated) schema (GS). The global schema as well as the conceptual and export schemas are
expressed in a canonical data model which is independent of the underlying technologies.

Component architecture
The function of a mediator is to provide integrated information, without the need to integrate
the data resources. A mediator hides detail about the location and representation of relevant
data to applications.

A wrapper tops each legacy database. Its aim is to hide the data model and the query language
heterogeneity to mediators. A wrapper is a software component that performs the translation
between the export schema and the physical schema of the database [Papakonstantinou,
1995]. That is, the wrapper (1) offers an export schema in the canonical data model; (2) ac-
cepts queries against the export schema and translates them into queries understandable by
the underlying database; and (3) transforms the results of the local queries into a format un-
derstood by the application. Wrappers and mediators relies on schema descriptions and map-
pings to translate queries and to form the result instances. 

Heterogeneity issues
The architecture model depicted in Figure 1-1 provides an adequate framework for solving
the heterogeneity issues discussed above [Thiran, 1998]. DMS and local semantic indepen-
dence is guaranteed by the wrappers. Location and global semantic independence is ensured
by the mediators. It provides data federated access irrespective of their location and resolves
semantic conflicts. Finally, platform independence is ensured by both the wrappers and ad
hoc middleware such as commercial ORB.

1.2.7 Database Federation and Methodologies

The current methodologies developed for building a database federation are generally based
on a database integration approach (e.g., [Batini, 1986], [Schmitt, 1996], [Parent, 1998],
[Hainaut, 1999]). Referring to [Parent, 1998] and [Batini, 1986], the database integration is
made up of five main processes: (1) pre-integration; (2) schema preparation; (3) schema com-
parison; (4) schema conformation and (5) schema merging:

• Pre-integration. In this step, the schemas of the participating databases are analyzed and
the integration strategy is decided. In general, a distinction is made between binary and
n-ary integration strategies. Binary integration strategies allow the simultaneous integra-
tion of exactly two schemas whereas in the n-ary case more than two schemas can be
integrated in one step. Furthermore, one-shot and iterative strategies are distinguished.

• Schema preparation. In order to compare schemas, they have to be translated into a com-
mon data model. This activity is know as model transformation ([McBrien, 1999], [Hain-
aut, 1996]). Ideally, model transformation preserves the semantics of the schemas.
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• Schema comparison. The schemas are then analyzed and compared to identify similar
components. Often, the similarities are stated in form of the correspondence assertions
[Spaccapietra, 1992]. Moreover, structural and semantic conflicts such as type, naming
or scaling discrepancies are detected. Schema comparison is primarily performed by
human beings. These persons are assumed to be experts in the application domain and
thus have a certain kind of inter-schema knowledge. A complete automation of this pro-
cess is impossible [Navathe, 1996].

• Schema conformation. The objective of schema conformation is to make the source sche-
mas compatible for integration. For that, schematic and semantic conflicts detected in the
preceding step have to be solved in this step. Solving the conflicts occurring in heteroge-
neous databases has been studied in numerous references, by e.g. [Spaccapietra, 1991],
[Batini, 1986], [Vermeer, 1996], [Kashyap, 1997]. It is important to note that most con-
flicts can be solved through three main techniques that are used to rework the local sche-
mas before their integration: renaming, transforming and discarding. Heuristics exist to
cope with this problem [Spaccapietra, 1991]. Often, a general automatic conflict resolu-
tion is not feasible; interactions with the analyst are needed. In order to resolve a conflict,
the analyst must understand the semantic relationships among the concepts involved in
the conflict. Ideally, schema conformation produces a set of schemas without any
schema conflicts.

• Schema merging. Once the source schemas have been compared and conformed, sche-
mas are merging into one global schema.

The database integration approach produces the structure of the global schema that depends
directly on the integrated export schemas and on the integration method used [Busse, 2000].
As discussed in [Hasselbring, 1999], this bottom-up approach exhibits the following prob-
lems:

• The process of integration is often more complex than required for the actual require-
ments of organizations. Since the relevant information is hidden in a global (or feder-
ated) schema, the user is responsible for finding the required information.

• It rarely considers the requirements from the new applications that are to be developed
on top of the legacy databases. 

• It is not suitable for frequent dynamic changes of organization requirements since the
global (or federated) schema is static or usually too difficult to change.

1.2.8 Database Federation and Mappings

One of the most challenging issues in federated databases is the definition of the mappings.
Two main basic approaches have been used to specify them. The first and very widespread
approach ([Vermeer, 1996], [Garcia, 1997]) is query-oriented in that it provides mechanisms
by which users define global schema constructs as view over source schema constructs, but
does not focus on the semantics of the data sources. More recent approaches on automatic
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wrapper generation ([Vidal, 1998], [Hammer, 1997]) also are query-oriented. 

In contrast, the second approach ([Thiran, 1998], [McBrien, 1998]) is schema-oriented in that
mappings are defined as schema transformations that are used to automate the translation of
queries. A comparison of these approaches is reported in [McBrien, 2002]. The schema-ori-
ented approach has the further advantage of decomposing the transformation of schemas into
a sequence of small steps, whereas the query-oriented approaches required that constructs in
one schema are directly defined in terms of those in the other schema.

1.2.9 Database Federation and Wrappers

Current database federation architectures ([Vermeer, 1996], [Hammer, 1997], [Bouguettaya,
1998], [McBrien, 1999]) consider a wrapper as a model converter, i.e., a software component
that translates data and queries from one data model, generally the legacy DMS model, to an-
other, abstract, DMS-independent, model. That is, the wrapper is only used to overcome the
data model heterogeneity in a database federation. 

Such a wrapper is based on the quality and completeness of the database structures to be
wrapped that cannot be relied on when dealing with legacy databases [Thiran, 2001]. The
wrapper should offer a semantically richer description of the underlying database than that
provided by the DDL statements. For instance, a wrapper that interfaces a COBOL file col-
lection should ensure referential integrity implied by implicit (undeclared) foreign keys that
exist between the record types. 

1.3 Scope of the thesis

We mainly focus on the legacy and semantic aspects of database federations. Our primary
goal of this thesis is to analyze these aspects in detail and to present architectural and meth-
odological solutions to these aspects. This is necessary in order to be able to better understand
and automate the federation database development. 

We do not assume the global schema as the result of a bottom-up process. Referring to [van
den Heuvel, 2000] and [Busse, 2000], we state that the global schema is defined not only by
the contribution of the legacy databases but also includes the new requirements. Our goal is
to resolve the database integration by combining forward and reverse processes. We there-
fore develop an integration methodology based on a conceptual data description and intended
to find out which part of the actual requirements can be covered by the legacy systems and
which part has to be managed by additional systems. 

Motivated by the legacy aspect of the database federation, we investigate the close link be-
tween the database reverse engineering process and the wrapper development. Our goal is to
propose a wrapper architecture that provides a semantically rich description of the underlying
database. Moreover, since we take into account the actual requirements of an organization,
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we also study the integration of these requirements into the wrapper specification. 

One of the most challenging issues is the definition of the mappings between all the schemas
of a federation. In this thesis, we develop a formal transformational approach that is built on
an unique extended entity object-oriented model from which several abstract submodels can
be derived by specialization. This approach is intended to provide an elegant way to unify the
multiple models and mapping descriptions of the federation. 

In the following, we briefly summarize the basic assumptions and restrictions underlying this
thesis:

• First of all, since we are mainly interested by the legacy aspects of database federation,
we concentrate on the wrapper architecture. We do not therefore address the architectural
issues of mediators. Fur such issues, we refer to [Meng, 1995], [Genesereth, 1997] or
[Cluet, 1998].

• Moreover, we do not address issues such as infrastructure and transaction. For such
issues, we refer to [Sheck, 1991], [Deacon, 1996] and [Özsu, 1999].

• Finally, we concentrate on the structural part of the legacy schemas to be integrated.
Dynamic constraints which describe restrictions on the legacy database behavior are
beyond the scope of this thesis. For an overview and discussion on behavior integration,
we refer to [Thieme, 1995] and [Vermeer, 1996]. 

1.4 Motivations

In this section, we develop a small example that illustrates some of the problems we intend
to address in this thesis. We consider a company in which two manufacturing sites M1 and
M2 are active. We also consider the personnel departments P1 and P2 that ensure the HRM
of each of these sites, and the sales department S, common to both. Due to historical reasons,
the personnel and sales functions of the company are controlled by three independent data-
bases, namely DB-P1 (personnel of site M1), DB-P2 (personnel of site M2) and DB-S (sales of
sites M1 and M2). Though the databases are independent, the management applications in-
volve data exchange through asynchronous text files transfer. From a technical point of view,
database DB-P1 is made up of a collection of standard COBOL files, while DB-P2 was devel-
oped in Oracle V51. DB-S was recently (re)developed with a modern version of IBM DB2.

The new organizational trends force the company to reconsider the structure and objectives
of its information system. First, additional functions must be developed to meet new require-
ments, notably in customer management. Secondly, the existing functions must be integrated,
so that the supporting databases are required to be integrated too.

The scenario, according to which a quite new system encompassing all the functions of per-

1. This version of Oracle ignored the concepts of primary and foreign keys.
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sonnel, sales and customer management is built, must be discarded due to too high organiza-
tional and financial costs. In particular, the legacy databases cannot be replaced by a unique
system, nor even can be reengineered. The company decides to build a virtual database com-
prising (1) excerpts from the databases DB-P1, DB-P2, DB-S and (2) a new database DB-C
that is to support the customer management department, and that will be developed with the
object-relational technology. This new architecture will allow new applications to be devel-
oped against a unique, consistent, integrated database. It is also decided that some local leg-
acy applications are preserved. This objective raises several critical problems on the
distribution of the general requirements and the responsibilities of the whole system among
the legacy and new components. Another problem also appears: how to bring together the leg-
acy databases and the new requirements? 

It is decided to address one integration problem at a time as follows (Figure 1-2).

• First, each personnel database is provided with a specific wrapper that yields a semanti-
cally rich abstract view of its contents according to a common model (Wrapper P1,
Wrapper P2). In particular, these wrappers make explicit, and manage, hidden constructs
and constraints such as foreign keys, that are unknown in the COBOL and Oracle V5
models. Similarly, a wrapper is developed for the DB-S database according to this
abstract model (Wrapper S). The main problem in building these wrappers is to recover
the semantics of the legacy databases expressed in their conceptual schemas (LCS-P1,
LCS-P2, LCS-S) from their physical schemas (LPS-P1, LPS-P2, LPS-S) through reverse
engineering techniques. It must be noted that these wrappers export legacy data struc-
tures according to the needs of the future integrated system.

• Then, a common mediator is built on top of these wrappers to reconcile both personnel
databases. This component is in charge of integrating the data from both databases by
solving data format conflicts, semantic conflicts and data duplication conflicts (the
employees that work on both sites are represented in both databases). This unique per-
sonnel database is known through its federated conceptual schema FCS-P.

• All the databases of the current system are unified under a common mediator that man-
ages the semantic links between the (abstract) personnel database and the sales database.
This component completes the structure of the federated database built on the three leg-
acy databases DB-P1, DB-P2 and DB-S. A common federated global conceptual schema
is available, namely FGS-PS.

• By comparing the services supplied by the federated database against the requirements
of the whole system the company wants to develop, and expressed through its global
conceptual schema NGS-PSC, the minimum requirements of the new components are
elicited. From the corresponding conceptual schema NCS-C, a new object-relational
database DB-C is developed, with physical schema NPS-C. 

• Finally, in order to provide new applications with a unique database, a global mediator is
built, that integrates the federated and the new databases, and that offers a straightfor-
ward materialization of the conceptual schema NGS-PSC. Whether the new database is
accessed through a wrapper or not, depends on the distance between its data model and
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the abstract model provided by the mediators. In this example, the Mediator PS model
and the DBMS model both are Object-relational. Therefore, the new database need not
be wrapped.

Figure 1-2: The new system, available as a unique integrated database with schema NGS-PSC,
will comprise a federated database that abstracts and integrates three independent legacy data-
base (COBOL files DB-PP1, Oracle 5 DB-P2, DB2 DB-S), and the new object-relational database
DB-C.
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1.5 Overview

Thesis topic
We can now define the topic of this thesis as follows:

How can we provide semantic mediation for legacy databases 
and new databases to be developed using a combined forward 
and reverse methodology?

We distinguish four main tasks addressing this question: (1) defining a generic framework in-
tended to express all the federation schemas and mappings; (2) defining a federation archi-
tecture; (3) developing a methodology based on a forward/reverse approach; and (4)
proposing CASE tools that support both modeling activities and architecture component
building. 

Generic integration framework
This issue is discussed in Part I of this thesis. It involves defining a unique and generic frame-
work intended to express all the schemas and mappings of a federation. This part is based on
the work first presented in [Hainaut, 1996] and [Hainaut, 1999].

In Chapter 2, we present the generic data model intended to express the schema hierarchy of
database federations. It is an abstract formalism from which the federation models can be de-
rived by specialization. In short, physical schemas, wrapper schemas as well as global sche-
mas are expressed into an unique and generic entity/object-relationship model. Besides the
standard concepts, the meta-model includes some meta-objects which can be customized ac-
cording to specific needs. These features provide dynamic extensibility of the generic model.
For instance, new concepts such as correspondence types can be represented by specializing
the meta-objects. 

In Chapter 3, we define the mappings as schema transformations. We present the concepts
and properties of schema transformations. An inventory of useful transformations is present-
ed. These transformations are used to automate the translation queries between the schema
hierarchy. We finally introduce the notion of schema transformation history. 

Federation architecture
This issue is discussed in Part II of this thesis. We assume a federation architecture (wrapper/
mediator) combined with new components architecture (mediator and new DMS). We con-
centrate on the legacy aspects of the databases to be integrated. This part is based on the work
first presented in [Thiran, 1998], [Thiran, 2001b] and [Thiran, 2003].

In Chapter 4, we present a schema-oriented framework for database federation that allows
mediation tasks and responsibilities to be split up and distributed. We discuss the important
role of the wrapper in the particular case of a federated database architecture that integrates
new requirements. In this thesis, we argue that some responsibilities commonly allocated to
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mediators can be transferred to wrappers. To this end, we propose a wrapper/mediator archi-
tecture where the wrapper is more than a model and query converter. 

In Chapter 5, we present and develop the technology of wrappers for legacy databases. We
discuss how queries against a wrapper can be translated into queries against its underlying
legacy database. Our experience in building wrappers is then presented and some baselines
in wrapper generation are discussed. The architecture of operational wrappers for relational
and standard file databases - the InterDB wrappers - is finally presented.

Forward-reverse methodology
This issue is discussed in Part III of the thesis. We consider that the global schema is defined
not only by the contribution of the legacy databases but also includes the new requirements.
It is the answer to the requirements of the organization as they are perceived from now on.
This part is based on the work first presented in [Hainaut, 1999] and [Thiran, 2001c].

In Chapter 6, we propose to resolve the integration by combining forward and reverse pro-
cesses. Unlike [van den Heuvel, 2002], we believe that reverse and forward processes are
tightly bound. Since the approach is based on reusing existing resources as far as possible, the
future system will comprise legacy databases as well as a new one, so that the requirements
will be met by both kinds of databases. Therefore, one of the challenging problems is the pre-
cise distribution of the requirements among these components. 

CASE support
This issue is discussed in Part IV of the thesis. Like any complex process, building a database
federation cannot be successful without the support of adequate tools called CASE tools.
Nevertheless, completely automating the process is unrealistic for real world systems. Hence,
the need for computer-based assistance tools which address several aspects of the federation
development. This part is based on the work first presented in [Hainaut, 1999] and [Thiran,
2000].

In Chapter 7, we present the main requirements that CASE tools should meet for the devel-
opment of database federation systems, and presents an operational CASE tool (DB-MAIN)
and its extensions which are intended to address some of the requirements. 

Finally, Chapter 8 presents our conclusions.
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Chapter 2

Generic Data Model

In which the generic data model of federation schemas is presented.
The generic model is able to describe data structures at different levels
of abstraction, ranging from physical to conceptual, and according to
various modeling paradigms. 

2.1 Introduction

Over the years, several data models have been used to build legacy databases: simple files,
hierarchical, network, relational and object-oriented models. To overcome the data model
heterogeneity among legacy databases, schemas that correspond to their models are translated
into schemas using a Canonical Data Model (CDM). That allows for resolving syntactic het-
erogeneity. For example, in the Multibase system [Dayal, 1982b], the legacy DMS are rela-
tional and network systems, while the CDM follows the functional model. 

It is usually expected that the modeling power of the CDM is as expressive as that of the leg-
acy data models. The relational model has frequently been used as the CDM for relational,
hierarchical and network databases ([Türker, 1999], [Rosenthal, 1985]). Since the entity-re-
lationship model has been the overwhelming tool for conceptual modeling, early efforts in
data modeling translation research focused on the transformation to and from the ER model
[Cardenas, 1987]. Next, there has been a shift to using the object-oriented model as the focal
model through which other models have to be translated to or from ([Urban, 1991], [Keim,
1996], [Vermeer, 1996], [Roantree, 2001]). The shift has been motivated by the fact that the
object-oriented model can be used as a tool for both design and implementation. The recent
trend is to use XML as the CDM ([Manolescu, 2001], [Gardarin, 2002]). This is advocated for
interoperable systems because of the ease of representing both structured and semi-structured
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data. Another reason for choosing XML as a standard for information interchange is its flex-
ibility, portability and simplicity [Manolescu, 2001]. An interesting discussion on the differ-
ent models used as CDM can be found in [Elmagarmid, 1999].

In this thesis, we define a high-level generic data model, namely the generic data model, such
that it is possible to represent the schemas whatever their underlying data model and their ab-
straction level. As we will see in the next sections, the generic data model can be used as a
unifying model for any legacy and canonical data models. As a result, the generic data model
is the ideal support for schema transformations (Chapter 3). Indeed, transformations can be
used whatever their underlying data model and their abstraction level. For instance, the same
schema transformation can be used in a relational model and in a conceptual one. 

The generic data model has been defined in [Hainaut, 1989] and implemented in the DB-
MAIN repository (Chapter 7). Its most important components are presented in this chapter.

2.2 Main Concepts

The main concepts of the generic data model are described in the following sections. Figure
2-1 summarizes the seven major constructs.

Figure 2-1: The seven main concepts of the generic data model.

2.2.1 Schema

A schema is a description of a collection of data or information structures. It mainly compris-
es entity types (or object types), relationship types, attributes, domains, collections, process-
ing units and various constraints (expressed as properties of groups of components). 

Schema Collection of data or information structures

Entity/object type Category of similar data/information units

Attribute Common property of the entities of a given type; atomic/com-
pound, single-valued/multivalued, optional/mandatory, value/
entity-based

Relationship type Type of aggregate comprising roles and attributes

Group List of attributes/roles attached to a parent (entity type, rel-
type, compound attribute); can be given functions: identifier,
existence constraint, access key, etc.

Inter-group relation-
ship

Dependency between groups; example: foreign key, functional
dependency, inclusion constraint

Collection  set of entities
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2.2.2 Entity Type

An entity type represents a class of concrete or abstract real-world entities, such as customers,
orders, books. It can also be used to model more computer-oriented constructs such as record
types, tables, segments, and the like. This interpretation depends on the abstraction level of
the schema, and on the data model.

Figure 2-2 shows an example of an entity type named Customer. The top compartment con-
tains the name. The second compartment contains some attributes that characterize the entity
type. The third compartment contains various constraints, each holding among the compo-
nents of a group. The bottom compartment contains some processing units applicable to the
entity type. Only the first compartment is mandatory, while the others are independently op-
tional. These attributes, constraints and processing units are examined hereafter.

Figure 2-2: An example of an entity type.

In an object-oriented model, we will use the term object class instead. Object classes gener-
ally are given methods and appear in ISA hierarchies.

An entity type can be a subtype of one or several other entity types, called its super-types. If
F is a subtype of E, then each F entity is an E entity as well. The collection of the subtypes of
an entity type E is declared total (symbol T) if each E entity belongs to at least one subtype;
otherwise, it is said to be partial. This collection is declared disjoint (symbol D) if an entity
of a subtype cannot belong to another subtype of E; otherwise, it is said to overlap. If this col-
lection is both total and disjoint, it forms a partition (symbol P)

An entity type can comprise attributes, can play roles in rel-types, can be collected into col-
lections, can be given constraints (through groups).

Since a supertype/subtype relation is interpreted as "each F entity is an E entity", it is called
an ISA relation. ISA relations form what is called an ISA hierarchy.

Customer
CustID
Name
Address

Number
Street
Zip[0-1]
City[0-1]

BirthDate
Phone[0-1]
Account
id: CustID
coex: Address.Zip

Address.City
Validate()
ConvertAccount()
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The four supertype/subtype patterns can be summarized in Figure 2-3, where B1 and B2 are
two subtypes of A.

Figure 2-3: The four patterns of ISA hierarchy.

2.2.3 Relationship Type

A relationship type represents a class of associations between entities. It consists of entity
types, each playing a specific role. A rel-type with 2 roles is called binary, while a rel-type
with N > 2 roles is generally called N-ary. A rel-type with at least 2 roles taken by the same
entity type is called cyclic.

Normally, a role is played by one entity type only. However, a role can be taken by more than
one entity type. In this case, it is called a multi-ET role.

Each role is characterized by its cardinality [i-j], a constraint stating that any entity of this type
must appear, in this role, in i to j associations or relationships. Generally i is 0 or 1, while j is
1 or N (= many or infinity). However, any pair of integers can be used, provided that i ≤  j, i ≥
0 and j > 0.
A binary rel-type R between A and B with cardinality [i1-j1] for A, [i2-j2] for B (Figure 2-4) is
called: 

• one-to-one if j1 = j2 = 1

• one-to-many from A to B if j1 > 1 and j2 = 1

• many-to-one from A to B if j1 = 1 and j2 > 1

• many-to-many if j1 > 1 and j2 > 1

• optional for A if i1 = 0

• mandatory for A if i1 > 0.

D

B2B1

A

P

B2B1

A

T

B2B1

A

   

B2B1

A

Total (T) Partial (¬ T)

Disjoint
(D)

Overlapping
(¬  D)
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Figure 2-4: A relationship type between two entity types. 

A rel-type can have attributes, and can be given constraints (through groups) and processing
units.

2.2.4 Attribute

An attribute represents a common property of all the entities (or relationships) of a given type.
Each attribute is characterized by its cardinality [i-j], a constraint stating that each parent has
from i to j values of this attribute. Generally i is 0 or 1, while j is from 1 to N (= infinity). How-
ever, any pair of integers can be used, provided i ≤  j, i ≥ 0 and j > 0. The default cardinality
is [1-1], and is not represented graphically. An attribute with cardinality [i-j] is called: 

• single-valued        if j = 1

• multivalued if j > 1

• optional if i = 0

• mandatory if i > 0

Simple attribute
Simple attributes have a value domain defined by a data type (number, character, boolean,
date,...) and a length (1, 2,..., 200,..., N [standing for infinity]). These attributes are called
atomic. For example in Figure 2-2, CustID, Name, Address, BirthDate, Phone and Account
are attributes of an entity type Customer. 

If the value domain has some specific characteristics, it can be defined explicitly as a user-
defined domain, and can be associated with several attributes of the project. A user-defined
domain is atomic or compound.

Compound attribute
An attribute can also consist of other component attributes, in which case it is called com-
pound. The parent of an attribute is the entity type, the relationship type or the compound at-
tribute to which it is directly attached. An attribute whose parent is an entity type or a rel-type
is said to be at level 1. The components of a level-i attribute are said to be at level i+1. Number,
Street, Zip and City are all sub-attributes of the attribute Address. Being made up of meaning-
ful components, Address is a compound attribute.

I2-J2I1-J1 R BA
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Multivalued attribute
A plain multivalued attribute represents sets of values, i.e., unstructured collections of distinct
values. In fact, there exists six categories of collections of values:

• Set: unstructured collection of distinct elements (default).

• Bag: unstructured collection of (not necessarily distinct) elements. 

• Unique list: sequenced collection of distinct elements.

• List: sequenced collection of (not necessarily distinct) elements.

• Unique array: indexed sequence of cells that can each contain an element. The elements
are distinct.

• Array: indexed sequence of cells that can each contain an element. 

These categories can be classified according to two dimensions: uniqueness and structure.

Figure 2-5: Some non-set multivalued attributes. While Phone defines a pure set, Expenses repre-
sents a bag, Christ(ian)Name a list of distinct values and MonthlyScore an array of 12 cells, of which
from 0 to 12 can be filled.

2.2.5 Group

A group is made up of components, which are attributes, roles and/or other groups. A group
represents a construct attached to a parent construct, i.e., to an entity type, a rel-type or to a
multivalued compound attribute. It is used to represent concepts such as identifiers, foreign
keys, indexes, sets of exclusive or coexistent attributes. A group of an entity type can com-
prise inherited attributes and roles, i.e., components from its direct or indirect supertypes. 

It can be assigned one or several functions among the following:

• Primary identifier: the components of the group make up the main identifier of the par-
ent construct; it appears with symbol id. An parent construct has at most one primary
identifier. It is made up of mandatory attributes and/or roles. In Figure 2-6, each entity
type has a primary identifier group either composed of a simple attribute (BookID of the

Unstructured Sequence Array
Unique (set) ulist uarray
Not unique bag list array

Student
RegNbr
Name
Phone[0-2]
Expenses[0-100] bag
ChristName[0-4] u-list
MonthlyScore[0-12] array
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entity type Book) or made up of an attribute and a role (of.Book and SerialNbr of the
entity type Copy).

• Secondary identifier: the components of the group make up a secondary identifier of the
parent construct; it appears with symbol id'; a parent construct can have any number of
secondary id. In Figure 2-6, the entity type Book has a secondary identifier made up of
two attributes (Title and Publisher).

• Coexistence: the components of the group must be simultaneously present or absent for
any instance of the parent construct; the group appears with symbol coex; all its compo-
nents are optional. For instance, in Figure 2-6, the entity type Copy contains a coexist-
ence group made up of two optional attributes State and StateComment. It states that
both attributes are valued or void 

• Exclusive: among the components of the group at most one must be present for any
instance of the parent construct; the group appears with symbol excl; all its components
are optional.

• At-least-1: among the components of the group, at least one must be present for any
instance of the parent construct; the group appears with symbol at-lst-1; all its compo-
nents are optional.

• Exactly-1: among the components of the group, one and only one must be present for any
instance of the parent construct (= exclusive + at-least-1); the group appears with symbol
exact-1; all its components are optional.

• Access key: the components of the group form an access mechanism to the instances of
the parent construct (generally an entity type, to be interpreted as a table, a record type or
a segment type); the access key is an abstraction of such constructs as indexes, hash
organization, B-trees, access paths, and the like; it appears with symbol acc or access
key. In Figure 2-6, several groups of the entity type Copy are tagged acc.

• User-defined constraint: any function that does not appear in this list can be defined by
the user by giving it a name; some examples: at-most-2 (no more than two components
can be valued), lhs-fd (left-hand-side of a functional dependency), less-than (the value of
the first component must be less than that of the second one), etc.
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Figure 2-6: Some constraints. BookID is a primary identifier and {Title, Publisher} a secondary iden-
tifier of Book. SerialNbr identifies each Copy within a definite Book. In addition, this identifier is an
access key. Optional attributes State and StateComment both are valued or void (coexistence). 

Inter-group integrity constraint
Independently of their function(s), two groups can be related through a relation that expresses
an inter-group integrity constraint.

The following constraints are available:

• Reference: the referencing group references the referenced group. The referenced group
(the target of the constraint) has to be an identifier (primary or secondary) of its parent
entity type. The referencing group (the origin of the constraint) should have the same
structure (same length and same type for all the corresponding components) as the refer-
enced group. The values of the components of the referencing group in an entity identify
an entity of the referenced entity type. In Figure 2-7, the entity type Copy contains a ref-
erence group, tagged with ref, made up of one attribute which references the entity type
Book. The attributes BookID of Copy and Book are both strings of the same length. 

• Equality: this is a special kind of reference constraint in which every entity of the refer-
enced type must be referenced as well. Graphically, the sole difference is the tag that
becomes equ.

• Inclusion: it is a generalization of the reference constraint in which the target group does
not need to be an identifier; it shows that every instance value of the origin group must
be an instance value of the target group. 

• Generic inter-group constraint: can be drawn from any group to any other group of the
schema; defining the semantics of this constraints is up to the designer.

1-10-N of

Copy
SerialNbr
DateAcquired
Location

Store
Shelf
Row

NbrOfVolumes
State[0-1]
StateComment[0-1]
id: of.Book

SerialNbr
acc 

coex: State
StateComment

acc: Location

Book
BookID
Title
Publisher
DatePublished
KeyWord[0-10]
Abstract[0-1]
id: BookID
id': Title

Publisher
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Figure 2-7: Attribute BookID form a reference group (foreign key) to Book.

2.2.6 Processing Unit

A processing unit is any dynamic or logical component of the described system that can be
associated with a schema, an entity type or a relationship type. For instance, a process, a
stored procedure, a program, a trigger, a business rule or a method can each be represented
by a processing unit. 

There are four types of anchored processing units:

• Method: service which the object class is responsible for; used in advanced ER and OO
models; can represent functions of abstract data types too.

• Predicate: logical rule stating a time-independent property.

• Trigger: active rule.

• Procedure: any other kind of processing units.

2.2.7 Collection

A collection is a repository for entities. A collection can comprise entities from different en-
tity types, and the entities of a given type can be stored in several collections. Though this
concept can be given different interpretations at different levels of abstraction, it will most
often be used in physical schemas to represent files, data stores, table spaces, etc. In Figure
2-8, the collection Library represents a file in a library management system. It stores the rows
of the tables Book, Author and Copy.

Figure 2-8: An example of collection.

Copy
BookID
SerNumber
DateAcqu
id: BookID

SerNumber
ref: BookID

Book
BookID
Title
Abstract[0-1]
id: BookID

Library

Copy
Book
Author
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2.2.8 Dynamic Properties

Each concept presented above has a series of properties, such as the name of an entity type or
of an attribute, the cardinalities of an attribute or a role, the total and disjoint property of an
ISA relation, etc. A dynamic property is a user-defined property that can be dynamically ap-
pended to every concept. This property can be of various types: integer, character, boolean,
real or string. It can also be mono-valued or multi-valued. 

These features provide dynamic extensibility of the generic model. For instance, new con-
cepts such as organizational units, servers, or geographic sites can be represented by meta-
properties. Concentrating on federation systems, especially the mediation layer, [Busse,
1999] distinguishes the following kinds of meta-properties specific to schema integration:

• Mapping meta-property describes the correspondence between constructs of two differ-
ent schemas. 

• Technical meta-property describes information regarding the technical access mecha-
nisms of components, such as the protocol, speed of connection, cost of queries, query
capabilities and so on. It is used to bridge technical and interface heterogeneity.

• Semantic meta-property is information that helps to describe the semantic of concepts. In
particular, ontologies and thesauri are used for this purpose. All domain-specific descrip-
tions belong to this class.

• Quality-related meta-property describes source-specific properties of information sys-
tems regarding their quality, such as reliability, update frequency, actuality, comprehen-
siveness, etc. This is used for ranking or optimization.

• User-related meta-property describes responsibilities and preferences of users of the
information systems, e.g., user profiles.

2.3 Model Specialization

This generic model can be specialized into any data model. A specialized model is built by
selecting generic constructs and structural constraints, and by renaming constructs to make
them comply with the concept taxonomy of the specialized model. Figure 2-9 shows some
common interpretation of the generic constructs. 

As an illustration, the relational model, considered as a legacy data model, can be precisely
defined as follows (IMS, Cobol or OO models can be defined in the same way):
• Selecting constructs. We select the following constructs: entity types, attributes, identifi-

ers and reference attributes.
• Structural constraints. An entity type has at least one attribute. The valid attribute cardi-

nalities are [0-1] and [1-1]. An attribute must be atomic. There is no rel-types.
• Renaming constructs. An entity type is called a table, an attribute is called a column, an

identifier, a key and a group of reference attributes, a foreign key.
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In the same way, an object-oriented data model (e.g., a variant of the UML class model) can
be described as follows:
• Selecting constructs. We select the following constructs: entity types, ISA relations, pro-

cessing units, attributes, relationship types, identifiers.
• Structural constraints. An entity type has at least one attribute. A relationship type has 2

roles. An attribute is atomic. The valid attribute cardinalities are [0-1] and [1-1]. An iden-
tifier is made up of attributes, or of one role + one or more attributes. Processing units are
attached to entity types only.

• Renaming constructs. An entity type is called a class, a relationship type is called an asso-
ciation, a processing unit is called an operation, an attribute is an attribute, the cardinality
of the opposite role is called multiplicity and an identifier comprising a role is called a
qualified association.

Figure 2-9: Some common interpretations of the generic concepts.

2.4 Federation Data Models

The federation data models include the legacy data models supported by the legacy databases
and the canonical data models. In this section, we present these models and illustrate them by
a small common example. These models are interpreted as specializations of the generic mod-
el described above.

2.4.1 Legacy Data Models

Over the years, several data modelings have been used to design universes of discourse: re-
lational model, network model (CODASYL DBTG), hierarchical model (IMS), shallow
model (TOTAL, IMAGE), inverted file model (DATACOM/DB), standard file model (CO-
BOL, C, RPG, BASIC) or object-oriented model. 

Due to the large variety of model families, it is not easy to propose an exhaustive description

Generic ER Relational Cobol

Entity/object type Entity type Table Record type

Attribute Attribute Column Field

Relationship type Relationship type

Group Identifier

Constraint

Primary key

Foreign key

Index

Record key

Collection Table space File
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of their own constructs and constraints. As far as this thesis is concerned, we will consider
two popular legacy data models only: the COBOL model and the relational model.

COBOL data model
The COBOL data model imposes few constraints on attribute structures (Figure 2-10). The
most important one concerns multivalued attributes, which can be represented trough array
attributes only. In addition, optional attributes are not explicitly represented except as multi-
valued attributes. 

An example of a COBOL schema is shown in Figure 2-11. In this model, record types have
(alternate) record keys (e.g. Customer has one attribute that plays the role of identifier and
access key). Attributes are atomic or compound (e.g. Cust-Address) or multivalued (e.g.
Cust-Phone). All the attributes are mandatory. Names are formed according to the COBOL
language syntax.

Figure 2-10: Concepts and constraints of the COBOL data model.

Generic Model Cobol Model Constraint

Entity/object type Record Type

Attribute Field Mandatory

Single-value atomic attribute Single-value elementary field Mandatory

Compound attribute Compound field Mandatory

Multivalued attribute ... occurs N times Mandatory

Identifier + access key Record key, alternate record key Only one attribute

Non-identifier access key Alternate record key with dupli-
cates

Only one attribute

Collection Files
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Figure 2-11: Cobol structure example.

Relational data model
The attribute structure in the relational data model is particularly poor (Figure 2-12): an at-
tribute must be single-valued and atomic. It can nevertheless be optional. Moreover, the rela-
tion data model introduces the concept of foreign key that is not defined in the COBOL data
model. 

Figure 2-12: Concepts and constraints of the relational data model.

An example of a relational data schema is shown in Figure 2-13. In this model, tables have
primary and unique keys (e.g. Customer has a primary identifier). All the attributes are atomic
and monovalued. Attributes can be mandatory or optional (e.g. phone). Tables can have one
or several foreign keys (e.g. custID is a referential attribute of Order. It references custID at-

Generic Model Relational Model Constraint

Entity/object type Table

Attribute Column Single-valued, atomic

Optional attribute Nullable column Single-valued, atomic

Primary identifier Primary key Must be an index

Secondary identifier Unique (column/table predicate)

Unique index

Must be an index

Referential key Foreign key

Access key Index

Collection Tablespace

Order
Ord-OrderID
Ord-Date
Ord-Label
Ord-Quantity
Ord-CustID
id: Ord-OrderID

acc 

Customer
Cust-custID
Cust-Name
Cust-Address

Add-Number
Add-Street
Add-Zip
Add-City

Cust-Birth-Date
Cust-Phone[5-5] array
id: Cust-custID

acc 

F-Customer

Customer

F-Order

Order
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tribute of Customer). Names are formed according to the relational language syntax. 

Figure 2-13: Relational schema example.

2.4.2 Canonical Data Models

A canonical data model is designed to express all the semantics of the local schemas [Sheth,
1990]. As a result, it is usually expected that its modeling power is richer than the data models
followed by the legacy databases. A canonical data model must therefore include at least all
the structures and constraints of any underlying legacy data schemas based on the legacy data
models. In this thesis, we propose two categories of canonical data models; namely the binary
conceptual model and the operational models. Such categories reflect the distinction between
theoretical and operational aspects of database federations.

• The binary conceptual model is based on ER model1 supporting binary, non cyclic rela-
tionships and generalization hierarchies. This model will be used to illustrate the theoret-
ical aspects of the mapping definition (Chapter 3) and of the schema-oriented framework
of the proposed federation system (Chapters 4 and 6).

• The operational models are those that are explicitly implemented by the wrapper proto-
types presented in Chapter 5. We propose two operational models: the wrapper logical
model associated with a common data manipulation language close to SQL and the
wrapper object-oriented model that offers Java object methods for accessing read-only
data. 

The rest of this section overviews the features of each of the operational models.

Wrapper logical model
The Wrapper logical Data Model (WDM) hides the syntactic idiosyncrasies and the technical
details of the DMS of a given model family. Since we only consider the COBOL and rela-
tional data models as legacy data models, we defined WDM as a model that includes all the

1. We choose the ER model instead of the UML model because of its expressive power and its for-
malization. For a comparison between these two models, we refer to [Hainaut, 2002b].

Order
OrderID
Date
Label
Quantity
CustID
id: OrderID

acc 
ref: CustID

acc 

Customer
CustID
Name
Address
BirthDate
Phone[0-1]
id: CustID

acc 
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structures and constraints that exist explicitly in these two data models (Figure 2-14). As a
result, WDM comprises entity types, attributes (that can be mono- or multi-valuated; simple
or compound, mandatory or optional) as constructs; identifiers and referential attributes as
constraints. 

An example of a schema of this model is shown in Figure 2-15. In this model, entity types
can have one or two identifiers constituted of one or more attributes or roles (e.g. Customer
has one identifier constituted of one attribute). Attributes are atomic or compound (e.g. ad-
dress). Attributes can be mandatory (e.g. name attribute of Client) or optional (e.g. birth-date
attribute of Customer). Attributes can also have several values (e.g. phone attribute of Cus-
tomer). Entity types can have one or several referential attributes (e.g. custID is a referential
attribute of Order. It references custID attribute of Customer). Names are formed according
to host language syntax.

Figure 2-14: Logical wrapper data model: constructs and constraints.

Figure 2-15: Wrapper logical schema example.

Object-oriented model
The wrapper object-oriented model (Figure 2-16) provides rich data structuring possibilities,

Constructs Constraints

ET Attributes: any number

Identifier: any number

Attribute Atomic / compound

card: [1-1],[0-1], [0-i]

Attribute Domain Char(n), Num(n), Num(n,m)

Identifier n level-1 attributes 

Referential attributes n level-1 attributes 

Names Host language compliant

Order
OrderID
Date
Label
Quantity
CustID
id: OrderID
ref: CustID

Customer
CustID
Name
Address

Number
Street
Zip
City

Birth-Date
Phone[0-5]
id: CustID
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which enables them to express all the semantics of the wrapper logical schemas. Moreover,
it permits the specification of behaviours (through the processing units), which can be used
to perform complex mappings among the schemas of a database federation. 

An object type (named entity type in the generic model) definition is a Java class structured
in three sections: the structure section, in which for instance, attributes can be defined, a con-
straint section in which constraint groups are defined, and a method section in which opera-
tions on objects are defined.

Figure 2-16: The object-oriented data model: constructs and constraints.

Below we present a brief overview of how OO modeling constructs can be derived from a
wrapper logical schema, with an illustration from our previous example schema (Figure 2-
15). 

Wrapper object-oriented schema
Object type are primary constructed from entity types of the wrapper logical schema. Such
objects are called entity objects. The entity objects properties correspond to the attributes of
the entity types. In the example schema of Figure 2-15, the entity types Customer, Order give
rise to corresponding objects in the object schema.

Single-valued attributes are modeled as simple properties (e.g. integer, string or date) whereas
multivalued attributes are modeled as vectors. In our example, the attributes custId and name
give rise to corresponding Java objects (respectively Integer and String); the phone attribute
is modeled as a Vector object.

In some cases, it is also possible to detect so-called implicit entity objects. These are entity
object that have not been implemented by a entity type in the logical schema due to logical
considerations. The logical schema characteristic leading to the discovery of a missing entity
object is the existence of a complex attribute - i.e., (multivalued) compound attribute. This is
the case for the address attribute in our example. It suggests an entity object which has four
attributes: number, street, zip, city and the corresponding properties.

Constructs Constraints

ET Attributes: any number

Identifier: any number

Attribute Atomic / compound

card: [1-1],[0-1], [0-i]

Attribute Domain Char(n), Num(n), Num(n,m)

Identifier n level-1 attributes 

Relationship type one-to-one, one-to-many

Processing unit (method)

Names Host language compliant
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Built-in properties are defined on attributes. A property returns the current instance of an at-
tribute. A getNumber property is defined, for instance, on the Number attribute defined on the
address entity object.

Relationship types are defined between (implicit) entity objects. Many-to-one or one-to-one
relationships are supported. Relationship types connect either two entity objects that refer-
ence themselves or an implicit entity object that refers its source entity object. The property
defined on a one-to-one relationship is getEntityObjectName whereas the properties defined
on a many-to-one relationship are getFirstEntityObjectName and getNextEntityObjectName.

The translation between the wrapper logical and the wrapper object-oriented models is dis-
cussed in [Noël, 2001].

Figure 2-17: Wrapper object-oriented schema example.

Object identifier
To achieve full transparency towards applications accessing the legacy database through the
object wrapper, object identifiers (oids) must be provided for such objects. Oids for objects
should have exactly the same properties they have in a regular object-oriented environment.
In particular, an oid must identify the same object each time it used in a method evocation.
Satisfying such requirements in our setting is complicated. Legacy databases, such as rela-
tional databases, provide only value-based identity, and values on which an oid might be
bases (such as primary key values) may be changed without notice due to the update autono-
my of the underlying database. Object wrappers are equipped with local identity monitors,

1-10-N places

1-1

1-1

has

Order
OrderID
Date
Label
Quantity
id: OrderID
getCustomer
getQuantity
getLabel
getDate
getOrderID

Customer
CustID
Name
Birth-Date
Phone[0-5]
id: CustID
getFirstOrder
getNextOrder
getAddress
getFirstPhone
getNextPhone
getBirth-Date
getName
getCustID

Address
Number
Street
Zip
City
getCustomer
getCity
getZip
getStreet
getNumber
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which use mechanisms such as locking or caching of objects to simulate object identity even
in presence of updates on the corresponding relational tuples. Dealing with oids is out of
scope of this thesis however. Strategies for implementing oids in wrappers have been devel-
oped in [Hohenstein, 1996] and [Lim, 1999].



   

Chapter 3

Mapping Definition

In which the mappings between two schemas are defined as schema
transformation operators. The concept of schema transformations is
presented and illustrated. We explain how schema transformations can
be used to automatically translate queries. We then introduce the
notion of history by giving its definition and its properties. We finally
present the model translation concept to illustrate those of schema
transformation, query transformation and transformation history.

3.1 Introduction

It can be shown that mappings can be modeled by data structure transformations. Indeed, the
production of a schema can be considered as the derivation of this schema from a (possibly
empty) source schema through a chain of elementary operations called schema transforma-
tions. Adding a relationship type, deleting an identifier, translating names or replacing an at-
tribute with an equivalent entity type, all are examples of basic operators through which one
can carry out such engineering processes as DMS schema translation [Hainaut, 1993b;
Rosenthal, 1988; Rosenthal, 1994] or data conversion [Navathe, 1980]. As will be shown lat-
er on, they can be used for wrapping engineering of legacy databases and integration as well.

3.2 Mapping Baselines

Current mapping definitions of wrappers and mediators, such as TSIMMIS [Chawathe,
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1994], InterViso [Templeton, 1995], IM [Levy, 1996], Garlic [Roth, 1997] and Clio [Yan,
2001] are what can be termed query-oriented. They provide mechanisms by which users de-
fine global schema constructs as view over source schema constructs (or vice versa in the case
of IM), but do not focus on the semantics of the data sources. More recent work on automatic
wrapper generation ([Vidal, 1998], [Hammer, 1997]) and agent-based mediation [Bayardo,
1997] is also query-oriented. 

In contrast, the thesis approach is schema-oriented in that we provide mechanisms by which
mappings are defined as schema transformations. These transformations are used to automate
the translation of queries between the schema hierarchy. 

This approach has several advantages over the query-oriented one [McBrien, 2000]:

• Decomposition of schema transformation into a sequence of small steps, whereas the
query-processing oriented approaches require that constructs in one schema are directly
defined in term of those in the other schema (Sections 3.3 and 3.4).

• Using the schema transformations to automatically translate queries on the global
schema into queries on the local schemas (Section 3.5).

• Enabling software production automation: as the transformation can be completely for-
malized, they can be implemented in a CASE tool (Chapters 5 and 7).

• Providing a unifying basis between the software production and the methodology (Chap-
ters 4 and 6).

As already stated, the generic data model defined in Chapter 2 is the ideal support for schema
transformations. Indeed, transformations can be used whatever their underlying data model
and their abstraction level. For instance, the same schema transformation can be used in a re-
lational model and in a conceptual one. The schema transformation definition on the generic
data model brings several important benefits:

• A transformation can be carried out for a construct of a data model M1 where the result of
this transformation is defined in terms of another data model M2. This allows inter-model
transformations to be applied, where the constructs of one data model are replaced with
those of another.

• These inter-model transformations form the basis for semi-automated generation of the
legacy data wrappers presented in Chapter 5. 

3.3 Schema Transformation

A (schema) transformation is most generally considered as an operator by which a source data
structure C is replaced with a target structure C’. Though a general discussion of the concept
of schema transformation would include techniques through which new specifications are in-
serted (semantics-augmenting) into the schema or through which existing specifications are
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removed from the schema (semantics-reducing), we will mainly concentrate on techniques
that preserve the specifications (semantics-preserving).

A transformation Σ can be completely defined by a pair of mappings <T,t>  (Figure 3-1):

• T is called the structural mapping. It replaces source construct C in schema S with con-
struct C’; C’ is the target of C through T and is noted C’=T(C). In fact, C and C’ are classes
of constructs that can be defined by structural predicates. T is therefore defined by a min-
imal precondition P that any construct C must satisfy in order to be transformed by T,
and a maximal postcondition Q that T(C) satisfies. T is the syntax of the transformation.

• t is the instance mapping that states how to produce the T(C) instance that corresponds to
any instance of C. If c is the instance of C, then c’=t(c) is the corresponding instance of
T(C). t is the semantics of the transformation. 

Another equivalent way to describe mapping T consists of a pair of predicates <P,Q>, where
P is the weakest precondition C must satisfy for T being applicable, and Q is the strongest
postcondition specifying the properties of C’. So, we can also write Σ ≡ <P,Q,t>.

Figure 3-1: The two mappings of schema transformation Σ ≡ <T,t>.

3.3.1 Reversibility

Each transformation Σ1≡ <T1, t1> can be given an inverse transformation  Σ2≡ <T2, t2>, de-
noted Σ-1 as usual, such that, for any structure C, 

Σ1 is said to be a reversible transformation if the following property holds, for any construct
C and any instance c of C,

So far, Σ2 being the inverse of Σ1 does not imply that Σ1 is the inverse of Σ2. Moreover, Σ2
is not necessarily reversible. These properties can be guaranteed only for a special variety of

C C’=T(C)

c c’=t(c)

T

instance o f instance o f

t

P1 C( ) C T2 T1 C( )( )=⇒

P1 C( ) C T2 T1 C( )( )=( ) c t2 t1 c( )( )=( )∧⇒
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transformations, called symmetrically reversible.

Σ1 is said to be a symmetrically reversible transformation (SR-transformation), or more sim-
ply semantics-preserving, if it is reversible and if its inverse is reversible too. Or, more for-
mally, if both following properties hold, for any construct C and any instance c of C,

 

In this case, P2 = Q1 and Q2 = P1. A pair of symmetrically reversible transformations is com-
pletely defined by the 4-uple <P1,Q1,t1,t2>. Except when explicitly stated otherwise, all the
transformations we will use in this presentation are semantics-preserving. In addition, we will
consider the structural part of the transformations only.

We have discussed the concept of reversibility in a context in which some kind of instance
equivalence is preserved. However, the notion of inverse transformation is more general.
Any transformation, be it semantics-preserving or not, can be given an inverse. For instance,
del-ET(Customer), which removes entity type Customer from its schema, clearly is not a se-
mantics-preserving operation, since its mapping t has no inverse. However, it has an inverse
transformation, namely create-ET(Customer). Since only the T part is defined, this partial in-
verse is called a structural inverse transformation. We will discuss these operators in more
detail in the next sections.

3.3.2 Structural Analysis of a Transformation

A transformation is known to replace construct C with construct C' in schema S, to yield new
schema S'. The effect of a transformation T in schema S can be specified as follows. We de-
fine a schema S as a set of constructs. Therefore, set-theoretic relations and operators apply
on schemas. For instance, a schema can be declared as a subset to another one or can be de-
fined as the union of other schemas.

Let us consider the structural functions C-, C+ and C0:

• C-(T) returns the constructs of S that have disappeared in S’;

• C+(T) returns the new constructs that appear in S’;

• C0(T) returns the constructs of S that are concerned by T, but that are preserved from S to
S’ (the catalytic constructs of T).

We also have:

CS(T)  = C0(T) ∪  C-(T)

CS’(T) = C0(T) ∪  C+(T)

S' = (S - C-(T)) ∪  C+(T)

P1 C( ) C T2 T1 C( )( )=( ) c t2 t1 c( )( )=( )∧⇒

P2 C( ) C T1 T2 C( )( )=( ) c t1 t2 c( )( )=( )∧⇒
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These concepts are illustrated in the following scenario, in which an instance of the rel-type/
entity type transformation of Figure 3-2 is applied on rel-type R, and in which every construct
has been given a denotation:

C-(T) = {R, rA, rB}

C+(T) = {R', R1, R2, rR1A, rR1R’, rR2B, rR2R’, id(R')}

C0(T) = {A, B}

S  = {A, B, R, rA, rB}
S' = {A, B, R', R1, R2, rR1A, rR1R’, rR2B, rR2R’, id(R')}

CS(T) = {A, B, R, rA, rB}

CS’(T)= {A, B, R', R1, R2, rR1A, rR1R’, rR2B, rR2R’, id(R')}

3.3.3 Signature of a Transformation

A transformation is specified through its signature, that states the name of the transformation,
the names of the concerned constructs in the source schema, and the names of the new con-
structs in the target schema. For example, the signature of the transformations T1 and T2 in
Figure 3-2 are as follows1:

T1: (R’,{(A,R1),(B,R2)}) ←  RT-ET(R)

T2: R  ←  ET-RT(R’)

The first one is interpreted as "when applying RT-ET to relationship type R, the new entity
type is called R', the rel-type involving A is called R1 and that involving B is called R2". The
second one must read as follows: "when applying ET-RT to entity type R', the new rel-type is
called R". 

The constructs which are involved in the operation, but that can be identified in the schema
from the names mentioned in the signature, are not specified. In the signature of T2 for in-
stance, entity types A and B are not mentioned since they can be deduced as "all the entity
types linked to R' in the source schema".

A signature alone does not comprise the C-, C+ and C0 structural components, but it can be
used to identify them in the source and target schemas. In addition, the format of a signature
is not unique, but depends, a.o., on the default naming conventions. For instance, the roles are
given default names in transformations T1 and T2 described above.

1. Fixed-length lists of a signature are enclosed into parentheses, while variable-length lists are
enclosed into curly brackets. 
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Figure 3-2: Representation of structural mapping T1 (from left to right) and T2 (from right to left) of
a typical SR-transformations. The identifier of the entity type R’ is made up of the roles rR1R’ and
rR2R’.

Just like transformations, signatures can be generic or instantiated. For instance, the generic
signature:

(R',{(A,R1),(B,R2)}) ←  RT-ET(R)

could be instantiated, in the actual schema shown in Figure 3-3, into:
(Order,{(Customer,passes),(Product,of)}) ←  RT-ET(Orders)

Figure 3-3: An instantiated transformation.

From these examples, we can observe an essential property of the signatures: their reversibi-
lity. Being provided with the right-side schema of Figure 3-2 and the signature of T2, we can
derive the signature of T1, and conversely. In other words, the signature provides enough in-
formation, not only for redoing the operation, but also to undo it.

This property is less obvious for some non-SR-transformations. Let us consider the example
of the del-ET operator, which removes an entity type from a schema. It can be illustrated as
follows. At first glance, it seems that the following signature could be quite right:

() ←  del-ET(B) 

Unfortunately, the problem is that, though we can redo the transformation, we are unable to
undo it. Of course, we are informed that entity type B was removed, but we have lost infor-
mation about its structure: what were its attributes, its roles, its constraints, etc.?

T1: (R’, {(A, R1), (B,R2)})
      ← RT-ET(R)

T2: (R) ← ET-RT(R’)I2-J2
rB
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rA R
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1-1
rR2R'
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R2
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R1 R'

BA

0-N0-N Orders

ProductCustomer

1-1

0-N
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0-N
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id: of.Product
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In this case, we must augment the signature with those of the derived operations. We consider
that removing B consists in removing its constraints (e.g. identifiers), then its attributes and
its roles, then the inconsistent relationship types, and finally B itself:

() ←  del-ID(B,{B1},δ1) 
() ←  del-Att(B,B1,δ2) 

() ←  del-Att(B,B2,δ3) 
() ←  del-Role(R,B,δ4) 
() ←  del-Role(R,A,δ5) 

() ←  del-RT(R,δ6) 
() ←  del-ET(B,δ7) 

In these signatures, the symbol δi stands for any kind of additional information needed to cre-
ate the construct, e.g. value type, value length, cardinality constraint, narrative description,
etc. Now the signature of the del-ET operation is reversible, though the operation itself is not.

3.3.4 Schema Transformation Sequence

A transformation sequence is a sequence of n ≥ 1 primitive transformations: Tp = <T1 T2 ...
Tn>. For instance, Tp = <T1 T2> is obtained by applying T2 on the schema that results from the
application of T1. As for primitive transformations, if a schema S can be transformed to a
schema S’ by means of semantics-preserving transformations, and vice-versa, then S and S’
are equivalent.

As an illustration, Figure 3-4 shows a sequence of three transformations usually used in da-
tabase engineering process. The first one (T1) replaces a foreign key with a relationship type,
the second one (T2) expresses a multiple attribute as an external entity type, and the third one
(T3) renames the name of an entity type.

Practically, this concept of schema transformation sequence has very diverse applications.
For example, if we wish to establish the mappings between two predefined schemas, the
transformational approach consists in finding a chain of transformations which, applied to the
source schema, produces the target schema. The underlying chain of structural mappings re-
flects the structural mappings between the two schemas whereas the chain of instance map-
pings reflects the correspondence at the data level themselves. If each transformation of the
chain of transformations is symmetrically reversible, then the two schemas are semantically
equivalent.
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Figure 3-4: Sequence of three common (semantics-preserving) schema transformations: a foreign
key transformation followed by an attribute transformation and a renaming transformation.

3.4 Some Typical Transformations

We propose in Figure 3-5 and Figure 3-6 two sets of the most commonly used transforma-
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tional operators. The first one is sufficient to carry out the transformation of most conceptual
schemas into relational schemas. The second comprises transformations that we will use for
the wrapper development. Experience suggests that a collection of about thirty of such tech-
niques can cope with most database engineering processes, at all abstraction levels and ac-
cording to all current modeling paradigms2.

 

2. Provided they are based on the concept of record, entity or object.

Att-ET/val: 
Transforming an 
attribute into an 
entity type (value 
representation). 
Inverse: ET-Att.

 (EA2, {A2}) ←  Att-ET/val(A, {A2}) (direct)
(A, {A2}) ←  ET-Att(EA2) (inverse)

Att-ET/inst: 
Transforming an 
attribute into an 
entity type 
(instance represen-
tation). 
Inverse: ET-Att.

 (EA2, {A2}) ←  Att-ET/inst(A, {A2}) (direct)
(A, A2) ←  ET-Att(EA2) (inverse)

Disagg: Disaggre-
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Figure 3-5: Six major generic transformations with their inverse. Cardinalities a, b, c and d must be
replaced with actual values.

RT-FK: Trans-
forming a binary 
relationship type 
into a foreign key. 
Inverse: FK-RT.

 (A, {B1}) ←  RT-FK(R) (direct)
(R) ←  FK-RT(A, {B1}) (inverse)

Split: Splitting an 
entity type into 
two entity types. 
Inverse: Merge.

 (A’) ←  Split(A, {A3, A4}) (direct)
(A, {A3, A4}) ←  Merge(A’) (inverse)

ISA-RT: Materiali-
zing an ISA relation 
into relationship 
type. 
Inverse: RT-ISA

 (b, c) ←  ISA-RT(A, B, C) (direct)
(A, A2) ←  RT-ISA(A) (inverse)

MultAtt-Serial: 
Replacing a multiva-
lued attribute with a 
series of single-val-
ued attributes that 
represents its 
instances. 
Inverse: Serial-Mul-
tAtt.

 (A, {A21, A22, A23}) ←  MultAtt-Serial(A, {A2}) (direct)
(A, {A2}) ←  Serial-MultAtt(A, {A21, A22, A23} (inverse)
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MultAtt-Single: 
Replacing a multiva-
lued attribute with a 
single-valued 
attribute that repre-
sents the concatena-
tion of its instances. 
Inverse: Single-Mul-
tAtt.

 (A, {A2}) ←  MultAtt-Single(A, {A2}) (direct)
(A, {A2}) ←  Single-MultAtt(A, {A2}) (inverse)

CompAtt-Serial: 
Replacing a com-
pound attribute with a 
series of atomic 
attribute that repre-
sents its component 
attributes.
Inverse: Serial-Com-
pAtt.

 (A, {A2_A21, A2_A22}) ←  CompAtt-Serial(A, {A2}) (direct)
(A, {A2}) ←  Serial-CompAtt(A, {A2_A21, A2_A22}) (inverse)

CompAtt-Single: 
Replacing a com-
pound attribute with 
an atomic attribute 
that represents the 
aggregation of its 
component attributes.
Inverse: Single-Com-
pAtt.

 (A, {A2}) ←  CompAtt-Single(A, {A2}) (direct)
(A, {A2}, {A21, A22}) ←  Single-CompAtt(A, {A2}) (inverse)

Create-Reference: A 
reference constraint is 
added. The referenc-
ing group and the 
group it references 
are made up of exist-
ing attributes. and/or 
roles. Inverse: Del-
Reference.

 () ←  Create-Reference(B, {B2}, A, {A1}) (direct)
() ←  Del-Reference(B, {B2}, δ) (inverse)

A
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Figure 3-6: Generic transformations commonly used in database wrapping.

Besides the generic transformations described above, we introduce a special kind of transfor-
mations: Create-FunctionGroup. This transformation defines that the components of the add-
ed group are calculated by using a user-defined function F whose semantics is known by the
user only. It has no predefined t mapping part, so that the instance conversion cannot be pre-
defined, but must be manually written. They are used as conversion functions for the at-
tributes or as reconciliation functions for resolving conflicts that have not been formally
defined by other schema transformations. The conversion of Belgian Francs to Euros is such
an example. In Chapter 6, we will develop the applications of these functions.

Create-Identifier: 
An identifier group is 
added. The group is 
made up of existing 
attributes and/or 
roles.
Inverse: Del-Identi-
fier.

 () ←  Create-Identifier(A, {A1}) (direct)
() ←  Del-Identifier(A, {A1}, δ) (inverse)

Rename-ET: An 
entity type is 
renamed.
Inverse: Rename-ET

 (AA) ←  Rename-ET(A) (direct)
(A) ←  Rename-ET(AA) (inverse)

Rename-Att: An 
attribute is renamed.
Inverse: Rename-Att

 (A, {AA1}) ←  Rename-Att(A, {A1}) (direct)
(A, {A1}) ←  Rename-Att(A, {AA1}) (inverse)

A
A1
A2

A
A1
A2
id: A1

A
A1
A2
A3

AA
A1
A2
A3

A
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A2
A3

A
AA1
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Figure 3-7: Group Transformation associated to a user-defined function F.

3.5 Schema and Query Mapping

In this section, we show how the schema transformation sequences can be used to automati-
cally translate queries in either direction between a pair of schemas. More precisely, for a
schema transformation sequence between two schemas S1 and S2, we will see how this se-
quence can be used to automatically:

• Translate queries posed on S2 to queries posed on S1;

• Translate updates posed on S2 to updates posed on S1.

So far, we have considered the transformation of one source schema to one target schema. In
this section, we extend our approach to schema integration. We show in this way how a global
query can be translated into local queries using a schema transformation approach.

3.5.1 Model and Query Language

For simplicity and clarity, we consider the generic binary model presented in Chapter 2. This
language is compliant with standard files, SQL-2 and ER models. It is enough expressive and
generic to describe all the main structures and constraints that exist explicitly in these data
models:

• Attributes can be atomic or compound; single-valued or multivalued;

• Reference, identifier and access groups;

• Entity types with at least an attribute and an identifier;

• Binary, non cyclic relationship types, without attribute;

• ISA relations.

We provide a simple query language that is homogeneous with the generic binary model: que-

Create-Function-
Group: A function is 
defined on a group.
Inverse: Del-Func-
tionGroup

 () ←  Create-FunctionGroup(A, {A3}, F) (direct)
() ←  Del-FunctionGroup(A, {A3}, F, δ) (inverse)

A
A1
A2
A3

A
A1
A2
A3
Fct: A3
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ries in Query are conjunctions of schema constructs. A query answer is an instance set of
schema constructs. 

A query Query over a schema S is an expression whose variables are constructs of S. Query
is a query expression over the schema which defines the instance of constructs. The syntax of
a Query is:

Schema identifies a schema construct. This is the construct being added or deleted by a trans-
formation. In other words, this is one of the constructs that take part in the definition of a sche-
ma transformation signature. Schema includes variable(s) used to instantiate instances of the
construct and it takes one of the forms presented in Figure 3-8. The identifiers in bold are lit-
eral, identifiers in italic are constants; other identifiers (neither in bold nor in italic) are vari-
ables; and the underscore character is an anonymous variable. Atom represents a variable
declared in a schema construct. 

When eq refers two variables of the same query, we can simplify the query and omit this pred-
icate, e.g. we need only write [att, Person, Id, EP, 4] instead of [and, [att, Person, Id, EP, ID],
[eq, [ID, 4]].

Figure 3-8: Syntax and semantics of the main constructs of the generic data model. 

Query ::= Schema | Predicate | [or, Query, Query {, Query}] |
 [and, Query, Query {, Query}] | [not, Query]

Predicate ::= [eq, Atom, Atom] | [less, Atom, Atom]

Construct Syntax Semantics

Entity type [ent, Name, Et] represents an entity type called Name,
and Et can be instantiated with instanc-
es of Name

Attribute [att, OwnerName, AttName, Owner, Att] represents an attribute AttName of a
construct OwnerName. The type of
OwnerName can be either an entity
type or a compound attribute. Owner-
Name contains the name(s) of the par-
ent(s) of the attribute. Att can be
instantiate with a value of the attribute
associated with the instance Owner of
OwnerName

Relationship
type

[rel, ET1Name, RTName, ET2Name, ET1,
ET2]

represents a relationship RTName be-
tween entities ET1Name and
ET2Name. ET1 and ET2 can be instan-
tiate with entity instances involved in
the relationship
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Example

In Figure 3-9, we illustrate the main representations of the constructs depicted in Figure
3-8.

Figure 3-9: Examples of construct representation (EP, ED and ID represent variables).

3.5.2 Schema Transformation and Query Substitution

Let us assume a schema S1 is transformed into a schema S2 and the queries posed on S1 have
to be translated to queries posed on S2. Consider first the case where S1 is transformed into
S2 by a single primitive transformation T. The only cases we need to consider in order to
translate a query Q1 posed on S1 to an equivalent query Q2 on S2 are to apply renamings and
to substitute occurrences of C-(T) (Figure 3-10). For transformation sequences, the substitu-
tions are successively applied in order to obtain the final query Q2.

Figure 3-10: Schema transformation and query substitution.

Let us consider now an update U1 posed on S1, taking one of the general forms where ET is
an entity type of S1, RT is a relationship type of S1 and queryatt is a query limited to conjunc-
tions of attribute variables: 

insert ET queryatt

delete ET queryatt

insert RT queryatt

delete RT queryatt

Then exactly the same substitutions as for queries above can be applied to U1 in order to ob-

Graphical Representation Query Language Representation

Construct Example

Entity type [ent, Person, EP]

Attribute [att, Person, Id, EP, ID]

Relationship type [rel, Person, Works-in, De-
partment, EP, ED]

Transformation Signature Substitution

RenameET (name’) ←  RenameET(name) Q2 = [name’ / name] Q1

RenameAtt (name’) ←  RenameAtt(ET, name) Q2 = [ET, name’ / ET, name] Q1

Other (S2) ←  T(S1) Q2 = [C-(T) / query] Q1

Other (inverse) (S2) ←  T-1(S1) Q1 = [C-(T
-1) / query] Q2

1-N1-1 Works-in
Department
Dname
id: Dname

Person
Id
Name
id: Id
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tain an equivalent update U2 posed on S2. Note that U2 is unambiguous only if S1 is an updat-
able view of S2, otherwise all the usual problems associated with view updates will need to
be addressed ([Bencilhon, 1981], [Dayal, 1981]).

We illustrate these notions by first giving an example of query translation between two equiv-
alent schemas. We next show how we can translate these queries between two non-equivalent
schemas. We will later give a larger example within the framework of the model transforma-
tion example presented in Section 3.7.

Single primitive transformation between equivalent schemas
We illustrate a query transformation for a single primitive schema transformation T1 and its
inverse T1-1 between the pair of schemas S1 and S2 illustrated in Figure 3-12. Let us consider
the structural functions C- and C+ of T1:

C-(T1) = C+(T1-1) = {DName}

C+(T1) = C-(T1-1) = {works-in, Department, Dname}

The schema transformation T1 and its inverse T1-1 are defined in Figure 3-11 by means of:

• their signature; 

• their structural function C- expressed in the schema form; 

• the queries query that state how the extents of each constructs of C- can be recovered
from the extents of the remaining schema constructs C’. 

Figure 3-11: Example of schema transformation signatures and the queries that state how the ex-
tents of each construct of C- can be recovered from the extents of the remaining schema constructs
C’(T1).

T1 (Department, {Dname}) ←  Att-ET/val(Person, {Dname})

C-(T1) Query

[att, Person, Dname, ED, X] [and
    [rel, Person, Works-in, Department, EP, ED],
    [att, Department, Dname, ED, X]]

T1-1 (Person, {Dname}) ←  ET-Att(Department)

C-(T1-1) Query

[att, Department, Dname, ED, X] [att, Person, Dname, EP, X]

[ent, Department, ED] [att, Person, Dname, _, ED]

[rel, Person, Works-in, Department, EP, ED] [att, Person, Dname, EP, ED] 
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Figure 3-12: Example of schema transformations and their inverse.

For any query on S1, the transformation definition can be used to translate constructs of S1
into constructs of S2, resulting in a query on S2. In that way, Figure 3-13 shows how the re-
quest "Find the ids of all the persons that work in the department of computing"  is translated
into equivalent queries in S1 and in S2 by applying the above substitution.

Figure 3-13: Example of query translation from S1 to S2.

Figure 3-14 shows the translation of an insert query from S2 to S1. The insertion on S2 of a
new person with id 10, name "Michaux" that works in the department "Poetry", can be trans-
lated into an insertion on S1 of a person with id 10, name "Michaux" and Dname "Poetry". 

Query on S1 Query on S2

[and, 
  [att, Person, Id, EP, ID],
  [att, Person, Dname, EP, "Computing"] 
]

[and, 
  [att, Person, Id, EP, ID],
  [rel, Person, Works-in, Department, EP, ED],
  [att, Department, Dname, ED, "Computing"] 
]

1-1 1-NWorks-in
Department
Dname
id: Dname

Person
Id
Name
id: Id

Person
Id
Name
Dname
id: Id

T2

S1 S2

T1-1

T1

1-1 1-NWorks-in
Person
Id
id: Id

Department
Dname
id: Dname

T2 -1

S3
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Figure 3-14: Example of update translation from S2 to S1.

Transformation sequence between two non equivalent schemas
Data, updates and queries can be translated between a pair of non-equivalent schemas if these
use their common constructs. If a query uses some construct which has no derivation in the
target schema, as for example in Figure 3-15 below, then the result query will contain void
term since the attribute Name has been deleted by applying the transformation T2.

Figure 3-15: Example of an invalid query translation from S1 to S3.

Query simplification
Queries that result from a query substitution can be sometimes simplified into an equivalent
query that is more efficient to execute but gives the same result as the original one. This con-
cerns an n-entity query q that can be transformed into an equivalent (n-1)-entity query q’.

Let us illustrate the principle by using the schema transformation RT-FK between the schema
S2 and S6 illustrated in Figure 3-16. Assume the query posed on S2 that returns the persons
who work in the poetry department (Figure 3-17). By applying the transformation RT-FK, we
obtain a correct query posed on S6 (at the bottom and the left of Figure 3-17). This query is a
n-entity query in that it involves two entity types. This n-entity query can be simplified by
transforming it into a mono-entity query because of the reference constraint group defined on
the attribute Dname of Person. The resulting query is shown at the bottom and the right of
Figure 3-17. 

Update on S2 Update on S1

insert
[and, 
  [ent, Person, EP],
  [att, Person, Id, EP, 10],
  [att, Person, Name, EP, "Michaux"],
  [rel, Person, Works-in, Department, EP, ED],
  [att, Department, Dname, ED, "Poetry"]
] 

insert
[and, 
  [ent, Person, EP],
  [att, Person, Id, EP, 10],
  [att, Person, Name, EP, "Michaux"],
  [att, Person, Dname, EP, "Poetry"]
]

Query on S1 Query on S3

[and, 
  [att, Person, Id, EP, ID],
  [att, Person, Name, EP, "Michaux"],
  [att, Person, Dname, EP, "Poetry"]
]

[and, 
  [att, Person, Id, EP, ID],
  [void],
  [rel, Person, Works-in, Department, EP, ED],
  [att, Department, Dname, ED, "Poetry"]
]
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Figure 3-16: Schema S6 that results of schema transformation RT-FK on S2 of Figure 3-12.

Figure 3-17: Non-simplified and simplified queries on S6.The non-simplified query results from the
query mapping based on the RT-FK transformation.

There are many rules for simplifying n-entity queries into equivalent (n-1)-entity queries. We
refer to [Johnson, 1984] for a discussion about query simplification3. Here, we only present
the most representative one: this resulting from a RT-FK transformation. The query equiva-
lence is guarantee by the reference constraint. For simplicity, we assume that the reference
group is made up of only one attribute.

Given a query q that represents n-entity types ETi (1 ≤  i ≤  n), the query simplification pro-
ceeds as follows: First, an ETi in q that references no other ETj in q (i≠ j) is chosen. Let ETtarget
be the chosen entity type. Then, query q is subdivided into 2 subqueries [q1; q2(ETtarget)]
where q2(ETtarget) only represents schema constructs that have ETtarget as variable. If each
schema construct of q2(ETtarget) refers to the identifier4 of ETtarget, then the query q can be
simplified: the instances of schema construct that references ETtarget are obtained by taking

Query on S2

[and, 
  [att, Person, Id, EP, ID],
  [rel, Person, Works-in, Department, EP, ED],
  [att, Department, Dname, ED, "Poetry"]
]

 Multi-entity Query on S6  Simplified Query on S6

[and, 
  [att, Person, Id, EP, ID],
  [att, Person, Dname, EP, X],
  [att, Department, Dname, ED, X],
  [att, Department, Dname, ED, "Poetry"]
]

[and, 
  [att, Person, Id, EP, ID],
  [att, Person, Dname, EP, "Poetry"]
]

3. Note that [Johnson, 1984] only considers the conjunctive queries.
4. A referenced attribute is an identifier (Chapter 2, Section 2.2.5).

S2 S6

T5-1

T5

1-1 1-NWorks-in
Department
Dname
id: Dname

Person
Id
Name
id: Id

Person
Id
Name
Dname
id: Id
ref: Dname

Department
Dname
id: Dname
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the values of the identifier of ETtarget. The rule works recursively until there remain no sub-
queries to be reduced for any ETtarget.

Example

To illustrate this rule, we apply it to the non-simplified query of Figure 3-17. First, the
entity type Department is chosen as ETtarget. The query q(ETtarget) is then extracted from
q with respect to the rule described above:

q(ETtarget) :[and,
[att, Department, Dname, ED, X],

 [att, Department, Dname, ED, "Poetry"]]

q(ETtarget) only represents the identifier of Department; q is then simplified. The
instances of the attribute Dname of Person (the variable X) are obtained by taking those
instances of Dname of Department with value "Poetry".

q:   [and, 

[att, Person, Id, EP, ID],
[att, Person, Dname, EP, "Poetry"]]

3.5.3 Schema Integration and Queries

Data integration approaches
Data integration is a process by which several databases, which associated local schemas, are
integrated to form a single virtual database with an associated global schema. Up to now ([Ca-
li, 2001], [Lenzerini, 2001]) data integration approaches have been either Global as View
(GaV) or Local as View (LaV):

• In the GaV approach, the constructs of a global schema are described as views over the
global schemas. These view definitions are used to rewrite queries over a global schema
into distributed queries over the local schemas. 

• In the LaV approach, the constructs of the local schemas are defined as views over the
global schema, and processing queries over the global schema involves rewriting queries
using views.

The principal drawback of GaV is that it does not readily support the evolution of local sche-
mas. On the other hand, LaV isolates the changes to local schemas to impact only on the der-
ivation rules defined for that schema. However, LaV has problems if one needs to change the
global schema, since all the rules for defining local schemas as views of the global schema
need to be reviewed. 

Examples of the GaV approach are Tsimmis [Chawathe, 1994], InterViso [Templeton, 1995]
and Garlic [Roth, 1997] while an example of the LaV approach is IM [Levy, 1996].
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Reversible schema transformation
The schema transformation approach offers an unifying framework for GaV and LaV ap-
proaches, based on the reversibility of schema transformations (Section 3.3.1). Using revers-
ible schema transformations, it is possible to extract definitions of the global schema as a
view over the local schema, and it is also possible to extract definitions of the local schemas
as views over the global schema. An interesting discussion on the use of schema transforma-
tions in the LaV and GaV approaches can be found in [McBrien, 2003].

Schema and query translation
In Figure 3-18, schema S5 can be regarded as a global schema which contains the union of
the information of the two source schemas S3 and S4. Since S5 contains constructs which can-
not be derived from all the schemas (for instance, the attribute Name of Person is not hold in
S4), there will be some global queries on S5 which will result in void.

To illustrate this, Figure 3-19 below first shows how a global query on S5 would be translated
to each of the two source schemas (GaV approach). It then shows how these two queries can
be integrated into a global query plan. The construct [source, schema, query] identifies that a
sub-query can be sent to a particular source. If more than one source contains the information,
the various alternative queries are placed in construct [plan, source1,..., sourceN], indicating
that some further query planning is required in order to choose one of the queries for execu-
tion or to form the result.

Figure 3-18: Schema integration example.
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Figure 3-19: Global query decomposition and global query plan.

3.6 History

The history of a schema transformation sequence is the recorded trace of all the transforma-
tions that are applied when transforming a schema S into a schema S’. Technically speaking,
a history can be materialized by a sort of log file, and therefore is a pure sequence of trans-
formation operations.

Query on S5

[and, 
  [att, Person, name, EP, Name],
  [rel, Person, works-in, Department, EP, DEP],
  [att, Department, Location, DEP, LOC],
  [att, Location, Floor, LOC, 4]
]

Query on S3 Query on S4

[and, 
  [att, Person, name, EP, Name],
  [rel, Person, works-in, Department, EP, DEP],
  [void],
  [void]
]

[and, 
   [void],
   [rel, Person, works-in, Department, EP, DEP],
   [att, Department, Location, DEP, LOC],
   [att, Location, Floor, LOC, 4]
 ]

Query on S5 Query Plan

[and, 
   [att, Person, name, EP, Name],
  
   [rel, Person, works-in, Department, EP, DEP],

   [att, Department, Location, DEP, LOC],
   [att, Location, Floor, LOC, 4]
]

[and, 
  [source, S3,   
           [att, Person, name, EP, Name]],
   [plan,
        [source, S3, 
           [rel, Person, works-in, Department, EP, DEP]],
        [source, S4, 
           [rel, Person, works-in, Department, EP, DEP]],
   ],
   [source S4,
      [and, 
           [att, Department, Location, DEP, LOC],
           [att, Location, City, Floor, LOC, 4]]]
]
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3.6.1 History and Methodology

A history is not an arbitrary sequence of operations. It should obey to a structured way of pro-
ceeding called a methodology. A methodology specifies the products and the processes that
appear when carrying out any instance of an engineering activity. This is the case for the in-
tegration process as we will see through this thesis.

Describing methodologies relates to (software/design) process modeling [Rolland, 1993], a
discipline that is concerned with the understanding, representation and computer-based sup-
port of the software engineering activities, including the development of data structures in
data-centered applications. Such activities can be modeled as a set of documents, or products
(schemas, programs, specifications, etc.) and a set of engineering processes that transform in-
put products into output products according to specific requirements to satisfy. For instance,
in a classical integration process [Parent, 1998], local schemas are first translated into a ca-
nonical data model and then integrated into the unique global schema by an integration pro-
cess. Each process in turn can be decomposed into a local set of products and processes, until
primitive processes can be described.

The model we have developed derives from proposals such as [Potts, 1988] and [Rolland,
1993], extended to all database engineering activities. This model describes quite adequately
design methodologies like integration and reverse engineering process. [Hainaut, 1996b] and
[Roland, 1997] give a comprehensive specification of the model whose main concepts are the
following. 

• A product instance is any outstanding specification object that can be identified in the
course of a specific design. A conceptual schema, an SQL DDL text, a COBOL program,
an entity type, a table can all be considered product instances. Similar product instances
are classified into products, such as the set of local schemas, entity types.

• A process instance is any logical unit of activity in a history which transforms a product
instance into another product instance. Transforming a schema expressed in a model into
an equivalent schema expressed in another model is a process instance. Similar process
instances are classified into processes. Model translation is a process. There are two cat-
egories of processes, namely engineering processes and primitives. An engineering pro-
cess is a goal-oriented process that is intended to make its input product satisfy specific
requirements. Model translation is an example of design processes. On the contrary, a
process is a primitive if it is a deterministic atomic operation. Generally, a primitive is
neutral w.r.t. the requirements (it has no goal). Another difference is that the strategy of a
primitive is encapsulated and is carried out by the CASE tool, while the strategy of a
design process is visible, and has to be carried out by the designer, or at least under its
control. The creation of an entity type and the transformation of a attribute into an entity
type are examples of primitives.

• The strategy of a process is the specification of how its goal can be achieved, i.e. how the
process must be carried out. A strategy can be deterministic, in which case it reduces to
an algorithm (and can often be implemented as a primitive), or it can be non-determinis-
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tic, in which case the exact way in which each of its instances will be carried out is up to
the designer. 

• The hypothesis is an essential characteristics of a process instance since it implies the
way in which its strategy will be performed. When the engineer needs to try another
hypothesis, (s)he can perform another instance of the same process, generating a new
instance of the same product. After a while (s)he is facing a collection of instances of this
product, from which (s)he wants to choose the best one (according to the requirements
that have to be satisfied). 

• The history of a process instance is the recorded trace of the way in which its strategy has
been carried out, together with the product instances involved and the rationale that has
been formulated. Since a project is an instance of the highest level process, its history
collects all the design activities, all the product instances and all the rationales that
appeared, and will appear, in the life of the project. The history of a product instance P
(also called its design) is the set of all the process instances, product instances and ration-
ales which contributed to P. 

3.6.2 History Topology

The history is the trace of an actual execution of an engineering process following its strategy.
As already mentioned, it can be materialized by the sequential list of operations. But, a de-
signer can be facing a choice between several ways of performing a process. He has to make
hypotheses, each one reducing the problem to a particular context, and to solve the problem
in each context. All the solutions are different versions of a product. The designer can take a
decision a posteriori. All the hypotheses and all solutions must be recorded in the history as
well as the decisions. Each hypothesis actually starts a new sequence of operations and each
decision actually brings some branches to an end. Hence, the sequence of operations must be
interpreted as a tree.

Now, let us consider the successful branches only. We remove all the branches corresponding
to hypotheses which have not been retained, and whose end products have been discarded.
Keeping the live branches only produces a linear history. This derived history is important
since it describes the way the final products could have been obtained should the engineer
have proceeded without any hesitation: replaying this history on the source products will
yield the same output products as the actual process did.

Figure 3-20 illustrates the two representations of an history. In the left side, the history is pre-
sented as a tree made up of process instances (cn), product instances (pr) and rationales
(Select). In the right side, the linear history is made up of process and product instances only.
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Figure 3-20: The history as a tree structure (a), and as a linear structure (b).

3.6.3 Aggregation Levels

Developing all the instances of engineering processes produces a complete history that can
be given two extreme presentations:

• A structured history which appears as an ordered tree in which each node represents a
process instance. Leaves are primitive process instances, and non-leaf nodes are engi-
neering process instances. The immediate children of node N represent instances of the
processes mentioned in the script of the process of N. The root represents the instance of
the main process, i.e. the project.

• A flat history shows the primitive process instances only. This concept is interesting
because it is the easiest form of history to record. Indeed, since it represents no engineer-
ing processes, it is methodology-neutral, and can be built by simple CASE tools. In some
situations, it could be the only form of history available. Such could be the case for
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loosely structured activities, such as some scenarios of reverse and integration engineer-
ing. 

3.6.4 Definition

In this thesis, we consider the trace of a transformation sequence that produces schema Sj
from schema Si. This is called history (Hij) of the schema transformation sequence. We note
that Sj = Hij(Si) where Hij = <T1 T2 T3 ... Tn> where Ti (1≤  i ≤  n) is a signature of a schema
transformation. For instance, the history Hex represents the schema transformation sequence
of Figure 3-4.

3.6.5 Properties

History subset
A history Hp is a subset of history Hn (denoted by Hp ⊆  Hn) if all the process instances of Hp
appears in Hn, in the same order. A history H can be sliced into sequences of process instances
h1, h2, h3, etc. We will note this decomposition H = <h1 h2 h3 ...>, where h1, h2, h3 are history
slices.

Independent histories
Let us consider history H = <.. T1 .. T2 ..>, in which we identify transformations T1 and T2.
The question addressed is: does the execution of T2 depend on the execution of T1, or are they
independent, in which case they can be (or could have been) executed in any order, or even
in parallel? First, we define the partial order relation before(Ti, Tj), that states that transforma-
tion Ti must be performed before Tj. 

This relation is defined as follows:

before(Ti,Tj) ⇔ (C+(Ti) ∩ C(Tj) ≠ ∅ ) ∨  (C0(Ti) ∩ C-(Tj) ≠ ∅ )  

Intuitively, Tj must follow Ti if Tj uses constructs created by Ti, or Tj deletes catalytic elements
of Ti. Then we define tr-before, the transitive closure of before:

tr-before(Ti,Tj) ⇔ before(Ti,Tj) ∨  ( ∃  T  ⊆  H : tr-before(Ti,T) ∧  before(T,Tj))

Finally, T1 and T2 are independent iff: 

    ¬ tr-before(T1,T2) ∧¬  tr-before(T2,T1)

Hex = <

T1: (R) ←  FK-RT(A, {A2}, B)

T2: (RA, A2, {A21, A22}) ←  Att-ET(A,{A2}) 

T3: (AA) ←  Renaming(A)
>
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Equivalent histories
Two histories (or history slices) Hi and Hj are equivalent w.r.t. schema S iff 

Hi(S) = Hj(S). 

Let us consider history H0, which is expressed as a sequence of four subsequences: 

H0 = <h1 h2 h3 h4>, 

where h1 and h4 are (possibly empty) sequences of transformations and h2 and h3 are two (non
empty) history slides. 

If we can prove that h2 and h3 are independent slices, then they can be swapped in H0, leading
to history H1 = <h1 h3 h2 h4>. Therefore, Hi is equivalent to Hj iff Hj can be built from Hi
through a sequence of swap operations applied to independent slices.

Let us consider history H, which transforms the schema of Figure 3-21 into a relational sche-
ma: multivalued attribute Detail is transformed into entity type Detail and one-to-many rel-
type from, then the latter and rel-type of are expressed as foreign keys.

H : h1: (Detail, from) ←  Att-ET/Value(Order, Detail)

h2: {OrdID} ←  RT-FK(from, Detail)

h3: {CustID} ←  RT-FK(of, Account)

Figure 3-21: A schema example.

The graph of tr-before is as follows: 

h1 →  h2 h3

Therefore, <h2 h3> are independent and swappable. The same is true of <h1 h3>. According
to the definition, <h3 h1  h2 > and <h1  h3 h2 > are equivalent to H, while <h3 h2 h1 > is not
equivalent.
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Minimal history
The history of a design process records the results of the decisions, be they right or wrong, of
trials, errors, backtracking, undos and redos which shape all the exploratory human activities.
Histories generally have a complex structure including several branches which materialize
the exploration of concurrent hypotheses, of which one only led to the discovery of a target
concept, the other ones being abandoned. Cycles of doing, then undoing, and finally redoing,
are not uncommon either. Such structures must be simplified: multiple branches must be re-
duced to the only one that has proved useful, useless loops must be discarded. Hence the con-
cept of minimal history, which can be defined as follows:

history H is minimal w.r.t. schema S iff for any H’ ⊂  H, H’(S) ≠ H(S)

In other words, there is no proper subsets of H which still are equivalent to H. Given history
H, Hm is a minimal version of H if Hm is minimal, and Hm is equivalent to H.

3.6.6 History Operations

History minimization
The objective is to produce a correct and minimal history as defined in Section 3.6.5. The nor-
malization includes two processes, namely minimizing and restructuring the history:

• Removing dead branches provides a history in which only the branches and products that
contribute to the final product are kept. It consists in parsing the history backward, from
the final product toward the input products, and marking the process instances and prod-
uct instances examined. The unmarked instances are discarded. This process is fairly
easy and can be automated.

• Detecting and reducing useless sequences, and particularly useless loops are more com-
plex problems. This problem has been formalized in [Roland, 2003]. In this thesis, we
simply propose the following heuristics:

We consider history H, which is expressed as a sequence of transformations:
H = <T1 T2 T3 T4>

We denote by ΣT the generic transformation of which T ⊆  H is an instance. If all the
following properties stand in H, then H and <T1 T4> are equivalent:

ΣT2 = ΣT3
-1

C-(h3) = C+(h2)

¬  (∃  T ∈  H: (T ≠ T3) ∧  C+(T2) ∩ C(T) ≠ ∅ )

¬  (∃  T ∈  H: C+(T3) ∩ C(T) ≠ ∅ )

In short, we can remove any pair of transformations which prove to be the inverse of
each other, and whose target constructs are not used in any other transformations. 
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History inversion 
Section 3.3 showed how a schema transformation can be inverted, assuming sufficient infor-
mation are available in the schema transformation signature. Inverting a history is a complex
task. Indeed, it implies reverting strategical decisions. If this is only possible, it is out of the
scope of this thesis. So, without loss of generality because a history can be minimized, this
section only deals with minimal histories.

The inverse function Hij
-1 can be derived from a function Hij and can be defined as follows: 

if Hij = <T1 ... Ti ... Tn> then Hij
-1 = <Tn

-1 ... Ti
-1 ... T1

-1> and hence Si=Hij
-1(Sj)

In other words, Hij
-1 is obtained by replacing each origin schema transformation by its inverse

and by reversing the operation order. For example, Hex
-1 is the inverted history Hex represent-

ing the schema transformation sequence of Figure 3-4:

This new history Hex
-1 is in fact the invert of history Hex. So, in practice, inverting a history

is building a new history with the reverse of the transformations of the original history insert-
ed in reverse order.

3.7 Model Translation

The model translation is a particular case of schema transformation. It consists in translating
a schema expressed in a data model Ms into a schema expressed in another data model Mt.We
use the model translation concept to illustrate schema transformation, query transformation
and transformation history.

Model translation is defined as a model-driven transformation within the generic data model
defined in Chapter 2. A model-driven transformation applies on a schema. It can be defined
by m(Ms, Mt) where Ms and Mt are two different submodels, i.e., subsets of the generic data
model. It consists in applying the relevant transformations on the relevant constructs of the
schema expressed in Ms in such a way that the final result complies with Mt.

A model-driven transformation is expressed as a transformation plan made up of a sequence
of <condition, action> statements and control structures, where condition is a structural pred-
icate and action is a transformation. The meaning is obvious: apply action action on each con-
struct that satisfies predicate condition. The control structures include scope restrictions and

Hex
-1 = <

T3
-1: (A) ←  Renaming (AA)

T2
-1: (A, {A2}) ←  ET-Att(RA, A2) 

T1
-1: (B2) ←  RT-FK(R, B)

>
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loops.

As an illustration of model translation, we consider the transformation plan between the rela-
tional model and the ER model (Figure 3-22). That is, a schema expressed in the relational
model (Ms) is translated into an equivalent schema expressed in the conceptual model (Mt). 

Figure 3-22: Sample transformation plan for translating a relational schema into a conceptual sche-
ma using the ER model.

This transformation plan can be applied to any schema expressed in the relational model. Its
execution produces two result types: (1) a target schema expressed in the ER model and
equivalent to the source schema; and (2) a schema transformation history that records all the
transformations applied by the transformation plan.

Example

Let us consider the relational schema (RS) of the Figure 3-23. 

The application of the transformation plan on this schema is translated into its history:

• The collection File is removed:

T1: () ←  Del-Collection(File)

• The schema includes two referential attributes (CustID of the entity type Account
and CustID of the entity type Order) which express relationship types. We aug-
ment the history with the following transformations: 

T2: (R) ←  FK-RT(Account, {CustID})

T3: (passes) ←  FK-RT(Order, {CustID})

• The entity type Account is an entity type attribute that is translated into a multiva-
lued attribute of the entity type Customer:
T4: (Customer, {Account}) ←  ET-Att(Account)

• Finally, we discard all the access keys: 

T5: ()  ←  Del-Access(Customer, {CustID})
T6: ()  ←  Del-Access(Order, {CustID})

1- For each collection C, do:
apply Del-Collection to C;

2- For each access key group AK, do:
apply Del-AccessKey to AK;

3- For each referential group RG of an entity type ETs that references another entity type ETt, do: 

apply FK-RT to RG;
4- For each entity type E, do:

If E meets the precondition of ET-RT, apply ET-RT to E;
5- For each entity type E, do:

If E meets the precondition of ET-Att, apply ET-Att to E;
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Figure 3-23: Model translation of a relational schema into a conceptual schema.

The history H of the transformation plan of the relational schema (RS) of the Figure 3-23
records the transformation sequence RS-to-CS: 

RS-to-CS = <T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 T6>

The conceptual schema (CS) of the Figure 3-23 is then obtained by the application of the
transformation sequence LS-to-CS on LS:

H  = <
T1: () ←  Del-Collection(File)
T2: (R) ←  FK-RT(Account, {CustID})
T3: (passes) ←  FK-RT(Order, {CustID})
T4: (Customer, {Account}) ←  ET-Att(Account)
T5: ()  ←  Del-Access(Customer, {CustID})
T6: ()  ←  Del-Access(Order, {CustID})

>
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CS = RS-to-CS(RS) 

     or CS = T6(T5(T4(T3(T2(T1(RS))))))

RS-to-CS is minimal as defined in Section 3.6.5. It can therefore be inverted by applying
the inversion history operator (Section 3.6.6). The inverse history CS-to-RS is defined as
follows: 

CS-to-RS = <T6-1 T5-1 T4-1 T3-1 T2-1 T1-1>
    with RS = CS-to-RS(CS)

    or RS = T6-1(T5-1(T4-1(T3-1(T2-1(T1-1(CS))))))

We can use the primitive transformations of CS-to-RS to automatically transform a query
posed on CS into a query posed on RS by applying the substitution mechanism as
defined in Section 3.5.2. For instance, Figure 3-24 shows how the request "Find all the
customers that places an order on the 1st of October 2000" is expressed into equivalent
queries in CS and RS; the equivalence being ensured by the inverse of the schema trans-
formation T3. These queries are expressed in the query formalism. In Figure 3-25, as an
example, we give the translation of the query posed on CS into an equivalent SQL query.

Figure 3-24: Example of a query translation from CS to RS.

Figure 3-25: SQL version of the query posed on RS.

Query on CS Query on RS

[and, 
  [att, Customer, CustID, CUS, ID],
  [rel, Customer, passes, Order, CUS, ORD],
  [att, Order, Date, ORD, "01:10:2000"]
]

[and, 
  [att, Customer, CustID, CUS, ID],
  [att, Customer, CustID, CUS, CC],
  [att, Order, CustID, ORD, CC],
  [att, Order, Date, ORD, "01:10:2000"]
]

SQL Query on RS

Select CUS.CustID
From Customer CUS, Order ORD
Where CUS.CustID = ORD.CustID
And Date = "01:10:2000";
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Chapter 4

Schema-oriented Architecture

In which the schema-oriented framework of data mediation is
presented. The schema correspondences of the framework are formally
examined by means of the transformational paradigm. This leads to the
introduction of the concepts of implicit constraints and discrepancies.
The role and tasks of wrappers for legacy databases are then
discussed. 

4.1 Introduction

This chapter presents a schema-oriented framework of the database mediation architecture
that allows us to reduce the mediation issue in smaller independent problems. The basic idea
is that we consider the schema hierarchy of the database mediation architecture instead of
their implementation technologies (i.e., wrapper and mediator). 

The schema-oriented framework is based on the classical schema architecture proposed by
[Sheth, 1990] but differs from it in that the global schema integrates not only the legacy in-
formation but also the new requirements.

As we will see through this chapter, the schema-oriented framework of database mediation
provides an elegant way to unify the architecture components and their development. Map-
pings defined as schema transformations are the unifying element between the architecture
components and their dedicated methods. The schema correspondences of the hierarchy are
formally examined by means of the transformational paradigm defined in Chapter 3. 

Moreover, we discuss the important role of the wrapper in the particular case of a federated
database architecture that integrates new requirements. We argue that some responsibilities
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commonly allocated to mediators can be transferred to wrappers. To this end, we discuss a
wrapper/mediator architecture where the wrapper is more than a model and query converter.

This chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.2 presents a schema-oriented framework for
a database federation that integrates legacy and new components. The main goal is to propose
a formal definition of schema correspondences and to present the exact contribution of each
schema layer. It involves defining the concepts of implicit constraint and discrepancy. Sec-
tion 4.3 presents and discusses the different possible wrapper architectures according the
schema layers they emulate.

4.2 Schema-oriented Framework 

In this section, we set up a schema-oriented framework for data mediation. The basic idea is
that we consider the schema hierarchy of data mediation instead of their implementation tech-
nologies (i.e., wrapper and mediator). The schema-oriented framework provides an elegant
way to unify the architecture components and their development (Figure 4-2 and Figure 4-3).
Mappings defined as schema transformations are the unifying element between the architec-
ture components and their dedicated methods: a method defines the schema transformation
sequence that is used to automate the translation of queries within the corresponding archi-
tecture component. The hierarchy schemas are formally examined by means of the transfor-
mational paradigm defined in Chapter 3.

4.2.1 Definition

A schema layer is defined by a triple <{Si}, {Mi}, S> where {Si} is the set of source schemas, S
is the output schema, {Mi} is the set of mappings between each pair of <Si, S>.   

Mapping properties
Mi is defined as a sequence of schema transformations such as  Mi = <Si-to-S, si-to-s> such that
S=Si-to-S(Si). Mi has an inverse: Mi’ = <S-to-Si, s-to-si> such that Si=S-to-Si(S). The mappings
between the source and output data can be derived from the instance mappings: si=s-to-si(s)
where s is an instance of S and si is an instance of Si.

Schema properties
We consider the function σ (P) which gives the semantics of a product P. Two products (or
schemas) can be compared based on their semantics. This refers to the relative information
capacity of a schema [Hull, 1986]. For instance, considering the goal of the conceptual sche-
ma (CS), and adopting the conceptual formalism as a pure expression of all the semantics of
the system and only it, we could write: σ (CS) = CS. However, due to the fact that several
conceptual schemas can describe the same application domain (a fact sometimes called se-
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mantic relativism), we will distinguish CS as a product from its semantic contents σ (CS).

If needed, we can consider that the semantics of a product is a consistent set of logic asser-
tions such that if P1 ⊆  P2, then σ (P2) ⇒   σ (P1). To simplify the discussion, we will consider
that the semantics is expressed in such a way that we can also write: σ (P1) ⊆  σ (P2). In ad-
dition this formalism must be such that σ (P1 ∪  P2) = σ (P1) ∪  σ (P2).

If we consider products as schemas, we can state that the semantics between two schemas (S1
and S2) is preserved if these schemas can be transformed by means of semantics-preserving
transformations only. In other words:

if S2=S1-to-S2(S1) 

such that S1-to-S2: (∀  Ti ∈ S1-to-S2, Ti is a SR-transformation)

then  σ (S1) = σ (S2). 

Seamlessly, we can also state that:

if S2=S1-to-S2(S1) 

such that S1-to-S2:      (∃  Ti ∈ S1-to-S2: Ti is a semantics-reducing transformation) ∧  

         ¬ (∃  Tj ∈ S1-to-S2: Tj  is a semantics-augmenting transformation) 

then  σ (S1) ⊂  σ (S2).

And, conversely, 

if S2=S1-to-S2(S1) 

such that S1-to-S2:      (∃  Ti ∈ S1-to-S2: Ti is a semantics-augmenting transformation) ∧  

          ¬ (∃  Tj ∈ S1-to-S2: Tj  is a semantics-reducing transformation) 

then  σ (S2) ⊂  σ (S1).

4.2.2 Architecture

The architecture comprises a hierarchy of federated layers and new layers (Figure 4-2 and
Figure 4-3). These layers provide a global view (NGS) that integrates the new needs in infor-
mation and the existing legacy information (Figure 4-1). The methods that help developers
define the schema hierarchy will be discussed separately in Chapter 6.

Hierarchy architecture
The architecture defines three classes of schemas, namely, the global schema, the federated
schemas and the new schemas. The new global schema (NGS) meets the current global infor-
mation needs by integrating the schemas of the other classes. 

The federated schemas comprise the schemas hierarchy that describes the local existing da-
tabases. According to the general framework and according to the legacy nature of the data-
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bases, each local database source is described by its own legacy physical schema (LPS) from
which a semantically rich description called semantically enriched legacy schema (LPcS), is
obtained through a database reverse engineering process. LPcS is then translated into an
equivalent schema (LHyS) expressed in a canonical data model. From this conceptual view, a
subset homogenized according to the new global requirements is extracted (LHgS); it express-
es the exact contribution of this database to the global requirements. LHgS are merged into a
hierarchy of federated schemas (LFS) (a LFS can be the result of the integration of LHgS and/
or other LFS). The top of this hierarchy is made up of the federated global schema (FGS). 

Finally, the new schemas describe the new database through its conceptual schema (NHgS)
and its physical chema (NPS). This database provides the additional required services that
cannot be taken in charge by the legacy components.

Figure 4-1: Hierarchy architecture of the schema-oriented framework. For simplicity, the federation
schema hierarchy has been simplified.

Federated layers
The federated layers (Figure 4-2) provide integrated information of existing and legacy data-
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bases, without the need to physically integrate them. We consider four federated layers: se-
mantic, syntactic homogenization, global homogenization and mediation. They address four
independent problems:

• Semantic enrichment: due to the weakness of legacy data models, the physical schema
often is poor as far as semantics expression is concerned.

• Syntactic homogenization: each local database must deliver its data to the federation in
some sort of common format, called the canonical data model.

• Global homogenization: when comparing a source database and the new requirements
hold in NGS, different discrepancies appear, so that each source must be adapted in order
to enter the federation.

• Merging: when the data sources have been homogenized, they can be merged (schemas
and data) in order to offers the global view of all the legacy components.

 

Figure 4-2: The schema-oriented framework: federation layers (semantic layer, syntactic homoge-
nization layer, global homogenization layer and mediation layer). 
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New layers
The new layers (Figure 4-3) provide global information that is required by the new informa-
tion system, but is not available in the legacy databases. The global mediator offers an inter-
face based on the NGS that holds all the required information. It integrates the federated and
new databases.

Figure 4-3: The schema-oriented framework: new layers and the federated layer of mediation.

In the following, we describe the characteristics of the federated and new layers and illustrate
them by taking up the example described in Chapter 1, the common case study used through-
out this thesis. We recall here the essential elements for the understanding of this chapter. 

In the example of Chapter 1, we consider a company in which two manufacturing subsidiaries
(M1 and M2) are active. We also consider the personnel departments P1 and P2 that ensure
the HRM of each of these sites, and the sales department S, common to both. As far as this
chapter is concerned, we only consider the personnel departments.

The personnel departments P1 and P2 are controlled by two independent databases, namely
DB-P1 (personnel of site M1) and DB-P2 (personnel of site M2). From a technical point of
view, database DB-P1 is made up of a collection of standard COBOL files, while DB-P2 was
developed in Oracle V5. 
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Due to organizational reasons, the head office forces its branches to make their information
system comply with the new business requirements that it has defined itself. 

Figure 4-4: Integration example: legacy schema hierarchy. LPS/P1 comprises the record types
Empl and Sal. LPS/P2 comprises two tables Salesperson and Office. In LPcS/P1, we observe the
renaming of all the constructs, the elicitation of a hidden reference group and of a hidden functional
dependency: Scale →   Base. In LPcS/P2, a hidden foreign key, two hidden primary keys and an
implicit multivalued attribute have been discovered. In LHyS/P1 and LHyS/P2, the schemas (LPcS)
modeled in the generic model have been translated into schemas using the binary generic model
as the canonical data model. In LHgS/P1, the entity type Employee has been homogenized accord-
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ing to NGS: deletion of the attribute Status; the entity type Salary and the relationship type Has have
been also discarded. In LHgS/P2, the entity types Salesperson and Office have been transformed
into one complex entity type Salesperson.

4.2.3 Semantic Layer

The semantic layer is defined as follows: <{LPS}, {LPS-to-LPcS}, LPcS> where LPS is the leg-
acy physical schema and LPcS is the semantically enriched legacy physical schema. LPS is
expressed in a legacy data model whereas LPcS is expressed in the generic data model defined
in Chapter 2.

Schema definition
Legacy data models cannot express all the semantics of the real world. Limitations of the
modeling concepts lead to the incompleteness of the physical schema [Parent, 1998]. A fed-
eration cannot therefore assume the quality and the completeness of the physical schemas of
legacy databases to be integrated.

Each legacy database D is the end product of a design process (the forward engineering FE)
that started with user requirements. Whatever the way in which D was actually produced, we
can imagine that it has been obtained through a chain of standard design processes that trans-
lates in a systematic and reliable way the users requirements into this database as it appears
currently. Nevertheless, trying to imagine what could have happened in this hypothetical de-
sign process can be a fruitful exercise since it will allow us to identify how and why D has got
to be what it currently is. In this section, we reexamine the database development process in
order to identify the difference between LPS and LPcS.

LPS definition. Roughly speaking, we can state that the physical schema (LPS) and the code
(code) of an operational legacy database result from schema transformation processes: 

LPS = FE(LCS)

code = COD(LPS)

where LCS is the conceptual schema, FE the forward engineering process and COD
the coding process.

Ideally, we should have:
 σ (code) = σ (LPS) = σ (LCS)

However, we know that empirical processes do not meet this property [Hainaut, 2002]. Let
us call ∆ the semantics of LCS that disappeared in the process. We get:

σ (code’) ∪  ∆ = σ (LCS)

where  code’ denotes the actual code.
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We can now refine code into its DDL part and its external part: 
code’ = codeddl’ ∪  codeext’

where codeddl’ comprises the explicit declaration of constructs, expressed in the DDL
of the DMS and codeext’  that expresses, in more or less readable and identifiable
form, all the other constructs.

Accordingly, process COD comprises two subprocesses: namely, CODddl and CODext.

The discarded specifications ∆ have not disappeared, but rather are hidden somewhere in the
operational system or in its environment. For instance, they can be discovered in the data
themselves (through data analysis techniques) or found in the exploitation and users proce-
dures (and can be elicited by interviewing users, exploitation engineers or developers). 

Now we can complete the description of the semantics properties of the physical schema and
the operational code:

code’ ∪  ∆  = code = FE(LCS)

codeext’ = CODext(LPS’)

code’ = codeddl’ ∪  codeext’

with σ (code’) ∪  ∆ = σ (codeddl’) ∪  σ (codeext’) ∪  ∆  

= σ (LCS)

LPCS definition. We observe that reversing a hierarchically decomposable process consists
in inverting the order of the sub-processes, then replacing each sub-process with its inverse.
For systems that have been developed according to an ideal approach, we have:

LPS = CODddl
-1(codeddl’) 

LPcS = LPS ∪  CODext
-1(codeext’) ∪ ∆

Finally, we can state the schema definition of LPS and LPcS:

• LPS is recovered by uncoding the actual DDL code (codedll’);

• LPcS is recovered by uncoding the actual non-DDL code (codeext’) and interpreting the
semantics lying outside the system (∆); and finally merging them into LPS.

LPS only contains the structures and constraints that are explicitly expressed in the DDL code
while LPcS includes also the structures and constraints that are implicitly implemented or
merely discarded during the development process. In the following section, we define the
concepts of explicit and implicit constructs. We do not intend to discuss the elicitation tech-
niques of explicit and implicit constructs here; rather, we focus on some basic developments
that illustrate the structural and semantic differences between LPS and LPcS, hence the nature
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of the schema transformation sequence LPS-to-LPcS.

Explicit and implicit constructs and constraints
As explained above, an explicit construct is a component or a property of a data structure that
is declared through a specific DDL statement. An implicit construct is a component or a prop-
erty that holds in the data structure, but that has not been declared explicitly. In general, the
DMS is not aware of implicit constructs, though it can contribute to its management (through
triggers for instance). The analysis of the DDL statements alone leaves the implicit constructs
undetected. As a result, LPS holds only the explicit constraints of a database whereas LPcS
holds both its explicit and implicit constraints.

Example

The most popular example certainly is that of foreign key. Let us consider the Figure 4-5,
in which two tables, linked by a foreign key, are declared. We can say that this foreign
key is an explicit construct, insofar as we have used a specific statement to declare it.

Figure 4-5: Explicit foreign key declaration.

The program of Figure 4-6 represents a fragment of an application in which no foreign
keys have been declared, but which strongly suggests that column Owner should behave
as a foreign key. If we are convinced that this behavior must be taken for an absolute
rule, then Owner is an implicit foreign key.

Figure 4-6: Implicit foreign key.

The variety of implicit constructs can be fairly large, even in small legacy databases. In Chap-
ter 6, we will present the most frequent implicit constructs and the transformation operators

create table EMPLOYEE(C-ID integer primary key,
                   C-DATA char 80)    
create table ORDER(O-ID integer primary key,
                   OWNER integer
                   foreign key(OWNER) references EMPLOYEE)

create table EMPLOYEE(C-ID integer primary key,
                   C-DATA char 80)
create table ORDER(O-ID integer primary key,
                   OWNER integer)
...
exec SQL select count(*) in :ERR-NBR from ORDER
                   where OWNER not in (select C-ID from EMPLOYEE)
end SQL

if ERR-NBR > 0 then
                   display 'Referential constraints :', ERR-NBR, ' violations';
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that make them explicit.

Illustration
The physical schemas (LPS) of the personnel departments P1 and P2 are refined through
DBRE in order to recover the hidden structures and constraints such as foreign keys, unique
keys or multivalued attributes that are unknown in the Oracle V5 model, and referential and
functional dependency groups that cannot be expressed in the standard file model. We there-
fore obtain the two LPcS and the respective (semantics-augmenting) schema transformation
sequences that model the DBRE process.

4.2.4 Syntactic Homogenization Layer

The syntactic homogenization layer is defined as follows: <{LPcS}, {LPcS-to-LHyS}, LHyS>
where LHyS is the result of a model translation: LPcS expressed in the generic model is trans-
lated into LHyS expressed in the canonical data model. 

Schema definition
The model translation (MOD) is a particular case of schema transformations (Chapter 3, Sec-
tion 3.7). It consists in translating a schema expressed in a data model Ms into a schema ex-
pressed in another data model Mt where Ms and Mt are two different submodels (i.e., subsets)
of the generic data model. Accordingly, the schema definition of LHyS is defined as follows:

LHyS = MODs→ t(LPcS)

where Ms (the source model) is the generic data model and Mt (the target model) is the
canonical data model.

A model translation applies semantics-preserving transformations1 on the constructs of a
schema expressed in Ms in such a way that the final result complies with Mt. We can therefore
refine LPcS-to-LHyS:

LPcS-to-LHyS: (∀  Ti ∈ LPcS-to-LHyS, Ti  is a SR-transformation)

Hence, we can state the semantic relation between these two schemas:

 σ (LHyS) = σ (LPcS) 

Illustration
The two schemas LPcS of personnel departments are translated into the binary generic data
model described in Chapter 2. This model includes the concept of one-to-many association,

1. The fact that a model translation can include transformations that remove technical constructs like
access keys or process units is irrelevant here. 
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while a LPcS schema makes use of foreign keys. The current layer will express each foreign
key as an association type.

Figure 4-7: Integration example: legacy an new schema hierarchy. LHgS/P1 and LHgS/P2 are in-
tegrated into a common entity type Salesperson (FGS). By comparing the NGS against FGS, we
define NHgS that holds all the new constructs and an attribute (Number) common to the FGS. 
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4.2.5 Global Homogenization Layer

The global homogenization layer is defined as follows: <{LHyS}, {LHyS-to-LHgS}, LHgS>
where LHgS is the legacy schema homogenized according to the new global schema (NGS).
Global homogenization (HOM) removes some discrepancies of legacy databases in regard to
NGS [Yan, 1997]. These discrepancies arise when legacy databases model the same applica-
tion domain differently.

Schema definition
Roughly speaking, LHgS can be defined as the intersection of NGS and LHyS for which all
the discrepancies are removed:

LHgS = HOMNGS(LHyS)  ∩ NGS

Since the discrepancies are removed by applying semantics-preserving or semantics-reducing
transformations on LHyS, we can refine the schema transformation sequence LHyS-to-LHgS:

LHyS-to-LHgS: ¬ (∃  Ti ∈ LHyS-to-LHgS: Ti  is a semantics-augmenting transformation)

Hence, we can state the following semantics relationships between LHgS and LHyS; between
LHgS and NGS:

σ (LHgS) ⊆  σ (LHyS) 

σ (LHgS) ⊆  σ (NHgS)

Discrepancy
The data and schema expressed in LHyS can exhibit discrepancies against NGS:

• Domain discrepancies: different units of measurement (Euro vs. Dollar or legacy curren-
cies); different notation (“firstname lastname” vs. “lastname, firstname”); different rep-
resentation (ISBN with dashes vs. with spaces);

• Syntactic discrepancies: besides the usual conflicts related to synonyms and homonyms,
a syntactic conflict occurs when the same concept is presented by different constructs in
local schemas. For instance, an same concept can be represented by an entity, by an
attribute value and by a relationship.

• Semantic discrepancies: a semantic conflict appears when a contradiction appears
between two representations A and B of the same application domain concept or between
two integrity constraints.

All these discrepancies can be resolved by means of schema transformations. In Chapter 6,
we will present the most frequent discrepancies and the transformation operators that solve
them.
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Illustration
Figure 4-4 depicts some discrepancies between LHyS of the two sources and NGS: (1) domain
discrepancy: in LHyS, salesperson numbers are recorded with dash separation while the same
data are to be without any dash in NGS; (2) syntactic discrepancy: Address and Office are syn-
onyms; (3) semantic discrepancy: Office is modeled as an entity type in LHyS of the site P2
while it is modeled as a compound attribute in NGS; NGS only considers employees that
work as seller whereas the local database records all the employees that work in the site P1
whatever their status (the value domain of Status of Employee is {Salesperson, Secretary,
Manufacturer, Manager}.

4.2.6 Mediation Layer

The mediation layer is defined as follows: <{LHgS1,..., LHgSn}, {LHgS1-to-FGS,...,LHgSn-to-
FGS}, FGS>. The FGS is defined as the union of all the legacy databases through their LHgS:

FGS = ∪ i(LHgSi)

Each FGS obtained as the result of a schema transformation must satisfy certain quality cri-
teria. The notion of schema transformation sequence can be used to express such criteria. [Ba-
tini, 1986] introduced four criteria for global schema: namely, correctness, completeness,
minimality and understandability. In the following, we consider these quality criteria with re-
spect to the notion of schema transformation sequences between each LHgSi and FGS:

• Correctness. FGS must be able to correctly represent all the concepts of LHgSi. In fact,

the global schema must be derivable from local schemas by correct schema transforma-
tions. In this context, correctness refers to the fact that the semantics of FGS should not
be greater than the semantics of the union of LHgSi: σ (FGS) ⊆  σ (∪ i(LHgSi)).

• Completeness. FGS must be able to represent all information representable by the union
of the LHgSi. Thus, the semantics of the global schema must be greater than or equal to

the information capacity of the union of LHgSi: σ (∪ i(LHgSi)) ⊆  σ (FGS).

• Minimality. Same real-world concepts must be represented in FGS only once. The objec-
tive of the minimality criterion is to discover and eliminate redundancies at the schema
level. Redundancy elimination corresponds to a semantics-preserving transformation
sequence.

• Understandability. The objective of the understandability criterion is to choose the most
understandable representation. FGS meets this objective since it integrates schemas
(LHgSi) homogenized according to the new requirements. 

Correctness and completeness together require a semantics-preserving transformation se-
quence between each FGS and LHgSi (σ (FGS) = σ (∪ i(LHgSi)).
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Illustration
Figure 4-7 depicts the integration of the two homogenized schemas of the two personnel de-
partments. Since the instance value sets of the two databases are distinct, the integration pro-
cess is immediate.

4.2.7 New and Global Mediation Layers

The new layer is defined as follows: <{NGS, FGS}, {NGS-to-NHgS}, NHgS> where NHgS is
the new local schema homogenized according to the new global schema (NGS). NHgS pro-
vides the information required by the new system (NGS) but not supplied by the legacy data-
bases (FGS). Since the new layer has to operate in collaboration with the federated layers,
NHgS must include information common to FGS. For instance, some of the important entity
types that appear in FGS can also appear in NHgS, either as duplicates (e.g., to represent ad-
ditional attributes of an entity type, or to improve performances), or as extension (e.g., the
personnel of a third department has to be incorporated) of the former ones.

Therefore, NHgS can be defined as:

NHgS = (NGS \ FGS) ∪ COR(NHgS, FGS)

where COR is the correspondence detection process.

The main goal of the correspondence detection process is the identification of overlapping or
complementary information between NHgS and FGS. The goal of this process is obvious:

NHgS ∩  FGS  ≠ ∅  

Finally, we can state the semantics definition of NHgS:

σ (NHgS) ⊇  σ (NGS \ FGS)

Illustration
By comparing the NGS against FGS, we define NHgS that holds all the new constructs (sale
history) and a construct (Salesperson.Number) common to the FGS (Figure 4-7). Here, the
connection with the legacy databases is made possible through a common identifier.

4.2.8 Synthesis

We are now able to summarize the schema and mapping properties of the schema-oriented
framework. As a significant result, please note the central role of the semantic and homoge-
nization layers in the hierarchy: they support the new layers as they reduce the domain, syn-
tactic, semantic and instance distances between the NGS and each source.
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Schema properties
Figure 4-8 depicts the schema definition and the semantics they hold. It summarizes the main
aspects of the database federation we take into account in this thesis:

• Legacy aspects: LPcS holds not only the information explicitly declared in the DDL code
but also the extra semantics that is hidden elsewhere.

• New aspects: LHgS, NHgS and NGS integrate the new needs of the organization in the
database federation system.

Figure 4-8: Schema definition synthesis.

Mapping properties
From the schema transformation sequence definitions described above, we are now able to
state the properties of the schema layer mappings by using the history properties defined in
Chapter 3, Section 3.6: 

• For a specific schema layer: the mappings are defined as a minimal sequence of schema
transformations;

• For the sequence of the schema layers: the transformation sequences are not equivalent
but are dependent. We can observe an order relation between them: before(LPS-to-LPcS,
LPcS-to-LHyS); before(LPcS-to-LHyS, LHyS-to-LHgS); before(LHyS-to-LHgS, LHgS-to-
FGS). 

Note that a sequence comprising the transformations of two (or more) minimal dependent se-
quences is not necessary minimal (Chapter 3, Section 3.6). Let us consider a transformation
sequence LPS-to-LHgS defined on the semantic layer, syntactic and semantic homogenization
layers: 

LPS-to-LHgS = <LPS-to-LPcS   LPcS-to-LHyS   LHyS-to-LHgS>

Although the subsequences LPS-to-LPcS, LPcS-to-LHyS and LHyS-to-LHgS are defined as
minimal and dependent, the sequence LPS-to-LHgS is not necessary minimal since it can in-

Schema Schema Definition Semantic Definition

LPS LPS = CODddl
-1(codeddl’) σ (LPcS) = σ (codeddl’)

LPcS LPcS = LPS ∪  CODext
-1(codeext’) ∪ ∆ σ (LPcS) = σ (LPS) ∪ σ (codeext’) ∪ σ (∆)

LHyS LHyS = MOD(LPcS) σ (LHyS) = σ (LPcS)

LHgS LHgS = HOM(LHyS)  ∩ NHgS σ (LHgS) ⊆  σ (LHyS)

FGS FGS = ∪ i(LHgSi) σ (FGS) = ∪ i(σ (LHgS)i)

NHgS NHgS=(NGS\ FGS) ∪  COR(NHgS, FGS) σ (NHgS) ⊇  σ (NGS \ FGS)
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clude a transformation in a subsequence that has its inverse in another one or a transformation
on an construct that do not contribute to the final schema LHgS (Chapter 3, Section 3.6.5). We
must therefore apply the minimal operator on the sequence LPS-to-LHyS:

LPS-to-LHgS = min (<LPS-to-LPcS   LPcS-to-LHyS   LHyS-to-LHgS>)

Example

In Figure 4-7, LHgS of the personnel department P1 is the result of three schema trans-
formation sequences between the schemas LPS, LPcS, LHyS and LHgS. In these sequences, 
all the transformation schemas applied on the entity type Sal(ary) can be discarded since
this construct doesn’t belong to LHgS.

4.3 Wrapper Architecture

The schema-oriented framework is used to examine the role of a wrapper in the particular
case of a federated database architecture that integrates new requirements. We argue that
some responsibilities commonly allocated to mediators can be transferred to wrappers. 

4.3.1 Wrapper and Schema Layers

Whatever the underlying technologies proposed in the literature, we can hypothesize that
their wrappers integrate at least the syntactic homogenization layer. Figure 4-9 represents the
wrapper architectures in which other schema layers are integrated or not into the wrapper. 

Figure 4-9: Wrapper and schema layers: (a) the thin wrapper approach; (b) the conceptual wrapper
approach and (c) the thick wrapper approach.
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The architecture depicted in Figure 4-9 (a) shows the most classical wrapper architecture
(called the thin wrapper approach) where the wrapper only includes the syntactic layer
whereas all the mediation tasks are assigned to the mediator (e.g., [Vermeer, 1996], [Ham-
mer, 1997], [Bouguettaya, 1998], [McBrien, 1999]). Such wrappers are based on the quality
and completeness of the database structures to be wrapped that cannot be relied on in many
practical situations. They cannot prevent inconsistencies caused by a violation of an implicit
constraint since they do not emulate such concepts. 

Figure 4-9 (b) represents the conceptual wrapper that offers a schema that contains and in-
corporates extra semantics (implicit constraints and constructs) that are not defined in the
physical schema of the underlying database. This architecture, implemented in the InterDB
Project [Thiran, 2001], aims at providing a wrapper interface that allows local consistent up-
dates of the legacy data. Note also that the wrapper is only defined from information of a local
and legacy database source. That is, it does not take in charge any information from the other
sources nor from the global schema.

Figure 4-9 (c) represents the thick wrapper architecture in which the wrapper offers not only
the conceptual interface of the underlying legacy database but also an interface homogenized
with regard to NGS. As a result, the thick wrapper supports the mediator as it reduces the do-
main, syntactic, semantic distances between the NGS and each source. However usual prob-
lems associated with view updates need to be addressed [Dayal, 1981]. This thick wrapper
approach especially fits very well situations where new local applications have to integrate
the new functions and requirements of the organization. 

In essence, these three approaches of database federation architecture provide the bases for a
transition strategy from mediator-centered to wrapper-centered architectures in which the
wrapper includes not only the syntactic layer but also the semantic and homogenization layers
that are traditionally allocated to the mediator. Figure 4-10 summarizes the main characteris-
tics of a wrapper for the three approaches.
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Figure 4-10: Main characteristics of wrappers.

4.3.2 Wrapper Architecture Discussion

Defining the layer location in a wrapper/mediation architecture is an important issue that
must be tackled. More specifically, the question is: 

Where should the semantic and/or the global homogenization
layers be located? Have they to be managed by the wrapper?

Though no complete answer can be given to this question, we can nevertheless identify six
major dimensions and criteria for the layer location: methodological, organizational, optimi-
zation, reuse, local applicability and salability aspects.

Methodological aspects
Figure 4-11 shows the methodology pattern for developing architecture components. The
methodology template shows the two main stages, namely the wrapper building and the me-
diator building. Wrapper stages can be done independently. The portion of effort spent in
each activity is represented by the surface covered by each polygon. All the polygons form a
triangle that represents the global effort in building a database federation. An horizontal line
separates the mediator stage from all the wrapper stages. The horizontal line position depends
on the service layers supplied by the mediator or the wrappers. For instance, if the wrapper
only includes the syntactic homogenization layer, the horizontal line position is low, i.e., the
wrapper stage surface is small.
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Figure 4-11: Wrapper and mediator stages and their horizontal border.

As an illustration, Figure 4-11 points to the main assets for the thick wrapper approach:

• Top position of the horizontal line: the wrapper stage involves only one legacy data
source (and the NGS). Once conceptualized and homogenized, a database can be inte-
grated into NGS through a simple integration mechanism. The thick wrapper methodol-
ogy is heavy in semantics recovery and homogenization but light in integration. The
semantics recovery and homogenization count for the most of the effort for including a
new database in the federation (Chapter 6).

• Maximization of development distribution: wrapper stages can be done in parallel; these
stages can be independently done by analysts having a strong knowledge of the data-
bases.

Organizational aspects
The thick wrapper approach requires more responsibility from the local database administra-
tor. Though this can induce negotiation problems, the local administrator could feel more in-
volved in building the federation (Chapter 6, Section 6.5.1). In addition, the problems are
solved where they are best mastered (Chapter 6, Section 6.3.2).

Optimization aspects
The execution cost of a query received by a mediator is expressed as a weighted combination
of I/O, CPU, and communication costs. A typical simplification [Öszu, 1999] is to ignore lo-
cal processing cost by assuming that the communication cost is dominant. Important inputs
to the optimizer for estimating execution costs are fragment statistics and formulas for esti-
mating the cardinalities of results. A common formula for determining the total time (CT) is:
CT = TMSG + (TTR * #bytes). TMSG is the fixed time of initiating and receiving a message,
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while TTR is the time it takes to transmit a data unit from one site to another; #bytes is the sum
of the sizes of all messages.

The homogenization layer can apply operations of data selection and projection (Chapter 6,
Section 6.5.2). Hence, if the homogenization layer is integrated into the wrapper, the cost of
transferring data over the network (#bytes) can be reduced.

Reuse aspects
Service layers manage the same kind of mappings, so that integrating them into a same archi-
tecture component can maximize some program reuse. This concerns the location of the se-
mantic and homogenization layers. Indeed these layers manage mappings of the same nature
(for instance, naming mapping, domain mapping). Such mappings could be simplified and re-
used if they are managed by the same architecture component. 

In Section 4.2.8, we noted that a transformation sequence which integrates two (or more) min-
imal (no transformation can be removed) independent transformation sequences is not neces-
sary minimal. Therefore, merging the sequences and performing their actions on the same site
can lead to avoid unnecessary mapping and hence can lead to better performance. 

Local applicability aspects
The semantic layer offers an enriched schema that holds all the explicit and implicit structures
and constraints of a legacy database, and therefore offer added value from the semantic point
of view. Hence, it allows new local applications to perform consistent updates of the legacy
data.

The primary goal of the homogenization layer is to present an homogenized view of the leg-
acy databases for the mediation layer. However, the homogenization layer can also be used
to enhance and evolve local applications since it allows them to access the legacy databases
through the new interface. For example, the homogenization layer can introduce new data
formats or domains that can be directly used by the new local applications. As a consequence,
if new local applications must integrate the new requirements of the organization, the thick
wrapper approach should prove better than the thin wrapper approach. This feature plays an
essential role when the legacy system is intended to be gradually migrated into a newer and
modern system [Brodie, 1995]. During the migration stage, legacy and new systems must co-
exist together [Umar, 1997]. Hence, the importance of using the thick wrapper approach that
wraps the legacy databases in such a way that the new applications can be developed on top
of it.

Example 

The homogenization layer translates legacy currencies, such as Belgian Francs in Euros.
New applications can now extract data from the local database without worrying about
obsolete currencies.
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Scalability aspects
The thick wrapper approach is designed to facilitate dynamic and scalable data integration.
Its complexity is independent of the number of sources registered. Thick wrapper methodol-
ogy is heavy in semantics recovery and homogenization but light in integration. Semantics
recovery and homogenization which can be done independently and in parallel, account for
most of the effort for including a new database in the federation. Including a new database in
the federation involves modification that mainly is taken in charge by the local maintainers
and owners (Chapter 6).



                        

Chapter 5

Wrapper Architecture

In which the technology of wrappers for legacy databases is presented.
The query processing including the semantic implicit integrity control
is described. Our experience in building wrappers is then presented
and some issues of wrapper generation are addressed. The architec-
tures of operational wrappers for relational and standard file
databases - the InterDB wrappers - are finally presented. 

5.1 Introduction

As we already mentioned in Chapter 1, legacy data systems contain information that is em-
bedded in legacy databases and application code [Umar, 1997]. In many cases, legacy data
systems are the only source of years of business rules, historical data, and other valuable in-
formation. Access to this information is of vital importance to new and emerging tools and
applications (Chapter 4). 

A wrapper attempts to extend the usefulness of the legacy data systems by facilitating their
integration into modern (distributed) systems. In general, data wrapping is a very attractive
strategy due to several reasons. First, it does not modify the legacy data systems. Secondly,
it addresses the challenge of database heterogeneity by providing a standard and common in-
terface. This interface is made up of: (1) a wrapper schema of the wrapped database, ex-
pressed in a canonical data model and (2) a common query language which uses the semantics
defined in the wrapper schema. Queries on the wrapper schema are also known as wrapper
queries. 
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Here follow some of the most frequent applications of database wrapping:

• Legacy system integration. As already mentioned in the previous chapters, the wrapper is
one of the architecture components of a database federation.

• Legacy system migration. Migrating a system consists in replacing one or several of the
implementation technologies. IMS/DB2, COBOL/C, monolithic/client-server, central-
ized/distributed are some widespread examples of system migration. In some situations,
the only component to salvage when abandoning a legacy system is its database. The
data have to be converted into another format, which can be taken in charge by a wrap-
per. 

• Legacy data extraction/conversion. Most data warehouses are filled with aggregated data
that are extracted from corporate databases. This transfer requires a deep understanding
of the physical data structures and of their semantics, to write a wrapper layer that inter-
prets them correctly. 

• Legacy system opening to modern system. Legacy systems provide services that remain
useful beyond the means of the technology in which they were originally implemented
(they are often well-suited to run certain applications, such as high-volume batch pro-
cessing operations). The wrapper attempts to extend the usefulness of those systems by
facilitating their communication with other modern (or legacy) systems. 

• Legacy system extension. This term designates changing and augmenting the functional
goals of a legacy system, such as adding new functions, or its external behavior, such as
improving its robustness or its security.

The wrapper technology that we will describe through this chapter has been tested and ap-
plied within the framework of the different applications described below. In Figure 5-1, we
give synopses of the main case studies to illustrate the key applications of our wrappers.

Wrapper 
Application

References Comments

Data integration [Thiran, 1998]
[Hainaut, 1999]

Our wrapper is used in a federation ar-
chitecture

Data migration [Henrard, 2002] A variant of our wrapper is used within 
the framework of an incremental ap-
plication migration

Data extraction [Delcroix, 2001] By accessing legacy data through our 
wrapper, a data converter can be used 
whatever the underlying DMS
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Figure 5-1: Current applications of our wrappers.

5.1.1 Wrapper Baselines

As we have pointed out, wrappers are crucial because they are the focal point for managing
the diversity of legacy databases [Roth, 1997]. Below a wrapper, each data source, or data
management system, has its own data model, schema, programming interface, and query ca-
pability. The data model can be relational, object-oriented, or specialized for a particular do-
main. Some data systems support a query language, while others are accessed using a class
library or other programmatic interface. Most critically, legacy data systems vary widely in
their support for queries. At one end of the spectrum are legacy data systems that only support
simple scans over their contents (e.g., sequential files of records). Somewhat more sophisti-
cated data systems allow a record ordering to be specified, and apply elementary predicates
to limit the amount of data retrieved. At the other end of the spectrum are databases like re-
lational databases that support complex predicates and operations like joins or aggregations.

Several prototype wrapper systems for databases have been developed. They share two com-
mon characteristics according to which they can be compared, namely the query-oriented def-
inition of their mappings and the level of transparency they provide. 

Mapping definition
One of the most challenging issues in wrapper systems is the definition of the mappings. Two
main basic approaches have been used to specify them. 

The first and very widespread approach ([Vermeer, 1996], [Garcia, 1997]) is query-oriented
in that it provides mechanisms by which users define wrapper schema constructs as view over
source schema constructs, but do not focus on the semantics of the data sources. More recent
approaches on automatic wrapper generation ([Vidal, 1998], [Roth, 1997], [Hammer, 1997])
are also query-oriented. 

In contrast, the second approach ([Thiran, 1998], [McBrien, 1998]) is schema-oriented in that
mappings are defined as schema transformations that are used to automate the translation of
queries. In Chapter 3, we showed how schema transformations can be used as a sound basis
for the query translation. 

Wrapper transparency
Several authors ([Vermeer, 1996], [Hammer, 1997], [Bouguettaya, 1998], [Roth, 1997]) con-
sider a wrapper as a data model converter, i.e., a software component that translates data and
queries from one data model, generally the legacy DMS model, to another, abstract, DMS-
independent, model. That is, the wrapper is only used to overcome the data model and query

System extension [Thiran, 1999] An implementation of our wrapper of-
fers a Java remote interface of Cobol 
files
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heterogeneity in database systems, leaving aside the semantic aspects of wrapping. 

Moreover, schema translation in the above is on a model by model basis: the translation of
schemas and queries of a specific data model to schemas and queries of another specific data
model. Examples of such wrappers are given in Figure 5-2. No general techniques that allow
the translation of a schema described using a given model into an equivalent schema de-
scribed using another model are provided. This issue is addressed in [Thiran, 1988] and
[McBrien, 1999]. We both propose an extensible framework that allows the description of ar-
bitrary models and the use of schema transformations between two no necessary equivalent
schemas. We differ from the approach of [McBrien, 1999] in using a high-level generic data
model that allows to easily represent any constructs and constraints whatever their underlying
data model and their abstraction level (Chapter 2).

 

Figure 5-2: Some research on wrappers dedicated to particular model and query languages. 

Finally, in terms of query language, the transparency is not necessary guaranteed by the cur-
rent wrapper prototypes. Their query language power can indeed vary according to the query
capability of the underlying DMS. This requires a wrapper writer to describe legacy DMS
(and wrapper) capabilities by means of a query capability declarative specification language.
Examples of such systems are Tsimmis [Papakonstantinou, 1995], Disco [Kapitskaia, 1997]
and Information Manifold [Levy, 1996].

The idea of declarative specifications of query power is attractive, but there are some prob-
lems with this approach [Roth, 1997]. One of them is the fact that the resolution of complex
query mapping is not solved at the wrapper level whereas choosing legacy query plan can re-
quire detailed knowledge of the contents, semantics, and physical organization of the legacy
data. Another problem is that capabilities and restrictions are difficult or impossible to ex-
press declaratively. The limits vary for different DMS and even for different versions of the
same DMS. 

Wrapper Model Legacy Model References

Relational Hierarchical or net-
work 

[Gray, 1984]
[Rosenthal, 1985]

Entity-Relationship Relational [Markowitz, 1993]

Object-oriented Relational [Kim, 1990]
[Meng, 1995]
[Bergamaschi, 1997]
[Vermeer, 1996]

XML Relational [Gardarin, 1999]
[Manolescu, 2001b]
[Rodríguez, 2001]
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5.1.2 Proposals

In this thesis, we develop an updatable1 wrapper architecture for legacy databases. First of
all, we consider the DMS heterogeneity among the legacy databases. Our goal is to provide
a wrapper architecture that guarantees both the query and model transparency. A key char-
acteristic to our approach is that the new applications that access to legacy data through the
wrapper do not need to track the minute details of the capabilities and restrictions of the un-
derlying DMS. Instead, the wrapper encapsulates this knowledge and ensures that the query
plans that it produces can actually be executed by the underlying DMS.

Moreover, motivated by the legacy nature of existing databases, we address the semantic as-
pects of the wrapping. Our focus lies on the use of the reverse-engineering for defining the
wrapper schema and the use of schema transformations for defining query mapping. As a re-
sult, our wrappers do not only provide the DMS transparency but also offer a semantically
rich description of the underlying databases.

Finally, we investigate the semi-automated development of wrappers. Our approach of wrap-
per development addresses the challenge of wrapper generation by using the schema trans-
formation approach described in Chapter 3.

Here, our idea is to semi-automatically develop an updatable
wrapper technology for legacy databases that guaranties both
the DMS and local semantic transparencies. 

5.1.3 Chapter Organization

The chapter is organized as follows. Based on our experience in legacy data systems, Section
5.2 explores the features of wrappers for legacy data systems. Section 5.3 presents the archi-
tecture of wrappers according to three views: system-oriented, schema-oriented and query-
oriented. Section 5.4 develops the query processing. This relies on the schema transformation
approach and the query capabilities of legacy DMS. Section 5.5 deals with developing wrap-
pers in a semi-automated way. Hardcoded wrappers are generated from schema transforma-
tions and specifications. Section 5.6 presents two operational wrappers developed as part of
the InterDB Project [Thiran, 1998]: wrappers for COBOL files and wrappers for relational
databases [Thiran, 1999].

1. An updatable wrapper is a wrapper that allows update queries.
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5.2 Wrappers and Legacy Databases

5.2.1 Definition and Main Features

Roughly speaking, a legacy data wrapper is a converter of a legacy DMS interface (query,
model, services and protocol). More specifically, a legacy data wrapper is a software com-
ponent that is built on a legacy DMS and offers a new interface to the legacy data managed
by it without modifications of the legacy database (e.g., preserving the legacy database sche-
ma and behavior). 

The functionality of a data wrapper can be subdivided into a number of categories. In the fol-
lowing, we present the main classes of functionality that are relevant for our work:

• Query and data translation. This refers to operations that convert data and queries from
one model to another. Typically, wrappers convert queries into one or more commands/
queries understandable by the underlying legacy system and transform the results into a
format understandable by the client application.

• Error reporting. Wrappers can report errors back to the caller. These may be error mes-
sages generated by the data source, perhaps converted to a desired format, or they can be
the results of an error recovery operation within the wrapper.

• Semantic integrity control. Wrappers emulate (implicit) integrity constraints defined at
their interface but not declared in the underlying database definition.

• Control structure. A wrapper can change the way in which the requests and responses are
passed. For example, a synchronous data source may be wrapped by an asynchronous
wrapper that buffers responses until they are requested by the client application.

• Security. Data security is another important function of a wrapper that protects data
against unauthorized access through its interface. Data security includes two aspects:
data protection and authorization control.

• Concurrence and recovery control. This function is to permit concurrent updates of the
underlying legacy databases. This includes transaction and failure management.

5.2.2 Legacy Issues

Wrapping legacy data systems poses complex problems. In this section, we discuss some im-
portant specificities of legacy systems and their influence over the wrapper development. The
specificities we propose to analyze are: (1) their autonomy, (2) their data model, (3) their
physical schema, (4) their access language. The main objective of this section is to draw up a
list of requirements of wrappers which are intended to encapsulate legacy data systems. 

Legacy data system autonomy
Organizational entities that manage different database systems are often autonomous [Elma-
garmid, 1999]. In other words, databases are often under local and independent control.
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Those who control a legacy data system are often willing to keep the legacy application ac-
cess without modify them. Thus, it is important to understand the aspects of autonomy and
their influence over the wrapper development (Figure 5-3). 

DMS autonomy.  Keeping DMS autonomy assumes that the legacy DMS retains complete
control over data and processing. The wrapper can only interact with its underlying database
through the legacy DMS external interface. As a result of DMS autonomy, some internal in-
formation, such as local cost parameters, needed for query optimization [Garcia, 2000] can
be not available for the wrapper. Hence, the cost model of the legacy DMS can be unavailable
or cannot be calibrated [Lim, 1999].

Moreover, the legacy data systems can be subject to change and evolution. Indeed, these au-
tonomous systems can be modified in the context of local requirements. Frequent modifica-
tions of the legacy data system can preclude wrapper viability. However, the fact that the data
systems are legacy means that they significantly resist modification and evolution [Brodie,
1995]. Without too much reducing the wrapper applicability, we can therefore hypothesize
that the legacy data systems are stable.

Legacy application autonomy. Legacy application autonomy means that the wrapper can-
not influence the way the individual legacy applications access data. It means that the wrapper
can not interfere with their execution. A main problem is to preserve the legacy data consis-
tency. As already stated in Chapter 4, the legacy DMS only manages the explicit constraints
whereas the implicit constraints are implemented in the local application programs. In order
to preserve the legacy data consistency, both constraints must be considered. As a result, the
wrapper must guarantee legacy data consistency by rejecting updates that violate implicit
constraints.

Figure 5-3: Legacy data system autonomy and wrapper requirement.

Legacy data models
Legacy data systems are based on various legacy data models, ranging from standard file to
relational model. To deal with such a kind of heterogeneity, a wrapper should hide the model
that a legacy system implements by providing a canonical (common) data model. As already
mentioned in the previous chapters, this model transformation can be modeled as schema

Legacy Feature Wrapper Requirement

DMS autonomy Wrapper interacts with the underlying 
database through its LPS

DMS autonomy Wrapper uses the query language of 
the legacy DMS (Section 5.4)

Legacy Application autonomy Wrapper must guarantee legacy data 
consistency as it is specified in the 
whole legacy system (Section 5.4.6)
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transformations. These transformations have to consider the modeling power of the data mod-
els. If the modeling power of the canonical data model is weaker than that of the legacy data
models, it can happen that some model-inherent constraint have to be made implicit. In the
opposite direction, if the canonical data model has more modeling power than a legacy data
model, it is possible that certain implicit constraints can be transformed into explicit con-
straints. As a result, it is usually expected that the modeling power of the canonical data mod-
el is richer than that of the legacy data models [Sheth, 1990] (Figure 5-4).

 

Figure 5-4: Legacy data model heterogeneity and wrapper requirement.

Legacy physical schemas
As demonstrated in Chapter 4, a wrapper cannot assume the quality and the completeness of
the physical schemas. The wrapper must offer a semantically rich description of a legacy data
system. Extracting a semantically rich description from a data source is the main goal of the
data-centered reverse engineering process (DBRE). Hence, the close link between legacy
data wrapping and reverse database engineering [Thiran, 2001]. This will be discussed sep-
arately in Chapter 6.

Figure 5-5: Legacy physical schema and wrapper requirement.

Legacy access languages and services
Different languages are used to manipulate data represented in different data models. The
query capabilities of these languages are multiple and various (e.g., COBOL program vs.
SQL).This prevents a uniform treatment of queries managed by wrappers. The query proces-
sor of a wrapper needs to be aware of legacy DMS query capabilities in order to use them in
an efficient way or to avoid unnecessary computation. Therefore, it is important that the DMS
query capabilities are taken into consideration by the wrapper developer. 

Legacy Feature Wrapper Requirement

Data model heterogeneity Wrapper includes the syntactic ho-
mogenization layer (Chapter 4, Sec-
tion 4.2.4)

Data model expressiveness The canonical data model must be at 
least as expressive as any legacy data 
model (Chapter 2)

Legacy Feature Wrapper Requirement

Physical schema incompleteness Wrapper includes the semantic layer 
(Chapter 4, Section 4.2.3)

Physical schema incompleteness Wrapper development requires DBRE 
(Chapter 6, Section 6.4) 
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Figure 5-6: Legacy query language and wrapper requirement.

Example

To illustrate this point, let us consider an application that issues a query to a wrapper. The
underlying legacy data it accesses are recorded in COBOL files. For simplicity, we
assume that the wrapper query language is SQL.

1. Let us assume the following query processed in the wrapper: Select c.name from cus-
tomer c where c.custCode = 'HTB710'. The wrapper processes the above query by
transforming it into a COBOL program taking the physical characteristics of the
COBOL files into account. For instance, if custCode is defined as a record key in an
indexed file, the wrapper should process an indexed access instead of sequential
access.

2. Let us assume the following query: Select c.name from customer c, order o where
c.ncli=o.ncli; The COBOL DMS does not understand the notion of join. Hence, the
wrapper must simulate the query by transforming it into an understandable way for
COBOL DMS.

3. Moreover, if the wrapper offers transaction functionalities, it has to ensure the ACID
properties since COBOL doesn't support them.

In the first example, the wrapper must take into account the DMS and physical characteristics
of the underlying DMS. In the second and third examples, the wrapper must simulate all the
concepts and functions that are not supported. As a result, the wrapper should exploit both the
features of the DMS (query language and data model) and the features of a particular data
structure (physical schema).

5.3 Wrapper Architecture

In the previous section, we drew up the list of the legacy data system properties and their re-
percussions on those of wrappers. Three main abstraction levels of wrapper architecture can
be inferred from this list:

Legacy Feature Wrapper Requirement

Query language Wrapper must be aware of legacy 
DMS query capabilities (Section 5.4)

Query language heterogeneity Wrapper development depends on the 
DMS query capabilities (Section 5.5)
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• System level. This level addresses the platform heterogeneity and the autonomy of the
legacy database systems.

• Schema level. This level focuses on the semantic issues of the legacy databases. It relies
on the schema-oriented framework defined in Chapter 4. 

• Query level. This level considers the query processing of legacy wrappers. Besides the
standard language mapping, query processing includes also the schema mapping
between two semantically different schemas and semantic integrity control.

5.3.1 System-oriented Architecture

The basic idea is that the legacy databases are not altered; instead they are surrounded by
wrappers. Figure 5-7 shows the general framework that overviews the different systems
which a wrapper is inserted among. The framework consists of the following components:

• Legacy applications that already exist and access the legacy database;

• Access paradigms that are used to remotely access legacy resources;

• Wrapper technology that attempts to hide the characteristics of a legacy database from
the new applications;

• New applications that access a legacy database through a wrapper. 

Figure 5-7: System-oriented architecture of a legacy data wrapper.
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Access paradigms
Access infrastructure consists of technologies such as computers, networks and transaction
managers. An important part of the platform is middleware, an increasingly crucial and, at the
same time, bewildering component of the access infrastructure. Middleware is needed to in-
terconnect and support applications of the modern access infrastructure. Middleware services
typically include directories, facilities to call remotely located functions and software to ac-
cess and manipulate remotely located databases. Middleware services are typically provided
by specialized software package. 

CORBA [Mowbray, 1995] and RMI [Reese, 1997] are two examples of middleware technol-
ogies. CORBA and RMI are two distributed object standards; the first one being supported
by the OMG (Object Management Group). CORBA is an architecture standard for building
heterogeneous distributed systems. RMI supports distributed objects written entirely and only
in the JAVA programming language. 

By using CORBA, it is possible to encapsulate a wrapper as a set of distributed objects and
their associated operations [Dogac, 1995]. These properties provide the means to handle the
heterogeneity at platform and location levels, the semantic and DMS heterogeneity being
solved by the wrapper. That is, CORBA allows client applications to communicate with a
wrapper without having knowledge of its location, its platform, its language and its network
protocol.

New applications
New applications are the software components that access the legacy database through the
wrapper interface. A new application can be, among others, a mediator if the system is a fed-
eration or an Extract-Transform-Load processor (ETL) for a migration system. The type of
the new application strongly influences the wrapper building. For instance, updatable wrap-
pers are often useless in migration processes because the wrapper is only used as a data ex-
tractor.

5.3.2 Schema-oriented Architecture

The legacy nature of databases implies that their wrapper must integrate the syntactic homog-
enization and the semantic layers (Section 5.2.2). Furthermore, if new local applications have
to integrate the new functions and requirements of the organization, a wrapper can also in-
clude the homogenization layer. As a result, the exported wrapper schema (WES) can corre-
spond to either LHyS or LHgS of the schema-oriented framework presented in Chapter 4
(Figure 5-8). 
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Figure 5-8: Schema-oriented architecture of a wrapper.

For practical reason, we use the logical data model presented in Chapter 2 as the canonical
model. We recall that this model has been defined so that it is compliant with standard files
and relational model. However, the nature of this model is not relevant to the architecture we
are discussing. As shown in Figure 5-9, a model translation (MOD) can be indeed applied in
such a way that a schema expressed in the logical data model complies with another canonical
data model (Chapter 4, Section 4.2.4).

Figure 5-9: Wrapper types and their schema definition and semantics.

5.3.3 Query-oriented Architecture

One major service of the wrapper is the data and query translation. That is, it translates que-
ries posed on the wrapper schema into commands understandable by the underlying DMS.
Moreover, if the wrapper allows updates, it must also ensure the consistency of the legacy da-
ta. This can lead the wrapper to emulate advanced services such as semantic integrity control
and transaction and failure management if the underlying DMS doesn’t support them. 

Figure 5-10 shows the successive steps of the wrapper query translation and the result forma-

Wrapper Type Schema Definition Schema Semantics

Conceptual wrapper WES = MODC→  W(LHyS) σ (WES) = σ (LHyS)

Thick wrapper WES = MODC→  W(LHgS) σ (WES) = σ (LHgS)

Semantic Layer
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tion. These steps consist of query analysis, functionality simulation, query translation, integ-
rity control, access plan and processing and finally result formation. We explain and discuss
all these steps in the next sections.

Figure 5-10: Query-oriented wrapper architecture.

5.4 Query Processing

Query processing is the core component of a wrapper. It includes several components of the
wrapper architecture, namely, query analysis, query translation, result formation, access plan
and optimization and access processing. 

5.4.1 Correctness and Efficiency

The main function of the wrapper query processor is to transform wrapper queries into que-
ries understandable by the underlying DMS. Such transformations must be achieved with
both correctness and efficiency:

• Correctness. The well-defined mapping from the wrapper schema to the physical schema
makes the correctness issue. The mapping formalization by means of schema transfor-
mations guarantees the correctness. In Chapter 3, we have described the formal frame-
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work of formal transformation which allows the reverse of schema transformation
sequence (or history) to be derived automatically. This reversibility allows queries and
updates to be automatically translated in either direction between two non-necessarily
equivalent schemas. 

• Efficiency. Producing an efficient execution strategy relies on the legacy query process-
ing capabilities. A same wrapper query can lead to many execution strategies according
to the query processing capabilities of the underlying legacy DMS. The access plan, opti-
mization and processing of wrappers use the legacy query processing capability and opti-
mization (Sections 5.4.4 and 5.4.5).   

Figure 5-11: Quality criteria and satisfaction of wrapper query processing.

5.4.2 Query Processing Principles

We recall that our approach is schema transformation oriented in that we focus on providing
mechanisms for defining schema correspondence between the physical and wrapper schemas,
and, on using that correspondence to automatically perform the query mappings. Moreover,
to make wrappers operational, wrapper queries must be translated from one language to an-
other. The query transformation process can then be expressed as follows: 

Translate queries between two schemas and two languages by
using schema mappings and language mappings.

Rather than directly translating wrapper queries into legacy queries, we use the query lan-
guage query defined in Chapter 3 as the bridge for the translation. The idea is to be indepen-
dent of operational query languages for schema mappings. The schema mappings are
therefore applied on a unique generic query language (the query language introduced in
Chapter 3).

We can now state the three main successive steps of query translation (Figure 5-10 and Figure
5-12):

• Wrapper query mappings (Q1 →  Q2): syntactic translation of the query posed on WES

into the query language query.

• Schema mappings (Q2 →  Q3): semantic translation of the query posed on WES to a
query posed on LPS using the schema transformation approach presented in Chapter 3,
Section 3.5. The schema mappings are defined from the schema transformation sequence
WES-to-LPS that defines the mappings between WES and LPS.

Quality Criteria Quality Satisfaction

Correctness Schema transformation formalization of map-
pings

Efficiency Query optimization according to the legacy 
DMS query processing capability
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• Legacy query mappings and optimization (Q3 →  Q4): syntactic translation of the query
posed on LPS and expressed in query into a query expressed in the DMS query language.

Figure 5-12: Language and schema mappings of a wrapper query Q1 into a legacy DMS query Q4.

We first present an informal description of the three steps of query transformation process.
We then address the problem of the legacy language mapping and optimization. In this chap-
ter, we do not discuss the other steps of the query transformation process. The schema map-
ping definition as schema transformations has been already tackled separately in Chapter 3.
As for the wrapper language mapping, we make the hypothesis that the wrapper query lan-
guage and the internal query language (query) are equivalent. The problem of query equiva-
lence is heavily discussed in the database community since the late seventies. We refer to
[Graefe, 1993] for a discussion about this problem.

Example

To illustrate the three main steps in query transformation, we use the physical schema
(LPS) and the wrapper schema (WES) depicted in Figure 5-13. For simplicity, we use the
relational model as the wrapper data model. The differences between LPS and WES can
easily be observed in this figure. The sequence WES-to-LPS contains, among others,
schema transformation pertinent for the query translation: aggregation of Address.
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Figure 5-13: Query transformation example based on the schema transformations between the
wrapper and physical schemas.

Assume that the query Q1 is posed on WES, using a SQL-like language as the wrapper
query language:

Q1:select E.Name
from Employee E, Office O
where  E.Office = O.Code
and Address.Floor=4;

Step 1. Wrapper language translation of the query. The input query is translated into an
internal form. In our case, the query Q1 is translated into an equivalent query using the
query formalism. This translation provides a query expressed according to the generic
binary data model.

Q2: [and, 
      [att, Employee, Name, E, N], 
      [att, Employee, Office, E, OO],

[att, Office, Code, O, OO],
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[att, Office, Address, O, A], 
[att, Address, Floor, A, 4]

]

Step 2. Schema translation of the query. This translation is based on the schema transfor-
mation used to produce the wrapper schema from the physical schema (e.g., disaggrega-
tion of Address). The disaggregation transformation is defined in Figure 5-14 by means
of its signature; its structural functions C- expressed in the schema form and the queries
query that state how the extents of each constructs of C- can be recovered from the
extents of the remaining schema constructs C’. 

Figure 5-14: Disaggregation transformation definition in the schema form.

The disaggregation is used to automatically translate the queries posed on WES to que-
ries posed on LPS as shown in Chapter 3, Section 3.5.

Q3: [and, 
      [att, Employee, Name, E, N], 
      [att, Employee, Office, E, OO],

[att, Office, Code, O, OO],
[att, Office, Add_Floor, O, 4] 

]

Step 3. Legacy language translation and optimization. This last step in the translation
process translates the internal query into the legacy query language. This query transla-
tion is based on the legacy DMS query capability and optimization. Hence, if we con-
sider Oracle as the legacy DMS, the query translation is immediate:

Q4: select E.Name
from Employee E, Office O
where  E.Office = O.Code
and O.Add_Floor  = 4;

Disagg (Office, {Add_Number, Add_Floor}) ←  Disagg(Office, {Address})

C-(Disagg) Query

[and, 
  [att, Office, Address, OFF, ADD],
  [att, Address, Number, ADD, X] ]

[att, Office, Add_Number, OFF, X]

[and, 
  [att, Office, Address, OFF, ADD],
  [att, Address, Floor, ADD, X] ]

[att, Office, Add_Floor, OFF, X]
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5.4.3 Wrapper Query Analysis

Before the wrapper query mapping, the first task of a wrapper is the analysis of the wrapper
queries. Query analysis enables rejection of queries for which further processing is either im-
possible or unnecessary [Özsu, 1991]. The main reasons for rejection are that the query is syn-
tactically or semantically incorrect. When one of these cases is detected, the query is simply
returned to the user with an explanation (see Section 5.4.7). Otherwise, query processing is
continued. A query is incorrect if any of its attribute or entity type names are not defined in
the wrapper schema, or if operations are being applied to attributes of the wrong type. 

Example

The following query on a wrapper that offers a SQL-like query language and the wrapper
schema of the Figure 5-13: 
select Num from Employee where Name = 2;

is incorrect for two reasons. First, attribute Num is not declared in the schema. Second,
the operation =2 is incompatible with the type string of Name.

5.4.4 Legacy Query Mapping and Optimization

The process and difficulty of the translation depend on the syntax and expressiveness of both
the wrapper (or internal) query language and the legacy query language. If the wrapper query
language has a higher expressive power, then either some wrapper queries cannot be translat-
ed or they must be translated using both the syntax of the legacy query language and some
facilities of the legacy programming language (i.e., the host language of the legacy query lan-
guage).

Query translation
Depending on whether a source query can be correctly translated into a single target query (or
a set of target queries), different techniques can be used to achieve better performance as fol-
lows:

• Case 1. A single legacy query is generated. If the legacy DMS has a query optimizer
(e.g., a relational DMS or an object-oriented DMS), then its query optimizer can be used
to optimize any correctly translated legacy query. If the legacy system has no query opti-
mizer (e.g., COBOL DMS), then the query translator of the wrapper has to consider the
performance of the translated query (see Section 5.4.5).

• Case 2. A set of legacy queries is needed. Note that current query optimizers are
designed to optimize individual queries. Therefore, they are not capable of globally opti-
mizing a sequence of queries in terms of total processing cost. Two stages of processing
multiple queries may be possible to minimize the total cost of during query translation:

• Stage 1. Choose a good set of legacy queries or commands that can guarantee cor-
rectness. By good we mean that the set of the legacy queries or command should
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have certain features that are useful in reducing the total cost. For example, it can
pay to access legacy data through index or access keys. This minimizes the num-
ber of invocations of the legacy system, and it can also reduce the cost of combin-
ing the partial results returned by the queries to form the answer. 

• Stage 2. Optimize individual queries. This is the same as Case 1.

In Section 5.4.5, we present techniques for query translation by using COBOL as the target
system. These techniques comprise wrapper query decomposition and optimization of the in-
dividual queries.

Query optimization
An important aspect of legacy wrapper mapping is query optimization. Query optimization
must use the known legacy methods for data access. Therefore, the complexity of legacy ac-
cess operations, which directly affects the wrapper execution time, dictates some principles
useful to elaborate query plan strategy.

The main factor affecting the performance of an execution strategy is the size of the interme-
diate result sets that are produced during the execution. This estimation is based on statistical
information about the base constructs and formulas to predict the cardinalities of the results
of the operations. There is a trade-off between the precision of the statistics and the cost of
managing them, the more precise statistics being the more costly to collect. For a discussion
on the statistics acquisition and use, we refer to [Elmasri, 1994].

We can also use heuristic rules based on the physical data access. Heuristic rules are used for
ordering the operation in a query execution strategy. Heuristics are usually complemented
with the use of a cost model which systematically evaluates the cost of different execution
plans. For instance, in the relational algebra, a main heuristic rule states that Select and Pro-
jection operations should be applied before the join and other binary operations. The reason
is that Select and Projection operations usually reduce the size of intermediate files. 

Example

Let us consider an application that issues a selection query to a wrapper. The underlying
legacy information data it accesses are recorded in COBOL files. Let us assume that the
three queries of Figure 5-15 are processed by the wrapper. Each query includes a differ-
ent selection statement: the first one is made up of an attribute that is a COBOL record
key; the second one, an attribute that is a COBOL alternate record key; and the last one,
an attribute on which no key has been implemented. 

The wrapper processes the queries of Figure 5-15 by transforming it into a COBOL oper-
ations in taking the physical characteristics of the COBOL files into account. The simple
look at the physical accesses suggests two principles. First, because primary access is the
fastest access and only returns one instance, it should be considered as the priority
access. For instance, in the first query of the Figure 5-15, because A1 is defined as a
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record key in the COBOL files, the wrapper should process an indexed access. Second,
operations should be ordered by decreasing time so that sequential access can be avoided
or delayed.

  

Figure 5-15: Wrapper query and legacy physical access.

5.4.5 COBOL Query Mapping

As noted previously, the legacy DMS vary greatly in their query processing capabilities. As
a result, there are as many legacy query processors and optimizers as legacy DMS families
and even as versions of the same DMS. We can’t therefore be exhaustive and present a solu-
tion for each existing DMS family. We rather propose to address some aspects of the legacy
query mapping by concentrating our attention on the COBOL DMS. 

COBOL DMS does only handle mono-entity primitives. These primitives can be categorized
as navigation commands and update commands. Update commands are used to insert or de-
lete instances of a record type. Navigation commands retrieve one instance of the record type.
COBOL allows the programmer to start a sequence based on an indexed key (start-key and
read-key), then to go on this sequence through read-next primitives. In Figure 5-16, we clas-
sify the COBOL commands according to their access type: indexed unique access; indexed
non unique access and sequential access. For simplicity and genericity, these commands are
written in a pseudo-language.

Query Selection Legacy Physical 
Access

Access number

[att, A, A1, a, "A"] A1 is a record key (and 
an access key)

1

[att, A, A2, a, "AB"] A2 is an alternate 
record key with dupli-
cates (an access key)

>=1

[att, A, A4, a, "ABC"] sequential >=1
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Figure 5-16: Access patterns and procedural patterns close to the COBOL primitives.

We hereafter address the problem of the query mapping and optimization of an internal query
expressed in query into a set of legacy access primitives. 

Query decomposition
The internal query (query) is decomposed into a sequence of legacy access primitives that can
be performed by the COBOL DMS. The query decomposition is based on the access primi-
tives to a single entity type (or entity record). The algorithm produces a legacy access query
plan that only executes mono-entity access operations and tries to minimize the sizes of in-
termediate results in ordering binary (multi-entities) operations. 

We hereafter illustrate the algorithm principles by examining queries posed on the COBOL
physical schema depicted in Figure 5-17. 

Access Pattern Procedural Pattern 

(pseudo code)

Comments

Indexed unique access 

(A1 is a record key)

read A(A1=a1); read represents the reading of the record of 
type A identified by a field value (a1) 

Indexed non-unique access
(A2 is an alternate record key
with duplicates)

read-first A(A2=a2);
read-next A(AA, A2=a2);

read-first represents the reading of the first 
record of type A identified by a field value 
(a2); read-next represents the reading of 
the record next to the current record AA of 
type A identified by a field value (a2)  

Sequential access read-first A();
read-next A(AA);

read-first represents the reading of the first 
record of type A; read-next represents the 
reading of the record next to the current re-
cord AA of type A

Delete delete A(AA); delete represents the deleting of the record 
AA of type A

Insert insert A(AA); delete represents the insertion of the 
record AA of type A
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Figure 5-17: Cobol physical example of schema. For readability, we have specified the reference
groups to the schema.

Let us denote by qi-1 ⇒   qi a query q decomposed into two subqueries, qi-1 and qi, where qi-1,
is executed first and its result is consumed by qi. Given an n-entity query q, the query trans-
lator decomposes q into n mono-entity subqueries q1 ⇒    q2 ⇒  ... ⇒  qn. To represent this
query plan in terms of query, we introduce two constructs:

• [monoentity, ETnameinput, ETnameoutput, eq, query] identifies a mono-entity query
query that consumes the instances of ETnameinput and returns the instances for
ETnameoutput. The instances of ETnameinput are linked to those of ETnameoutput by
means of the construct eq. 

• [nentity, query] identifies a n-entity query.

The query decomposition uses two basic techniques: decomposition and reduction. These
techniques are presented and illustrated in the rest of this section.

Decomposition. Decomposition is the first technique used by the legacy query translator. It
breaks a query q into q’ ⇒  q’’, based on a common entity type variable that is the result of q’.
If the query q expressed in query includes at least one selection on attributes: 
        [att, ETname, Att1Name, ET, value1] 

where value1 is a value of the attribute Att1Name and ET is a variable of the entity type
ETname.

then, the query can be decomposed into two subqueries, q’ followed by q’’, by grouping in q’
the schema constructs that has the same ET as variable.

Order
Number
Date
Amount
Customer
Product
id: Number

acc 
ref: Customer

acc 
ref: Product

Customer
Reference
Name
id: Reference

acc 

Product
Code
Name
id: Code

acc 
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Let us assume q expressed in the language Query is of the form:
q: [and, 

[att, ETname, Att2Name, ET, A2],
[att, ETname, Att1Name, ET, value1],
[q-end]]

where A2 is a variable, value1 is a value and q-end is a query involving entity type
variable other than ET.

q’: [and, 
[att, ETname, Att2Name, ET, A2],
[att, ETname, Att1Name, ET, value1]]

q’’:  [and,
[att, ETname, Att2Name, ET, A2],
[q-end]]

The query plan indicates that q’ is first executed and returns instances of ET:

[plan, 
[monoentity, _,  ETname, _, q’],
[nentity, q’’]

]      

The construct monoentity identifies a mono-entity query and can therefore be processed by
the legacy DMS. monoentity is translated into the legacy procedural patterns of Figure 5-16.
A simple heuristic rule is used for ordering the priority physical access:

record key (unique index) 〉 alternate record key (non unique index)  〉 other

This order priority defines the primary access of the sequence. If more than one selection at-
tribute is defined in monoentity, then we must verify if the current instance satisfies the other
selection attribute condition. Figure 5-18 presents some typical access patterns. 
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Figure 5-18: Mono entity query and their procedural patterns (++ means an append).

The query plan indicates that q’ is first executed and returns instances of ET:

[plan, 
[monoentity, _,  ETname, _, q’],
[nentity, q’’]

]      

Example

To illustrate the decomposition technique, we apply it to the following query. 
q1: [and,

[att, Customer, Name, CC, X], 
       [att, Customer, Reference, CC, RE],

[att, Order, Customer, OO, CU],
[eq, CU, RE],
[att, Order, Product, OO, PR],
[att, Product, Code, PP, CO],
[eq, CO, PR],
[att, Product, Name, PP, "Book"]]

After decomposition of the selection query, query q1 is replaced by q11 followed by q12:

Mono-Entity query Access Pattern Procedural Pattern

[att, Order, Number, OO, R] unique key access return read Order(Number= R));

[and,
[att, Order, Customer, OO, C],
[att, Order, Date, OO, D]]

non unique access
key and filter

output ←  ∅ ;
OO ←   read-first Order(Customer=C)
while found then 
    if (OO.Date=D)  then 
     output ←  output ++ OO;
     OO ←  read-next Order(OO, Customer=C);
   end-if;
end-while;
return output;

[att, Order, Date, OO, D] sequential access output ←  ∅ ;
OO ←   read-first Order();
while found then 
         if (OO.Date=D) then 
                output ←  output ++ OO;
                OO ←   read-next Order(OO);
         end-if;
end-while;
return output;
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q11: [and, 
[att, Product, Code, PP, CO],
[att, Product, Name, PP, "Book"]]

q12:[and,
[att, Customer, Name, CC, X], 

      [att, Customer, Reference, CC, RE],
[att, Order, Customer, OO, CU],
[eq, CU, RE],
[att, Order, Product, OO, PR],
[att, Product, Code, PP, CO],
[eq, CO, PR]]

These queries are inserted into the query plan as follow:
[plan, 

[monoentity, _, Product, _, q11],
[nentity, q12]

]

The succesive decomposition of q12 generates:
q121: [and,

[att, Order, Customer, OO, CU],
[att, Order, Product, OO, PR],
[att, Product, Code, PP, CO],
[eq, CO, PR]]

q122:[and,
[att, Customer, Name, CC, NA], 

      [att, Customer, Reference, CC, RE],
[att, Order, Customer, OO, CU],
[eq, CU, RE]]

Thus query q1 has been reduced to the subsequent queries q11 ⇒   q121 ⇒   q122. Query
q11 is mono-entity and can be performed by the COBOL processor. However, q121 and
q122 are not mono-entity queries and cannot be reduced by the mechanism described
above.

Using the rules developed so far, we are able to translate an internal query involving a single
entity type into a legacy procedural pattern. These rules alone have a limited use since a query
can involve more than one entity type. Let us discuss now this kind of legacy query mappings.

Reduction. Multi-entity queries cannot be detached by means of the above rules. Multi-entity
queries are converted into mono-entity queries by reduction. Given an n-entity type query q,
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query reduction proceeds as follows. First, one entity type in q is chosen for query reduction.
Let ET1 be this entity type. Then, the constructs in q that have ET1 as variable are replaced by
their actual values of ET1, thereby obtaining a (n-1)-entity query. Query reduction can be
summarized as follows:

query(ET1, ET2, ..., ETn) is reduced into query’(ET2, ..., ETn)

Example

To illustrate the reduction technique, we apply it to the query q121:
q121: [and,

[att, Order, Customer, OO, CU],
[att, Order, Product, OO, PR],
[att, Product, Code, PP, CO],
[eq, CO, PR]]

The entity type Product is common to q11 and q121. We therefore use it as the reduction
basis. The attribute Product of Order referred to by in Product is replaced by its actual
values using the eq construct:

q121’: [and, 
[att, Order, Customer, OO, CU],
[att, Order, Product, OO, PR]]

where PR is instantiated with values of CO defined in q11([eq, CO, PR]).

This query is then inserted in the query plan:
[plan, 

[monoentity, _, Product, _, q11]
     [monoentity, Product, Customer, [eq, CO, PR], q121’]

[nentity, q122]
]
       

Algorithm. The legacy query translation algorithm is depicted in Figure 5-19. The algorithm
works recursively until no multi-entity queries remain to be analyzed. The multi-entity que-
ries are processed by reduction. It consists of decomposing the input query into mono-entity
queries that can be processed by the legacy DMS. Each mono-entity query is inserted into the
query plan. For a multi-entity query, the smallest mono-entity query result whose cardinality
is known is chosen for substitution. This simple method enables one to generate an efficient
query access plan. The result of the algorithm is a query plan of mono-entity queries that can
be processed by the underlying DMS.
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Figure 5-19: Algorithm of the query decomposition

Algorithm issues
So far, we have presented the principles of the multi-entity query decomposition. We now
discuss some basic algorithm issues related to how an application program effectively access-
es the legacy data through a wrapper. An application program typically goes through the re-
sult instances and processes them one at a time. The concept of cursor or current is then used
to allow instance-at-a-time processing. 

Current management. The current indicator plays the role of position holders so that we can
keep track of the instances most recently accessed. Each current indicator can be thought of
as a record pointer that points to an instance. As far as wrapping is concerned, there are three
kinds of currents: the current of the underlying DMS (here COBOL), the current of the wrap-
per and the current that the program application uses to communicate with the wrapper. These
current indicators can be identical but are generally different:

• The current of the application program: The synchronization of the currents of a pro-
gram application and those of the DMS are managed by the wrapper through its current. 

• The current managed by COBOL: In COBOL, retrievals and updates are handled by
moving or navigating through the record instances. For each record type, COBOL auto-
matically keeps track of the most recently accessed record of that record type.

• The current managed by the wrapper: For each wrapper query, the wrapper keeps track
of the most recently accessed occurrence from the wrapper query. The representation of
the current indicators depends on the wrapper query posed on WES and its correspond-

LegacyAcccesPlan(query q)

MonoEntityQuery ←   IsMonoEntityQuery(q);

if MonoEntityQuery then
// define the mono-entity construct:
monoentity ←   define monoentity construct (q); 
insert monoentity into the query plan;

else begin
// query decomposition: 
// separate query into one mono-entity defined on the same entity type 

            // and one n-entity query defined on the other entity type(s):
qMono, qN ⇐  q;

 
    // define the mono-entity construct

monoentity ←   define monoentity construct (qMono); 
insert monoentity into the query plan;

ET ←  Choose_Variable_ET(qN);
qN’ ←   reduce qN by taking the constructs that have ET as variable;
LegacyAccessPlan (qN’); // Recursive call 

end-if;
end.
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ing legacy query (posed on LPS). The current indicator is therefore represented by the

composition of the explicit identifiers (RECORD KEY) of all the record types2 (RC)
involved in the legacy query. Moreover, if the entity type used as variable in the wrapper
query is represented by a multivalued attribute (array in COBOL) in LPS, then the cur-
rent indicator is not only represented by the identifier of the record type that comprises
the multivalued attribute but also by the position of the most recently accessed instance
in the file.

Figure 5-20 summarizes the three main different representations of the wrapper current
indicators for a wrapper query that has only one entity type ET as variable: 

• Case 1. ET corresponds to only one RC: we use the explicit identifier of RC.

• Case 2. ET corresponds to more than one RC: we use the composition of the
explicit identifiers of all the RC involved.

• Case 3. ET corresponds to an array within a RC: the current indicator is repre-
sented by the explicit identifier of RC and the position of the most recently

accessed position of the array3.

Figure 5-20: Representations of the current indicator of a wrapper for a wrapper query with one en-
tity type ET as variable. The correspondences between WES and LPS are illustrated by means of
schema transformation types.

Each time a program executes a first or next statement, the current indicators affected by the
query is updated by the wrapper. A clear understanding of how wrapper statements both ef-

2. Recall that an entity type in the generic data model is called a record type in COBOL (Chapter 2,
Section 2.3). 

3. For simplicity, we only consider one level of arrays.

ET

RC

RC
Current of

Wrapper

Schema
Transformation

ET

Array of RC

(RC, position)

ET-Att

(1) (3)

ET

Att-ET/val
Att-ET/inst
Disagg
Split

(2)

RC1,…, RCn

RC1,…, RCn
Legacy Query

RC ∈  LPS

Wrapper Query
ET ∈  WES
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fect and depend on the current indicators managed by COBOL and the wrapper is necessary.
In the next subsections, we discuss and illustrate how the different wrapper statements affect
the currents managed by COBOL.

Instance-by-instance access of a mono-entity legacy query. In Figure 5-16, we presented
the legacy procedural patterns that process the optimized physical accesses of mono-entity
legacy queries. As already stated, a wrapper provides an instance-by-instance access. To pro-
vide such an access, the legacy procedural patterns are revised and combined to form two ac-
cess types that return an instance of a record type at a time: Read-First-RecordName and
Read-Next-RecordName. The forms of these instance-by-instance access patterns are given
in Figure 5-21. 

Figure 5-21: Record access interface: read-next and read-first.

From these access patterns, we can state the flows of the current indicator between the wrap-
per and COBOL (Figure 5-22):

• For a read first statement, the current of a record type retrieved by COBOL becomes the
wrapper current for this record. 

• For a read next statement, the wrapper current is first used to set the current indicator of
COBOL. This allows to locate the record that corresponds to the wrapper current and to
begin the retrieve from this record. Once the next record or the next position of the array
is retrieved by COBOL, the current indicator of the wrapper is updated. 

Record Access Interface Comments

Read-first-RecordName
Input: selection
Output: record

Retrieves the first record of the specified type
(RecordName) that satisfies the condition ex-
pressed by the selectiona. If a record is found,
record is returned; null otherwise.

a. selection ::= (AttributeName op value) {, (AttributeName op value)} where 
AttributeName is the name of an attribute of the specified record type and op is 
an operator.

Read-Next-RecordName
Input: selection, current

 Output: record

Searches the current record (current) by using
the access key of the record type. Searches for-
ward in the record type to retrieve a record that
satisfies the condition expressed in the selec-
tion. If a record is found, record is returned; null
otherwise.
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Figure 5-22: Mono-entity current management between COBOL and the topped wrapper. In a first
statement, the record instance retrieved by COBOL is copied in the current managed by the wrap-
per. In a next statement, the current managed by the wrapper is used to retrieve its next current:
either for retrieving the next record in the file; or for accessing the next position in the array.

Instance-by-instance access of N mono-entity legacy queries. Mono-entity queries form a
query plan that results from the schema mapping (Section 5.4.2) and the decomposition algo-
rithm (Section 5.4.5). Since the query planning does not provide an instance-by-instance ac-
cess, it must be revised. To illustrate our discussion, we take up the previous example of query
planning resulting from the query decomposition (Figure 5-24).

Figure 5-23: Query planning.

[plan, 
[monoentity, _, Product, _ [and, 

[att, Product, Code, PP, CO],
[att, Product, Name, PP, "Book"]]],

 [monoentity, Product, Order, [eq, CO, PR],
 [and, 

[att, Order, Product, OO, PR],
[att, Order, Customer, OO, CU]]]

[monoentity, Order, Customer, [eq, CU, RE],
[and, 

[att, Customer, Reference, CC, RE],
[att, Customer, Name, CC, X]]],

]

Wrapper Current

Read-First

RecordCOBOL

Read-Next

Current

Record Record’

Updates

Current’

Result ResultProgram

COBOL read-next

Position update 
(if array)
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The query planning is written in a procedural form in Figure 5-24. 

Figure 5-24: Access plan resulting of the query decomposition

However, the algorithm of Figure 5-24 does not offer an instance-by-instance access. The
next statements are concealed inside the loops. We therefore transform this algorithm in order
to provide the first and next statements (Figure 5-25):

• The first statement starts searching sequentially through the record types involved in the
search until it finds the first record occurrence of Customer. Note that the first statement
section of the algorithm only uses the current records kept track by the DMS. These cur-
rents set those management by the wrapper (see below).

• The next statement starts assigning the currents of the involved record types to those
managed by the wrapper. So that, the current indicators of the DMS correspond to the
latest records accessed by the algorithm. The search of the next statement can then begin.

Output  ←  ∅; 
PP: ←  Read-first-Product(Name="Book");
While PP ≠ null  do

OO ←  Read-first-Order(Product=PP.Code);
while OO  ≠ null  do

CC ←  Read-first-Customer(Reference=OO.Customer);
If OO  ≠ null  then

Output ←  Output ++ CC.Name;
end-if;

OO ←  Read-next-Order(Product=PP.Code, OO);
end-while;
PP ←  Read-next-Product(Name="Book", PP);

end-while;
return Output;,

FETCH
input: current, type
output: result, current

result ←  null;
if type = FIRST then goto FIRST;
if type = NEXT then goto NEXT;

FIRST: PP ←  Read-first-Product(Name="Book");
TEST-O: if PP = null then goto END-P; end-if;

OO ←  Read-first-Order(Product=PP.Code);
TEST-C: if OO = null then goto END-O; end-if;

CC ←  Read-first-Customer(Reference=OO.Customer);
if CC = null then goto END-C; end-if;
result ←  CC.Name;
current.Product ←  PP.Code;
current.Order ←  OO.Number;
current.Customer  ←  CC.Reference;
goto EXIT;
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Figure 5-25: Operational algorithm.

By transforming the access structure of the algorithm, we obtain an algorithm that has the two
following properties:

• The algorithm does not require a state memorization of the control structures;

• The algorithm can be executed in a procedural environment.

5.4.6 Semantic Integrity Control

Another important and difficult problem for a wrapper is how to guarantee the data consis-
tency. A legacy database is said to be consistent if its contents satisfy a set of constraints that
can be either explicit or implicit (see Chapter 4, Section 4.2.3). Maintaining a consistent da-
tabase therefore requires mechanisms that ensure that wrapper updates satisfy the set of ex-
plicit and implicit integrity constraints.

Explicit and implicit constraint 
While the DMS manages the explicit constraints (i.e., constraints defined in the physical
schema), the wrapper emulates the implicit constraints by rejecting updates that violate im-
plicit constraints (Figure 5-26). A major difficulty in designing an integrity subsystem of a
wrapper is finding efficient enforcement algorithms. 

NEXT:
 PP ←  Read-first-Product(Code=current.Product); 

OO ←  Read-first-Order(Number=current.Order);

END-C: OO ←  Read-next-Order(Product=PP.Code, OO);
goto TEST-C;

END-O: PP ←  Read-next-Product(Name="Book", PP);
goto TEST-O;

END-P:
EXIT: return result;
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Figure 5-26: DMS and Wrapper management of explicit and implicit constraints.

Methods of inconsistent update rejections
Two basic methods permit the rejection of inconsistent updates [Özsu, 1991]. The first one is
based on the detection of inconsistencies. The update u is executed, consisting of a change of
the database state D to Du. The wrapper enforcement algorithm verifies, by applying tests de-
rived from these implicit constraints, that all relevant implicit constraints hold in state Du. If
state Du is inconsistent, the wrapper restore state D by undoing u. Since these tests are applied
after updating the database state, they are generally called post-tests. This approach can be
inefficient if a large amount of work (the update of D) must be undone in the case of an in-
tegrity failure. The second method is based on the prevention of inconsistencies. An update
is executed only if it changes the database state to a consistent state. The instances subject to
the update are either directly available (in case of insert) or must be retrieved from the data-
base (in the case of the deletion or modification). The wrapper enforcement algorithm verifies
that all relevant implicit constraints will hold after updating those instances. This is generally
done by applying to those instances test that are derived from the implicit integrity con-
straints. Given that these tests are applied before the database state is changed, they are gen-
erally called pre-tests. 

Wrapper and inconsistency prevention
To handle general assertions, pre-tests can be defined at the wrapper development time. For
simplicity, the method is restricted to updates that insert or delete a single instance of a single
entity type. This method is based on the production, at the wrapper development time, of im-
plicit constraint checking which are used subsequently to prevent the introduction of incon-
sistencies in the database. The definition of implicit constraint checking is based on the notion

Legacy
DMS

Legacy
Data

Wrapper

Update query

Implicit
Constraint
Checking

Explicit
Constraint
Checking

Error Reporting

Explicit
Constraint
Violation

Explicit and implicit
Constraint
Violation
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of implicit constraint that is emulated by a wrapper. 

An implicit constraint checking is a triple <ET, T, C> in which ET is an entity type of the
wrapper schema; T is an update type; and C is an implicit constraint assertion ranging over
the entity type ET in an update of type T. When an implicit constraint I is defined, a set of
implicit constraint checkings can be produced for the entity types used by I. Whenever an en-
tity of ET involved in I is updated, the implicit constraint checking assertions that must be
checked to enforce I are only those defined on I for the update type. 

Implicit constraint checking assertions are obtained by applying transformation rules to the
wrapper schema. These rules are mainly based on the update and implicit constraint types. 

Example 

Let us consider the wrapper schema of the Figure 5-27. This schema is made up of two
entity types A and B and contains three constraints. Two of them are implicit: the refer-
ence constraint and the identifier of the entity type A. These are the results of two seman-
tic-augmenting transformations: namely, create-Identifier and create-Reference.

 

Figure 5-27:  Wrapper schema example that illustrates an implicit reference constraint and an
implicit identifier.

Let us consider the implicit constraint checking assertions associated with the reference
constraint: 

<A, INSERT, C1> and <B, DELETE, C2>

where C1 is ∀  NEW ∈ (new instances of A), ∃  b ∈  (instances of B): NEW.A2 = b.B1;

and C2 is ∀  a ∈  (instances of A), ∀  OLD ∈ (deleted instances of B): a.A2 ≠ OLD.B1.

Let us now illustrate the constraint checking algorithm (Figure 5-28). We recall that a wrap-
per only emulates the implicit constraints. The algorithm acts in two steps. The first step ver-
ifies all the implicit constraints associated with each ET by implementing its constraint
checking assertions. The second step consists in performing the update itself if no implicit
constraint is violated.

B
B1
id: B1

A
A1
A2
id: A1
ref: A2

B
B1
id: B1

A
A1
A2

Physical Schema Wrapper Schema

CPS-to-WES
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Figure 5-28: Algorithm of the implicit and explicit constraint checking.

Example

Let us consider the example of the implicit reference constraint of Figure 5-27. The main
constraint checking assertions associated with this constraint are summarized in Figure
5-29. Both the predicative (SQL) and the procedural (pseudo-code) versions are given.

Entity type and update type: <ET, T>
Checking Assertions:   {<Ci>}
Instance: et

// implicit constraint checking:
inconsistency ←   false;
for each compiled assertion Ci do

result ←   retrieve all new (respectively old) instances of ET where ¬  (Ci)
  if card(result) ≠ 0 then 

inconsistency ←   true; 
exit;

end-if;
end-for;

// explicit constraint checking:
if not (inconsistency) then

submit to the DMS the update <ET, T> with respect to et;   
result ←   receive the update result (0 is a success);
if (result ≠ 0) then

inconsistency ←   true;
end-if;

end-if;

if inconsistency then
reject the update;

end-if;
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Figure 5-29: The constraint checking assertions associated with a reference constraint.

Checking assertion enforcement order
The main problem in supporting integrity control is that the cost of checking assertions can
be prohibitive. Enforcing implicit constraint assertions is costly because it generally requires
access to a large amount of data which is not involved in the database updates.

Integrity control can be very complex if several checking assertions are defined for a same
couple <ET, T>. The main problem is to decide the order of checking assertion enforcements.
The critical parameter to be considered is their costs. That is, the order depends, among oth-
ers, on the classes of the checking assertions and the amount of data access they involved. If
no statistics information is available, we can only use heuristic rules for ordering the checking
assertion enforcements using the physical access plan. We push the checking assertions that
only access data by means of index (or access key) at the top of the list so that they are eval-
uated as early as possible. 

5.4.7 Error Reporting

A wrapper returns a value that indicates the success or the failure of an input query. An error
can occur at two levels: 

• At the legacy DMS level: most legacy DMS return some indicators of a query execution.
This indicator is often made up of two parts: the error code and an associated message. A
legacy database error can result from any of many problems such as conversion errors,
arithmetic errors, constraint violation, etc.

• At the wrapper level: the wrapper can also catch other errors than those returned by the
underlying DMS. For example, a wrapper can detect an error when it performs a query
analysis (see Section 5.4.3) or when it performs the semantic control of an implicit con-
straint (see Section 5.4.6).

Entity Type Update Type Procedural Pattern

A INSERT read-first B(B1=A.A2)
if not found then inconsistency ←   true; end-if;

B DELETE read-first A(A2=B.B1)
if found then inconsistency ←   true;  end-if;

Entity Type Update Type SQL-like Expressions

A INSERT if not exists (select * from B where B.B1= A.A2)
then inconsistency ←   true; end-if;

B DELETE if exists (select * from A where A.A2=B.B1)
then inconsistency ←   true; end-if;
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Besides the error codes it receives or detects, a wrapper must provide standardized error codes
of DMS-specific errors to give new applications a standard way of dealing with error condi-
tions. Although DMS return similar kinds of errors, each does it in a different manner, using
different error numbers, message types, programming styles. A wrapper must therefore sim-
plify error information processing by providing:

• A unified return code mechanism that reports success or failure for each data access
whatever the source (DMS or wrapper);

• A standardized error code. A standard error code can be, for instance, the five-character
sequence defined by the ISO SQL-92 standard.

5.4.8 Additional Functionality

Up to this point, the basic feature of a wrapper we have considered is the retrieval and update
query processing. In Sections from 5.4.1 to 5.4.5, we discussed how wrapper queries can be
processed and optimized and, in Section 5.4.6, we explained how a wrapper can guarantee the
legacy data semantic integrity in presence of implicit constraints. 

However, we never considered what happens if, for example, two wrapper queries attempt to
update the same legacy data; or if a failure of the legacy system or of the wrapper occurs dur-
ing execution of a query; or if an unauthorized action is performed. Maintaining a consistent
legacy database requires that the wrapper controls not only the semantic integrity but also the
concurrence, the reliability and the security. Although these kinds of functionality are some-
what beyond the scope of this thesis, we discuss them briefly for the sake of completeness.

Security
Definition and concept evolution. Security is a method to maintain accountability and con-
trol of the access to the system resources. In legacy centralized data environments, both pro-
grammers and users of the legacy system were trusted implicitly, because physical access to
the computing center was required to access them. As systems became distributed, physical
access was no longer required to the system [Souder, 2000]. In place of the original physical
access controls, software security was introduced to the systems.

Since these early access models were an extension of the original physical security models,
users were granted trusted access to a host. This created problems when distributed systems
were introduced that granted trust to hosts rather than the individual users. 

In a distributed environment system, the data encapsulated within the systems became dis-
tributed. Data distribution generally transfers it across a secondary medium (e.g., the Internet)
between nodes in the system. In this secondary medium, data are now publicly available to
anyone who has physical access to the medium. Hence, data must be protected in transit. En-
cryption is designed to provide such a data protection [Rushby, 1983].

When a legacy data system is wrapped, it is commonly designed to provide a secure access.
Before the legacy data system is wrapped, the legacy system (DMS and OS) defined which
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users were permitted to access its services through a locally-defined security system.When
the legacy data system is wrapped, the distributed environment imposes its own authorization
control and data protection. Hence, the legacy data system sits between the legacy security
and the distributed security systems.

Security and wrapper. As a consequence, security managed by a wrapper includes two as-
pects: data protection, authorization control [Özsu, 1991]. 

• Data protection is required to prevent unauthorized users from understanding the physi-
cal content of data. This function is typically provided by file systems in the context of
centralized and distributed operating systems. The main data protection approach is data
encryption which is useful for information exchange on a network.

• Authorization control must guarantee that only authorized users perform operations they
are allowed to perform on the database. Many different users may have access to a large
collection of data under the control of a single centralized or distributed system. The
wrapper must thus be able to restrict the access of a subset of the legacy data to a subset
of the users. A wrapper providing a security layer has been developed at the Drexel Uni-
versity [Souder, 2000].

Example

In our schema-oriented approach, the wrapper mappings are defined from schema trans-
formations between two non-necessary equivalent schemas (Chapter 3, Section 3.5.3).
The wrapper schema can be therefore defined as a subset of the physical schema and be
used to hide sensitive data from unauthorized users.  

Transaction management
Transaction management is probably the major open question in wrapper systems. The chal-
lenge is to permit concurrent updates to the underlying legacy systems without violating their
autonomy. Transaction management can be viewed in two dimensions: autonomy and heter-
ogeneity. 

Autonomy. It requires that the transaction management functions of a wrapper be performed
independently of the DMS transaction management functions. In other words, the DMS are
not modified to accommodate wrapper updates. 

Heterogeneity. Each legacy DMS family can employ different concurrence control and com-
mit protocols. Heterogeneity adds further difficulty since it becomes difficult to make uni-
form assumptions about the functionality provided by legacy DMS. However, if a legacy
DMS has techniques that enable concurrent and recoverable access to local data source, the
wrapper can use them with minimal effort. Some older DMS do not support any commit pro-
tocol. Most recent DMS commit protocols contain some operators, for instance begin, commit
and abort, that allow the users to mark the code that is implied in a transaction. Other DMS,
defined for more advanced commit protocols, include more sophisticated behavior. For in-
stance, in order to use the two phase commit protocol (2PC) [Gray, 1993], a
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prepare_to_commit operator must be included. Moreover the semantics of the same operator
can change from one commit protocol to another. For instance, in the flat transaction model
[Gray, 1993], the commit operator leads to make visible for every other transactions the ef-
fects of the current transaction. In the nested transaction model [Moss, 1985], however, the
commit operation leads to make visible only for the ancestors and sisters of the current trans-
action.

Failure management
A reliable wrapper is one that can continue to process user requests even when the underlying
legacy DMS is unreliable. In other words, even when components of the legacy DMS fail, a
reliable wrapper should be able to continue executing user requests without violating data-
base consistency.

The two fundamental approaches to constructing a reliable wrapper are fault tolerance and
fault prevention. Fault tolerance refers to a wrapper which recognizes that faults will occur;
it tries to build mechanisms so that the faults can be detected and removed or compensated.
Fault prevention techniques aim at ensuring that the wrapper system will not cause any faults.
Fault prevention has two aspects. The first is fault avoidance, which refers to the techniques
used to make sure that faults are not introduced into the legacy system by the wrapper. These
techniques involve detailed design methodologies and quality control of the legacy system.
The second aspect of fault prevention is fault removal, which refers to the techniques that are
employed to detect any faults that might have remained in the legacy system despite the ap-
plication of fault avoidance and removes these faults. Typical techniques that are used in this
area are extensive testing and validation procedures. 

Designing a reliable wrapper that can recover or prevent the failures requires identifying the
types of failures with which the wrapper has to deal. A detailed review of the major reasons
of failures and a discussion of the wrapper reliable design are beyond the scope of this report.
A review of the major failures appears in [Özsu, 1991].

Example

A memoryless wrapper is a wrapper that keeps no context handle of requests that it per-
forms. A context handle holds all the information required by the wrapper for performing
a query (for instance, the current indicators). An instance of the context handle is associ-
ated with one application client connection. The instance retains state on behalf of the
client across multiple request invocations. It is used to identify a client application and to
keep track of what has happened between this client and the wrapper.

A memoryless wrapper is not required to maintain contextual information about the cli-
ent applications. Each request from a client application contains the context handle
needed to satisfy the request. To submit a query, a client application sends its request and
its context handle to the wrapper. The wrapper uses the context handle to identify the cli-
ent and to prepare the request processing. It updates the context handle according to the
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request results and then returns it to the client application.

With respect to the fault tolerance, a memoryless wrapper is a system that recognizes that
a system failure can occurred: such a wrapper can be restarted after a failure without any
need to restore any state. 

5.5 Wrapper Development

This section deals with developing wrappers for legacy data systems. Developing wrappers,
as we have seen through the previous sections, is an extensive and complex engineering ac-
tivity4 that involves experiment and method, thus making necessary the facilitation of the
wrapper development/construction. 

Our approach of wrapper development addresses the challenge of DMS legacy and heteroge-
neity by proposing a generic approach for the wrapper development while taking a schema
transformation approach to mapping definition. As a result, the wrapper architecture of Fig-
ure 5-10 is refined such that it can be instantiated for any legacy data models and systems.
The key features of our approach of the wrapper development can be summarized as follows:

• Hardcoded wrapper: the wrappers are developed as program components dedicated to a
database. The mapping rules are therefore hardcoded in the wrappers rather than inter-
preted from mapping tables. 

• Generated wrapper: the wrappers are generated from mapping and schema specification.

• Schema transformation-based wrapper generation: the mapping rules are defined as
schema transformations that are used to automatically generate the query mappings.

The approach presented in this section attempts to answer the wrapper development system-
atically. Our objective is to provide a generic framework of the wrapper development which
can be modified, extended, and customized depending on the specific needs. The CASE en-
vironment for the wrapper generation will be presented separately in Chapter 7.

The section is organized as follows. Based on our experience in data wrapping, Section 5.5.1
presents the main baselines of the wrapper development. In Section 5.5.2, we design the
wrapper architecture such that it can be instantiated for any legacy data models and systems.
Section 5.5.3 presents some metrics of the wrapper development cost. They illustrate the ne-
cessity of the facilitation of the wrapper development/construction.

4. [Elmagarmid, 1986] points out that typically the construction of a wrapper requires "6 month-
work".
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5.5.1 Main Baselines

Observations
In the InterDB project, we have built hard-coded wrappers for several legacy data systems,
including relational databases and COBOL files (Section 5.6). Wrappers that are more than
10,000 LOC long are not uncommon, so that developing them represents an important effort
in extending, integrating and reusing legacy systems. We observed that only a small part of
the code of these wrappers actually deals with a specific data source. The other part is com-
mon to all the wrappers of a DMS family. In Chapter 3, we demonstrated that the query map-
pings can be modeled through semantics-preserving transformations. Therefore, it is possible
to produce the procedural code of the specific wrapper automatically and to build a common
generator for all the wrappers of a family of DMS.

However, based on our experiences in application project areas of city administration systems
[Thiran, 2002d], we have also stated that the formalized mappings cannot cover all the com-
plexity of a data source (for instance, conflicts occurring among data inside the legacy system
itself). So, we must admit that a part of the wrapper code have to be built manually. This is
acceptable if the manual intervention points are clearly identified in the wrapper structure.

Wrapper dimensions
Based on these observations, we define three dimensions of a wrapper dedicated to legacy
data sources (Figure 5-30): (1) the model wrapper; (2) the instance wrapper; and (3) the up-
per wrapper. The first two dimensions are automated whereas the third dimension is built
manually. The challenge is to reduce as much as possible the manual part.
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Figure 5-30: The three dimensions and schemas of a wrapper.

In the next sections, we will describe the three wrapper dimensions distinctly though they can
be implemented in a unique software component.

Model and instance wrappers. The model wrapper is based on a legacy DMS family
whereas the instance wrapper operates within a particular legacy data system. These two
components form the logical wrapper. The logical wrapper wraps the legacy data system and
offers an interface based on the logical schema of the wrapped data system. The logical wrap-
per converts data and queries from the legacy data model (LDM) to the logical wrapper model
(WDM). The logical wrapper relies on schema descriptions and mappings to translate queries
and to form the result instances. That is, they can be complex if the mapping rules are com-
plex and the wrapper data model is rich. As a result, a realistic logical wrapper should be
based on an operational model, such as the wrapper logical model described in Chapter 2, and
a realistic set of mapping rules, such as those presented in Section 3.4 of Chapter 3.

The model wrapper is made up of the code common to wrappers dedicated to a DMS family,
and can be written once for all. The instance wrapper is a program component dedicated to a
particular database. It is based on the formalized mapping rules. The logical wrapper can be
instantiated in two levels (Figure 5-31): 

• at the DMS level: the model wrapper and the generator of the instance wrapper;

• at the level of a particular legacy database: the generated instance wrapper.
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Figure 5-31: Logical wrappers: model wrappers and instance wrapper generators dedicated to a
DMS family.

Upper wrapper. The upper wrapper offers the export schema (WES) of the wrapper schema.
This view is based on the same logical data model. It manages the complex mapping rules
that cannot be taken into account by the logical wrapper. It is therefore programmed manual-
ly. An example of such complex mapping rules are the user-defined functions whose seman-
tics are known by the user only (Chapter 3, Section 3.4 and Chapter 6, Section 6.3.3). They
have no predefined t mapping part, so that they cannot be formally processed.

5.5.2 Wrapper Component Generation

Schema and mapping definition
The wrapper models include the legacy data models supported by the legacy databases and
the wrapper logical model. All these models have been defined in Chapter 2. We recall that
they are built as specializations of the generic model. The wrapper logical model is intended
to describe all the structures and constraints that exist explicitly and implicitly in all the leg-
acy data models.

Based on the schema hierarchy, we can state the relationships at the schema level:

σ (WLS) = σ (LPS) ∪  ν  (instance wrapper)

σ (WES) = σ (WLS) ∪  ν’  (upper wrapper) 
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σ (WES) = σ (LPS) ∪  ν ∪  ν’ (whole wrapper)

where ν is the extra semantics of WLS emulated by the instance wrapper and ν’ is the
extra semantics of WES implemented in the upper wrapper.

Referring to the schema-oriented framework defined in Chapter 4, the extra semantics can
also be expressed as follows:

ν = ν’= ∅  if the wrapper includes the syntactic homogenization
layer only;

σ (LPS) ∪  ν ∪  ν’ =  σ (LHyS)  if the wrapper includes the semantic and syntactic ho-
mogenization layers;

σ (LPS) ∪  ν ∪  ν’  =  σ (LHgS) if the wrapper includes the semantic, syntactic and
global homogeinzation layer.

ν and ν’ are the result of schema transformation sequences between the schemas of the hier-
archy of the wrapper modules:

ν : WLS=LPS-to-WLS(LPS)

ν’: WES=WLS-to-WES(WLS)

The instance wrapper emulates the query mappings defined from LPS-to-WLS whereas the
upper wrapper takes in charge the other query mappings. Any schema transformation of
<LPS-to-WLS WLS-to-WES> is defined as an instantiated form of a generic transformation
defined at the generic data model. 

Let us consider Γ, the set of generic transformations defined for the generic data model. The
instance wrapper generator is defined for a predefined set of generic schema transformations

 which a predefined mapping pattern is attached to:

Hence, the instance wrapper can emulate the instances of any generic schema transformation
of :

LPS-to-WLS, T is defined in 

Moreover, for a given generator, the set of transformations  managed by the upper
wrapper should be:

 :  and WLS-to-WES, T is defined in 

Finally, we can refine the schema transformation sequence LPS-to-WES that is made up of
schema transformations of LPS-to-WLS and WLS-to-WES:

ΓLW

ΓLW Γ⊆

ΓLW

T ∈∀ Γ LW

ΓUW

ΓUW ΓUW ΓLW∪ Γ= T ∈∀ ΓUW
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∀  Ti ∈ LPS-to-WES,

 ( (Ti ∈  LPS-to-WLS ⇒  Ti ∈   )  

           ∧ (Ti ∈  WLS-to-WES ⇒ Ti ∉    ) )

Wrapper components and their definition
The wrapper architecture shown in Figure 5-32 provides a generic wrapper framework inde-
pendent of a particular legacy database and of a DMS family. Some parts represent the model
wrapper that is built once for a DMS family. A generator computes the other parts for a par-
ticular legacy data system. They are built from the results of the methodology processes that
will be discussed in Chapter 6.

Figure 5-32: The components of the basic and upper wrappers.

Model wrapper
The model wrapper is made up of components specific to a DMS family, and is unique for all
the wrappers related to a DMS family. As already stated, the functionality simulation varies
according to the expressive power of the DMS family.

Example

Let us compare the model wrappers for COBOL data sources and Oracle V5. We assume
that the wrapper offers a SQL-like interface to the new applications. We also assume that
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the wrapper allows update queries and the use of the two phase commit protocol. Figure
5-33 compares the complexity of the model wrappers according to the services they
emulate and the underlying DMS. 

Figure 5-33: Model wrappers and the services they emulate according to the underlying DMS.

Instance and upper wrappers
Both the instance and upper wrappers are modeled through schema transformations LPS-to-
WES. We recall that LPS-to-WES has been defined as a sequence of two minimal sequences:
LPS-to-WLS and WLS-to-WES such that:

∀  Ti ∈ LPS-to-WES,

 ( (Ti ∈  ⇒  Ti ∈  LPS-to-WLS)  

           ∧ (Ti ∉    ⇒  Ti ∈  WLS-to-WES) )

On the one hand, LPS-to-WLS is the schema transformation sequence emulated by the in-
stance wrapper and that only includes the transformations which are associated with a pre-
defined procedural pattern. On the other hand, WLS-to-WES contains the schema
transformations that cannot be computed by the instance wrapper generator. They must there-
fore be programmed manually.

For simplicity, we assume that the following property of LPS-to-WES is respected:

∀  Ti ∈ LPS-to-WES,  ∀  Tj ∈ LPS-to-WES,

 ( (Ti ∈  )   ∧ (Tj ∉   ))  ⇒  before (Ti, Tj))

 

Both LPS-to-WLS and WLS-to-WES contain schema transformations that make implicit con-
structs and constraints. Referring to Figure 5-32, the implicit constructs are emulated by the
wrapper through its query translation and data assembly components whereas the implicit
constraints are handled by its integrity control manager.

We are now able to determine the definition components of the instance and upper wrappers:

Wrapper Services Cobol Oracle V5

Wrapper query analysis yes yes

Wrapper query mappings yes yes

Schema mappings yes yes

Legacy query translation yes yes

Query optimization and 
processing

yes no (delegated to Oracle V5)

Cursor concept yes no (delegated to Oracle V5)

Error reporting yes yes

ΓLW
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• the wrapper schema (WES) for the query analysis;

• the structural mappings between the physical and wrapper logical schemas for the query
translation: WES-to-WLS and WLS-to-LPS;

• the instance mappings that define the data assembly: lps-to-wls and wls-to-wes;

• the implicit constraints to simulate them: WES-to-WLS and WLS-to-LPS;

• the structure of the data source (LPS) for the access plan and optimization.

Wrapper language
Wrappers employ several languages and several technologies. Ideally, wrappers for the dif-
ferent DMS families should be implemented by using a common language. This promotes the
reuseness of services along the different wrappers. However, a wrapper must use the legacy
access techniques to improve data access performance. It therefore needs to access the native
API of the underlying DMS by using the legacy language. 

Wrapper generator algorithm
The wrapper generator algorithm is depicted in Figure 5-34. The objective of the wrapper is
to generate the instance and upper wrapper components. After generating the query analyzer
from the wrapper schema specification, the algorithm systematically analyses each schema
transformation of LPS-to-WES. This analysis consists of two major steps. First, it generates
the wrapper program code for each schema transformation Ti ∈ . Secondly, it inserts the
definition of each transformation Tj ∉   . In these two steps, the generated code depends
on the type of the transformation expressed by the two functions: type(Ti) and IC(Ti). type(Ti)
returns the signature definition of the transformation whereas IC(Ti) returns true if the schema
transformation makes explicit an implicit constraint. 

Moreover, for all the schema transformations Ti: ¬  IC(Ti), the algorithm updates an interme-
diate schema transformation sequence, denoted by S-to-LPS, that keeps all the transforma-
tions of WES-to-LPS that have not yet analyzed. This intermediate sequence enables to
generate/define the implicit constraint assertions when they are not defined on constructs of
LPS.

Finally, the algorithm generates the legacy access plan and primitives according to LPS and
the underlying DMS (For COBOL, see Section 5.4.5). 

ΓLW
ΓLW
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Figure 5-34: Algorithm of the instance wrapper generation.

5.5.3 Metrics

The costs of writing a wrapper can be expressed with respect to the number of its code lines5

Wrapper Schema: WES
Physical Schema: LPS
Schema Transformation Sequence:  <LPS-to-WES, lps-to-wes>

S ←   WES;
S-to-LPS ←   {Tj ∈ WES-to-LPS : ¬ IC(Ti)};

// Query analysis component (wrapper language transformation):

For each construct Ci ∈  WES do:
generate wrapper query mapping(Ci);

end-for;

// Query translation/ result formation (schema mappings):

For each transformation Ti ∈  WES-to-LPS do:

// Intermediate schema:
S = Ti(S);

// upper wrapper:
if (type(Ti) ∉   and ¬ IC(Ti)) 
then

generate transformation signature (Ti, S)
S-to-LPS ←   S-to-LPS \ Ti;

end-if;
if (type(Ti) ∉   and IC(Ti))  
then

generate transformation signature (Ti, S, S-to-LPS)
end-if;

// instance wrapper generation:
if (type(Ti) ∈   and ¬ IC(Ti)) 
then

generate query and data mapping (Ti, S)
S-to-LPS ←   S-to-LPS \ Ti;

end-if;
if (type(Ti) ∈   and IC(Ti))  
then

generate constraint assertion (Ti, S, S-to-LPS)
end-if;

end-for;

// Access plan and optimization (legacy language mappings):

generate legacy access plan(LPS);

ΓLW

ΓLW

ΓLW

ΓLW
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(LOC). The total LOC is the sum of all the LOC of wrapper modules. For a particular DMS,
a general formula for determining the total number of LOC can be specified as follows:

#LOC(Wrapper) = 
#LOC(Model Wrapper) + #LOC(Instance Wrapper) + #LOC(Upper Wrapper)

The first component is a constant whereas the two other components depend on the wrapper
schemas and the schema transformation sequence between them. The LOC cost of the in-
stance wrapper depends on: 

• the underlying DMS to which the wrapper is dedicated;

• the size of the wrapper and physical schemas;

• the number and the type of schema transformations of the sequence.

To illustrate this point, we have analyzed the LOC cost of our operational wrappers dedicated
to COBOL files and relational data (Section 5.6). Figure 5-35 presents the average numbers
of LOC needed by these wrappers for the emulation of certain constructs and constraints. The
total size of the instance wrapper can be derived from these numbers.

 

Figure 5-35: LOC cost of explicit or implicit constructs and constraints.

To illustrate and compare the total number of LOC in the different wrappers, we have counted
the total LOC of these wrappers on two quite different cases and studied how the size of the
wrapper schema and the transformation sequence  increase the number of LOC (Figure 5-36). 

5. The number of LOC can be translated in other units (e.g., Euros).

Explicit Constructs COBOL Wrapper RDMS Wrapper

Entity type 380 125

Attribute 120 40

Implicit Constructs/Constraints COBOL Wrapper RDMS Wrapper

Implicit Compound Attribute 150 40

Implicit Multivalued Attribute 220 55

Implicit Identifier constraint 20 15

Implicit Reference constraint 30 15
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Figure 5-36: The two case studies and their size.

The results of the first and second case study are shown in Figure 5-37 and Figure 5-38 re-
spectively. 

Figure 5-37: Size of model and instance wrappers. Comparison between a COBOL wrapper and
an RDMS wrapper for a wrapper schema made up of 3 entity types; 15 attributes; 1 implicit com-
pound attribute; 1 multivalued attribute; 1 implicit identifiers and 2 implicit reference constraints.

Figure 5-38: Size of model and instance wrappers. Comparison between a COBOL wrapper and
an RDMS wrapper for a realistic wrapper schema made up of 30 entity types; 120 attributes; 20 im-
plicit compound attributes; 15 implicit compound and multivalued attribute; 35 implicit reference con-
straints and identifiers.

5.6 Operational Wrappers

To test our wrapper architecture, we have implemented wrappers for COBOL DMS and re-
lational DBMS. The legacy data models for these DMS vary widely. Likewise, they provide
query processing power that ranges from simple procedural mono-entity access to predicative
multi-entity access. 

As part of the InterDB project, we have implemented two kinds of wrapper: the InterDB log-

Wrapper Schema 
Size

Transformation     
Sequence Size

Implicit Constructs 
and Constraints

Case 1 3 entity types

15 attributes

3 transformations 2 implicit structures

3 implicit constraints

Case 2 30 entity types

120 attributes

60 transformations 35 implicit structures

35 implicit constraints

Case 1 COBOL Wrapper RDMS Wrapper

Model wrapper 4.345 (58 %)  7.458 (89,5 %)

Instance wrapper 3.173 (42 %) 865 (10,5 %)

Whole wrapper 7.518 (100 %) 8.323 (100 %)

Case 2 COBOL Wrapper RDMS Wrapper

Model wrapper 4.345 (11 %)  7.458 (41 %)

Instance wrapper 33.675 (89 %) 10.650 (59 %)

Whole wrapper 38.020 (100 %) 10.108 (100 %)
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ical wrapper and the InterDB object wrapper:

• Whatever the underlying DMS, the InterDB logical wrapper provides a SQL-like inter-
face to the underlying database. The InterDB logical wrapper is a software layer that
offers (1) an abstract interface based on the wrapper logical model defined in Chapter 3;
and (2) the Logical Query Language (LQL), a variant of the SQL language which uses
naming convention and terminology defined in the wrapper logical model. 

• On top of the InterDB logical wrapper, the InterDB object wrapper provides an object-
oriented view of the legacy database. Devoid of a query language, it gives a Java naviga-
tional object-oriented interface based on the wrapper object-oriented schema (WOS) of
the underlying database. 

InterDB wrappers and program applications communicate over the Internet using Java and
the RMI communication protocol. With this architecture, a legacy database can be accessed
in two ways (Figure 5-39): (1) through the logical wrapper interface by means of a query lan-
guage or (2) through the object wrapper interface by means of methods.

Figure 5-39: Logical and object wrappers in a Java environment.

Such an architecture provides an adequate way for solving the DMS and platform heteroge-
neity that appears when one wants to build a multidatabase or federated system. DMS inde-
pendence is guaranteed by the logical wrapper. The wrapper provides the logical schema of
the legacy database and a unique query language interface whatever the DMS wrapped. Plat-
form independence is ensured by both the logical wrapper and Java.
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Java technology
Java technologies (i.e., Java, Java-RMI, JavaBeans, JDBC, Java Naming, Object Serializa-
tion) are based on a distributed object-based client server model. These technologies bring
several sophisticated capabilities to the development of wrappers. Java is a platform indepen-
dent object-oriented programming language. It was designed to support networked applica-
tions by bridging network and operating systems boundaries. In that way, Java applications
can be run anywhere, provided the Java virtual machine is available. The Java compiler does
this by generating the bytecode, which is independent of computer architectures. This byte-
code is interpreted by the runtime system.

The Java RMI provides remote method invocations of objects across Java virtual machines.
It offers ORB-like functionality with the Java object model in the sense that it uses Java as
both an interface definition language and an implementation language. 

The Java Native Interface (JNI) enables the integration of code written in the Java program-
ming language with code written in C++ [Liang, 1999]. JNI allows a program (e.g., the object
wrapper) that runs within the Java Virtual Machine to operate with the logical wrappers that
are written in legacy languages (C++ or Cobol). 

5.6.1 InterDB Logical Wrapper

The InterDB logical wrapper comprises two components, namely the logical module and the
logical middleware made up of the logical server and the InterDB driver, both dedicated to a
database (Figure 5-40). The logical module offers a unique interface to the applications
whereas the logical middleware provides a transparent distribution across the network.

Logical middleware
The logical middleware is made up of the logical server and the InterDB driver, both dedicat-
ed to a database. The logical server manages the communications between the logical wrap-
per and the InterDB driver. It offers the object distribution using RMI as middleware6: it
receives the queries sent by the InterDB driver and sends the result objects from the logical
wrapper. The InterDB driver is a Java API for executing LQL statements and retrieving the
result objects. 

LQL statements. LQL is an SQL-like language modified to support the logical data model.
LQL includes selection but also update queries. Analogous to SQL, LQL uses the select-
from-where clause. LQL differs from SQL in that its select and where clauses can contain
compound or multivalued attributes. 

Java result objects. Result objects are constructed from entity types of the logical schema.
The Java objects properties correspond to the attributes of the entity types. In the example
schema of Figure 5-44, the entity types Employee and Office give rise to corresponding Java

6. Instead of an object-based middleware, we could use an XML-based middleware as well.
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classes. Single-valuated simple attributes are modeled as simple properties (e.g. Integer,
String or Date) whereas multivalued simple attributes are modeled as Vector. In our example,
the attributes Reference and Name give rise to corresponding Java classes (respectively Inte-
ger and String). Compound attributes are defined as Java classes. This is the case for the Ad-
dress attribute in our example. It is modeled as a Java class Address with two properties:
Number and Floor. As an illustration, the Java definition of the entity type Office of Figure 5-
44 is given in Figure 5-46.

More details about the Java API of the InterDB driver and the LQL query language can be
found in [Thiran, 2002b].

Figure 5-40: InterDB components of logical wrappers dedicated to COBOL files and relational da-
tabases.

Logical module
The logical module is in charge of managing the logical/physical conversion of the underly-
ing legacy database. It hides the syntactic idiosyncrasies and the technical details of the DMS
of a given model family. In addition, it makes the implicit constructs and constraints explic-
itly available (Figure 5-41). In particular, it emulates implicit constructs such as foreign keys
in COBOL files or multivalued fields in relational DB. 
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Figure 5-41: Implicit constructs and constraints that a logical module can make explicit.

For performance reason, we have decided to develop the logical wrappers as program com-
ponents dedicated to a local database. In particular, the logical/physical mapping rules have
been hardcoded in the modules rather than interpreted from mapping tables. Figure 5-42 de-
picts the set of schema transformations the logical modules can automatically emulate. Each
of these schema transformations is associated with a predefined procedural pattern. The pat-
tern instantiating is under the responsibility of generators that will be presented separately in
Chapter 7.

  

Figure 5-42: Schema transformations taken in charge by a logical module. 

We have built hardcoded logical modules for relational databases (Oracle, InterBase and Ac-
cess) and others for files managers (COBOL programs):

• The modules for relational databases have been written in C++ using ODBC for access-
ing the legacy databases. The ODBC interface [Geiger, 1995] allows the logical wrapper
to access data from a wide range of RDBMS. Each logical wrapper uses the same code to
communicate with a relational database through any RDBMS. Therefore, the logical
wrapper is independent of a particular relational RDBMS. 

• The modules for files managers have been entirely written in COBOL. This implementa-
tion strategy has been motivated by the fact that the languages and the capacities of these
DMS are different. 

Wrapper Emulation
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Figure 5-43 draws up the services the logical modules provide according to the underlying
DMS. A yes denotes that the service is emulated by the logical module whereas a no denotes
that the service is not taken in charge by the logical module. In this case, the service can be
already provided by the underlying DMS. It mustn’t be implemented by the wrapper. 

Figure 5-43: Wrapper services implemented by the InterDB prototypes, according to the underlying
DMS.

Client application example
The client application example covers the basic use of the Java interface of logical wrappers.
The Java client application illustrates the steps to connect, retrieve and update the results of
a wrapper request. The application deletes all the offices that are in the fourth floor. The code
includes a loop that accesses the offices of the fourth floor. In the loop, each result instance
is associated with the delete statement. Any time something goes wrong between the JAVA
application and the logical wrapper (for instance, if the implicit reference constraint defined
on the entity type Employee is violated), then the former throws an exception. 

Figure 5-45 shows the Java code of the first application whereas Figure 5-46 shows the Java
definition of the entity type Office. Note that the LQL query expresses a selection on the com-
pound attribute Address.

Wrapper Service Wrapper for 

Cobol Files

Wrapper for 

Relational DMS

Wrapper query analysis yes yes

Wrapper query mapping yes yes

Schema mappings yes yes

Legacy query mapping yes yes

Current concept yes no (delegated to ODBC)

Access optimization and 
processing

yes no (delegated to DMS)

Error reporting yes yes

Semantic Integrity Con-
trol

yes yes

Authorization control yes no (delegated to DMS)

Transaction management no no (but can be delegated 
to DMS)

Failure management in part (memoryless 
wrapper)

in part (memoryless 
wrapper)
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Figure 5-44: Wrapper logical example.

Figure 5-45: Java application example accessing the logical wrapper through the InterDB driver.

import java.util.Vector;
class test
{
   public static void main (String args[]) 
   { 
     try
   {
     Connection con = DriverManager.getConnection("fuligule.info.fundp.ac.be/ServerLQL", 
                                                                                                "SYSDBA", "masterkey");
     Statement stmt = con.createStatement();
     PreparedStatement ps = con.preparedStatement("DELETE OBJECT ? FROM OFFICE");
     EntityObject eo; // eo is the object that will represent the current instance of the ResultSet;
     ResultSet rs = stmt.executeQuery("SELECT * FROM OFFICE WHERE ADDRESS.FLOOR=4;");
     OFFICE off;
     if (rs.next()) 
                     {
           // get the values of the attribute of the object OFFICE:
           off = (OFFICE)rs.getObject("*");
           // displays the code of the current office:
           System.err.println("Office.Code:"+off.Code);
           // get the current instance of OFFICE for the update:
           
eo = rs.getEntityObject(); // eo represents the current instance of the ResultSet                        
           ps.setObject(0, eo); //eo is bound to the delete statement
           // execute the udapte statement:
           if (ps.execute()) {,} 
                     }
   }    
      catch (LQLException e) {System.err.println("LQL Error:"+e);}   
   }
}

WLS

Office
Code
Address

Number
Floor

id: Code

Employee
Reference
Name
Phone
Status
Office
id: Reference
ref: Office
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Figure 5-46: Java definition of the object type Office.

5.6.2 InterDB Object Wrapper

The object wrapper provides a remote object-oriented view of a local database. It is a Java-
written server that provides a remote read-only navigational object interface. 

The object wrapper interface is made up of the objects defined in the wrapper object-oriented
schema (WOS) of the underlying database (Chapter 2, Section 2.4.2) and a particular object,
called the access object, that offers the sequential or direct access of any objects derived from
WOS. We recall that the wrapper object-oriented schema is obtained by applying a model
translation of the wrapper logical schema of the underlying database (Chapters 3 and 4). 

The object wrapper hides the LQL query language from the client applications. That is, it only
provides an object-oriented framework (i.e., object types and methods) for manipulating
read-only data. Methods are used to retrieve an attribute value of an object or to navigate be-
tween different objects. The navigation between objects derived from WOS is sequential (by
means of methods getFirstEntityObjectName, getNextEntityObjectName or getEntityObject-
Name methods). However, any object derived from WOS can be directly reached by means
of its identifier by means of a method getObjectEntity provided by the access object.

The object wrapper makes possible to modify objects and to readily define user-defined ob-
jects that can represent user views of legacy data. By defining these user-defined objects, the
semantics understanding can be enforced. Indeed, these user-defined objects play a central
role in capturing the semantics of actual needs, in a way that is very closed to the business
reality [Maniola, 1988]. 

The details of the object wrapper implementation can be found in [Thiran, 2002c]. 

Client application example
To illustrate the remote object interface of the object wrapper, we take up the wrapper object
schema of Figure 5-47. Each entity type corresponds to a Java remote object that can be ma-
nipulated by any Java client applications through the RMI protocol. An example of the Java
remote object definition of Office is shown in Figure 5-48 and an example of a Java client ap-

 import java.io.*; // Serializable since these are distributed objects
 import java.util.Vector;
 public class Office implements Serializable { 
                 public Integer Code;
                 public oaddress Address;
}
 import java.io.*;
 public class oaddress implements Serializable { 
                 public Integer Number;
                 public Integer Floor;
}
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plication is given in Figure 5-49. 

Figure 5-47: Wrapper object interface example: the object types derived from WOS (bottom part)
and the access object that provides sequential and direct access to any explicit objects of WOS.

Figure 5-48: Remote object interface example: the object type Office.

import java.rmi.Remote;
import java.rmi.RemoteException;

public interface Office extends Remote
{
Employee getEmployee() throws RemoteException, DOException;
Integer getCode() throws RemoteException, DOException;
Address getAddress() throws RemoteException, DOException;
}//End interface
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Figure 5-49: Java application example accessing the object-oriented wrapper.

import java.rmi.*;
class Client 
{

public static void main(String[] args) 
{

RobjectWrapper remote;                     // remote server interface
RObject ro=null;                                    // remote access object interface
try 
{

//Remote interfaces of classes
Office off;
Address add;
//Client connection:
remote = ObjectServer.getConnection(maverick.info.fundp.ac.be:1099/Server);
//navigating through objects:
ro = remote.getRObject();
off = ro.getFirstOffice();
while (off != null)
{

System.out.println( "Code: " + off.getCode());
add = off.getAddress();
System.out.println("Address.Number: " + add.getNumber());
off = ro.getNextOffice();

}
ro.close(); remote.close();

}
catch (BOException e)
{System.out.println("BOException: " + e.getMessage());}

}
}
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Chapter 6

Forward-Reverse Methodology

In which the combined forward-reverse methodology of the schema-
oriented framework for data mediation is presented. The forward and
federation engineering approaches are combined with the central idea
that they are tightly bound. In that way, we state that the global schema
is defined not only by the actual requirements but also by the descrip-
tion of the database federation.

6.1 Introduction

In Chapter 4, we have presented the schema-oriented framework of data mediation. In this
framework, the mappings defined as schema transformations are the unifying links between
the architecture components and their dedicated methods. In this chapter, we develop the
methods that are to help developers define the schema hierarchy and the mappings.

One key feature of the schema-oriented framework is that the global schema is defined not
only by the contribution of the legacy databases but also includes the actual requirements.
Hence, the need for a methodology that offers a virtual and integrated view of the legacy re-
sources and the new requirements. We are faced with two distinct engineering domains (Fig-
ure 6-1):

• the forward engineering: designing a global/federated schema that models the new
requirements;

• the backward engineering: developing a federated schema that offers an integrated view
of the underlying legacy databases.
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Figure 6-1: Forward and backward methodologies.

Most previous approaches ([Sheth, 1990], [Parent, 1998], [Hainaut, 1999]) propose a back-
ward approach in which the global schema is defined from legacy information only. There
are only a few attempts that consider the importance of the acquisition of the actual require-
ments to interrelate legacy information. 

We consider here both of engineering approaches and combine them with the central idea that
they are tightly bound. In this chapter, we describe a general methodology based on a con-
ceptual data description and intended to find out which part of the actual requirements can be
met by the legacy systems and which part has to be managed by additional data systems. 

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 6.2 examines the backward integra-
tion methodology. The objective is to provide a general framework for database integration.
Section 6.3 discusses the main baselines of the forward-reverse methodology. We outline key
ideas on which our approach to the forward-backward integration is based and specifies the
specific sub-problems on which our approach focuses. The last sections of this chapter devel-
op each step of the methodology.

6.2 Backward Methodology

The purpose of this section is to provide a clear picture of what the main issues and the current
solutions in the schema integration field are. The focus is on the concepts, the proposed solu-
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tions and not on detailed technical discussions. We illustrate the backward methodologies by
presenting a practical approach we have developed as part of DB-MAIN ([Thiran, 1998],
[Hainaut, 1999]). 

6.2.1 Baselines 

This section provides a survey of the most significant trends in backward methodologies.
Backward methodologies consider the global schema as the result of database integration.
Simply stated, database integration is the process which takes as input a set of (existing) da-
tabases and produces as output a single unified description (the global/federated schema) of
the input schemas and the associated mapping information supporting integrated access to ex-
isting data through the integrated schema [Parent, 1998]. Schema integration is a complex
and time consuming problem ([Heimbigner, 1985], [Parent, 1998], [Elmagarmid, 1999],
[Hainaut, 1999], [Sattler, 2003]), primarily because the same fact can be contained in several
databases yet be represented using different conceptual structures.

To provide a framework for schema integration, we first outline the main steps of typical
methodologies and present the main issues of schema integration. Due to the inherent com-
plexity of this task, schema integration cannot be performed in an ad hoc fashion. Usually,
the process of schema integration consists of several steps. [Batini, 1986] and [Spaccapietra,
2000] identify the following phases (Figure 6-2):

• Schema preparation where local schemas are transformed to make them homogeneous
(both syntactically and semantically);

• Schema comparison devoted to the identification and categorization of interschema rela-
tionships;

• Schema conformation which solves interschema conflicts;

• Schema merging which merges schemas into one global one;

• Mapping definition which involves storing information about the inter-schema map-
pings.

Schema integration requires the definition of relationships between schema elements of the
local schemas to be integrated. The detection and definition of such relationships is compli-
cated by the semantic heterogeneity of the components [Garcia, 1996]. A semantic taxonomy
([Sheth, 1993], [Kashyap, 1993]) containing terms like semantic proximity or semantic in-
compatibility is necessary for semantic reconciliation ([Sheth, 1991], [Sheth, 1993]). It has
been widely agreed [Sheth, 1990] that schema integration cannot be completely automated,
as this would require that all of the semantics of the local schemas would be completely spec-
ified. It should be noted, that, in general, semantic conflicts can only be identified by human
reasoning based on domain and common sense knowledge [Navathe, 1996]. Nevertheless, the
user needs tool support to perform this complex task (Chapter 7).
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Figure 6-2: Framework for schema integration: the main steps.

In this section, we take up and develop the example that has been used in Chapter 4. We recall
that this example comprises two independent heterogeneous databases both describing as-
pects of a bookshop. The first one is made up of two COBOL files and the second one in-
cludes two relation tables (Figure 6-3). Through this example, we have already illustrated
some of the problems of the schema preparation phase (i.e. semantic enrichment and syntactic
rewriting). This example is the starting point for the illustration of the integration processes. 

Schema preparation
In this phase, schemas that correspond to the individual databases being integrated are trans-
lated into schemas using a canonical data model. This phase partially corresponds to the
DBRE and model translation processes presented in Chapter 4:

• Semantic enrichment (DBRE). This is the process that aims at augmenting the knowledge
about the semantics of data. Extracting a semantically rich description from a data source
is the main goal of the data reverse engineering process (DBRE). Reverse engineering
relies on the analysis of whatever information is available: schema specifications, index
definitions, data, queries in existing programs. Combining these analyses makes it neces-
sary to recover hidden structures and constraints (Section 6.4 and Chapter 4, Section
4.2.3).
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• Model translation. Local schemas are translated into a canonical data model (Chapter 4,
Section 4.2.4). This allows for resolving syntactic heterogeneity that is the result of dif-
ferent data models.

Example

Figure 6-3 shows the schemas extracted from the relational database and of the COBOL
files according to their data model.

Figure 6-3: The local physical schemas of the COBOL files (left) and of the relational database
(right). LPS/P1 comprises two files and two record types (Empl and Sal). Sal-N and Emp-N are
unique record key. LPS/P2 comprises two table, namely Salesperson and Office.

The physical schemas of Figure 6-3 have refined through in-depth inspection of the way
in which the COBOL programs and SQL DML statements use and manage the data in
order to detect the implicit constraints and constructs (Chapter 4, Section 4.2.3). More-
over, names have been reworked and physical constructs are discarded. Finally, the
resulting schemas are expressed in a variant of the Entity-relationship model (Figure 6-
4).

Figure 6-4: The local conceptual schemas (LCS) of the COBOL files (left) and of the relational
database (right) resulting from the schema refinement described in Chapter 4, Section 4.2.3.
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Schema comparison
Each local schema corresponds to an intension and an extension. The intension of a database
schema is determined by a set of structural definitions. The extension of a schema refers to an
actual database state at a given time. A correct and complete schema comparison has to deal
with both parts. 

At the intensional (or structural) level, the objective is to identify constructs in the underlying
schemas that can be related and to categorize the relationships among them. This is done by
examining the semantics of the structures in the different databases and identifying relation-
ships based on their semantics. Their semantics can be ascertained by analyzing schematic
properties of entity types, attributes, and relationships in the schema as well as by interacting
with designers and exploiting their knowledge and understanding of the application domain.
For example, integrity constraints, cardinality, and domains are properties of attributes that
convey their partial semantics. 

The classification of the relationship among the constructs is dependent on the methodology
used. For instance, [Larson, 1989] generates four types of equivalences between attributes.
There are a EQUAL b, a CONTAINS b, a CONTAINED-IN b, a OVERLAP b. It goes on to de-
fine five types of relationships among entities and relationships, each of which can be derived
from attribute equivalences of key attributes. These relationships include A EQUAL B, A
CONTAINS B, A CONTAINED-IN B, A OVERLAP B and A DISJOINT B. Users are asked to
specify one of these types of relationships for every entity/relationship whose attributes have
equivalence relationships specified on them.

At the extensional (or instance) level, the objective is to determine instances of constructs in
different sources that refer to the same real-world entity. The simplest approach assumes that
types from different databases have a common identifier. Hence, types that have a common
identifier value identify the same real-world entity [DeMichiel, 1989]. However, a common
identifier is not always available. This is referred to as the identifier equivalence problem.
More details can be found in [Savasere, 1991] and[Elmagarmid, 1999] and [Ramesh, 1997].

To support the interschema correspondence identification, sophisticated dictionaries, thesauri
or ontologies can be used. An ontology is a repository of all current knowledge in the orga-
nization or beyond [Lee, 1996]. The ontology describes the semantics of all concepts and of
their relationships between, and is therefore capable of correctly identifying interschema cor-
respondences [Parent, 1998]. An example of such an ontology is WordNet [Miller, 1993]. It
can serve as a common ontological framework [van den Heuvel, 2002b]. This web-based on-
tology focuses on meanings of terms rather than forms, and, incorporates a taxonomy com-
prising synonym sets, hyponymy/hypernymy, and the like. 

Example

In Figure 6-4, we establish that the entity type Salesperson of P2 and the entity type
Employee of P1 are related to each other. Moreover, we identify that the attributes Num-
ber and Name in the two entity types are related. Finally, data analysis, i.e. examination
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of actual instances of the physical data types shows that the employees (Salesperson and
Employee values) that work on both sites are represented in both databases.

Schema conformation and merging
In this phase, the interschema relationships generated previously are used to generate an in-
tegrated representation of the underlying schemas. Generating such a representation involves
resolving various forms of heterogeneity that can exist between related constructs. 

Taxonomies of conflicts abound in the literature, from very detailed ones [Sheth, 1992] to
simpler ones [Spaccapietra, 1991]. In [Thiran, 1998], we have classified the conflicts accord-
ing to three possible categories: syntactic, semantic and instance:

• Syntactic conflict. Besides the usual conflicts related to synonyms and homonyms, a syn-
tactic conflict occurs when the same concept is presented by different object types in
local schemas. For instance, an OrderDetail instance can be represented by an entity, by
an attribute value and by a relationship. 

• Semantic conflict. A semantic conflict appears when a contradiction appears between
two representations A and B of the same application domain concept or between two
integrity constraints. Solving such conflicts uses reconciliation techniques, generally
based on the identification of set-theoretic relationships between these representations: A
= B, A in B, A and B in AB, etc. It is based on set-theoretic relations existing among the
instances of data types, and that may conflict with semantic reconciliation. 

• Instance conflicts. They are specific to existing data. Though their schemas agree, the
instances of the databases may conflict. As an example, common knowledge suggests
that User be a subtype of Employee. However, data analysis shows that inst(Employee)
⊇  inst(User), where inst(A) denotes the set of instances of data type A at a given time.
This problem has been discussed in [Vermeer, 1996]. This process is highly knowledge-
based and cannot be performed automatically.

Example

In the integrated schema, the entity types Employee and Salesperson have been merged
into a common entity type. Note that the semantic conflicts among the attributes and
roles have been resolved by relaxing the constraints.
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Figure 6-5: Global conceptual schema.

6.2.2 Practical DB-MAIN Methodologies

As part of the DB-MAIN project [Hainaut, 1999], we have developed a practical approach of
the database integration. This approach proposes a comprehensive process mainly based on
a structural analysis of the database. Experience has shown that this process must be coped
with through very flexible techniques, and that different problems in the same federation can
require different techniques. Two main complementary strategies have been proposed. They
are described as scenarios for integrating two schemas, though they can be generalized to n-
ary strategies. In actual situations, both strategies can be used alternately to solve different
parts of the integration work. 

These two strategies are supported by the DB-MAIN CASE tool (Chapter 7, Section 7.4.5).

Synthetic strategy
This procedure is proposed for situations in which semantically similar parts of the schemas
have almost identical representations. It is based on the following denotation assumptions:

• two objects of the same nature (entity type, relationship type or attribute) with the same
name denote exactly the same application domain concept;

• any pair of objects that does not satisfy this condition denote independent application
domain concepts.

This traditional strategy includes two sequential steps.

1. Schema preparation. This step is intended to make both schemas satisfy the denotation
assumptions. Similar objects are identified and, if needed, their name and nature are
modified accordingly. New objects can be introduced. For instance, if entity type ET2 in
schema 2 is recognized as a subtype of ET1 in schema 1, then an empty entity type with
name ET1 is created in schema 2, and made a supertype of ET2. 
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2. Global merging. The schemas are merged according to the denotation assumptions. It is
based on the following rules:

• if two entity types have the same name, they are merged, i.e., only one is kept,
and their attributes are merged; non matching attributes of both entity types are
kept;

• if two attributes of merged objects have the same name, they are merged, i.e.,
only one is kept, and their attributes, if any, are merged; non matching attributes
of both parent objects are kept;

• if two relationship types have the same name, they are merged, i.e., only one is
kept and their roles and attributes are merged; non matching roles and attributes
of both relationship types are kept;

• if two roles of merged relationship types have the same name, they are merged,
i.e., only one is kept.

Analytical strategy
The second strategy will be used in more complex situations. It consists in integrating pairs
of constructs individually.

1. Identifying similar constructs and their semantic relation. The process is based on the
knowledge gained by the analyst during the reverse engineering process, and on similar-
ities between related parts on the source schemas (such as name and structural close-
ness). The semantic relation is identified. We suggest to choose one of the following five
situations:

• identity: the constructs denote the same concept;

• complementarity: the constructs represent two facets of the same concept;

• subtyping: one construct denotes a subclass of the concept denoted by the other
one;

• common supertype: both constructs denote subclasses of an implicit concept;

• independence: the constructs denote independent concepts.

2. Solving representation conflicts. If necessary, names are changed and transformations are
applied to make merging in step 3 easier.

3. Merging. We consider the typical binary strategy in which the master schema is enriched
from the contents of a slave schema, which remains unchanged. According to the five
situations identified in step 1, applied to constructs M in the master schema, and S in the
slave schema, six actions will be proposed.

• identical(M,S): the components of S are transferred to M;

• complementarity(M,S): a copy of S is created in the master schema and is linked
to M;

• subtype_of(M,S): a copy of S is created in the master schema and is made a sub-
type of M;
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• subtype_of(S,M): a copy of S is created in the master schema and is made a super-
type of M;

• common_supertype(M,S): a copy of S is created in the master schema and a new
construct is created and made the common supertype of M and S;

• independent(M,S): if the relation is true for all M's, a copy of S is created in the
master schema.

To make things more complex, the process must be considered recursively. Indeed, each con-
struct generally has components: an entity type has a name, attributes, roles, constraints and
textual annotations; an attribute has a name, a type, a length, sub-attributes and textual anno-
tations; a relationship type has a name, roles, attributes and textual annotations; a role has a
name, cardinality, one or several participating entity types and textual annotations. 

In each merging technique (but the last one) the components of M and S must be compared
pairwise, to identify their semantic relation and to decide on their integration strategy. For in-
stance, considering attribute AS of S, either AS is identical to attribute AM of M, in which case
they will be merged, or AS must be added to M. In the former case, C components (name,
type, annotation, etc.) of AS and AM are compared pairwise. Either they match, in which case
AM.C is kept, or they conflict, in which case a human decision must be made: either AM.C or
AS.C is kept, or a combination of both is adopted as AM.C (e.g., the concatenation of the an-
notations). 

6.2.3 Discussion

The backward strategy of integration has fundamental implications on the global schema def-
inition, on its flexibility and evolvability. In this section, we carefully analyze the backward
strategy according to these points. We do not intend to be exhaustive here, rather, we select
some relevant basic assumptions that limit the applicability of such a strategy.

Global schema definition
The backward strategy builds the global schema from the legacy information resources to-
wards the global schema, using a database integration method like that presented in the pre-
vious section. This results in a global schema that enjoys the following properties:

• It directly depends on the legacy local schemas and the integration method used.

• It does not integrate the requirements of the new applications that are to be developed on
top of the legacy databases.

• It often holds more information than required for the actual requirements of the organiza-
tions. Since the relevant information is hidden in a global schema, the user is responsible
for finding the required information.

The most serious limitation of the classical integration approach is that it requires too much
and too broad global knowledge to generate the global schema [Aslan, 1999]. It also requires
a large global structure to be maintained. The required integration effort is very high.
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Example

Figure 6-6 illustrates the differences between the integration process based on the back-
ward approach described previously (Section 6.2.2) and the integration process that uses
combined forward-backward processes (Section 6.6). The differences between the result-
ing schemas can easily be observed in this figure: the backward approach produces a glo-
bal schema more complex than that produced by the forward-backward approach.

Figure 6-6: Integrated schema comparison. The left schema is the result of the classical inte-
gration approach whereas the right schema is the result of the combined forward and backward
methodology. 

Flexibility and evolvability
The process of integration greatly affects the flexibility and evolvability of the global schema.
A change in the configuration or in one legacy database triggers a new integration process,
resulting in an adapted global schema. As a result, the schema integration is not appropriate
in scenarios where sources are often quickly removed or new sources are added or if the glo-
bal requirements themselves are changing. The complexity and the result of the process inte-
gration depends on the number of registered sources. 

6.3 Forward-Reverse Methodology Principles

The new global schema (NGS) is the answer to the requirements of the organization as they
are perceived from now on. As far as information is concerned, it represents the services that
the new system will be able to provide. Since the approach is based on reusing existing re-
sources as far as possible, the future system will comprise legacy databases as well as a new
one, so that the requirements will be met by both kinds of databases. Therefore, one of the
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challenging problems is the precise distribution of the requirements among these compo-
nents. We propose to resolve the integration by combining forward and reverse processes.
Unlike [van den Heuvel, 2002], we believe that reverse and forward processes are tightly
bound.

6.3.1 General Architecture

The general architecture of the methodology is outlined in Figure 6-7. The main methods are:
(1) preparation (DBRE and model translation); (2) homogenization; (3) legacy-legacy inte-
gration; (4) global-legacy comparison. 

Figure 6-7:  The main processes of the methodology.
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All these methods are part of the schema-oriented framework defined in Chapter 4. Mappings
defined as schema transformations are the unifying element between the methods and the ar-
chitecture components: a method defines the schema transformation sequence that is used to
automate the translation of queries within the corresponding architecture component.

We first outline the key ideas on which our approach is based and specify the problems on
which our approach focuses. We then describe the methods of the methodology and the map-
pings they intend to define. We illustrate how these methods deal with the hybrid system de-
scribed in Chapter 1, the common case study used throughout this thesis.

6.3.2 Integration revisited

We propose here an integration methodology which considers both the legacy resources and
the new requirements. In our approach, each data source in the access scope of NGS is first
homogenized in regard to NGS and then integrated into NGS. Once homogenized, a database
source can be integrated into NGS through a simple integration mechanism using the synthet-
ic strategy presented in Section 6.2.2. The methodology is heavy in schema preparation
(DBRE and homogenization) but light in integration. Homogenization counts for most of the
effort for including a new legacy source. However, multiple sources can be homogenized in
parallel: homogenization involves only a legacy database source and can be managed by local
owners and maintainers (e.g., modelers, administrators, current users and application main-
tainers) who are the best experts on the semantics of information sources they maintain in
their databases. This results in a methodology that splits up and distributes the integration
tasks and responsibilities (Figure 6-8). 

Figure 6-8: Classical database integration methodology vs database integration methodology with-
in the forward-reverse methodology. The schema preparation phase in the forward-reverse meth-
odology includes the DBRE, model translation and homogenization. The homogenization includes
schema comparison and conformation of each local schema against NGS.
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The backward and forward methodology proposes an approach that should bring some im-
portant advantages, such as: scalability, progressivity, legacy preservation, maximal reuse
and simplicity of the integration process.

• Scalability: new levels and new legacy databases can be incorporated with minimal cost.
It is designed to facilitate dynamic and scalable data integration. Its complexity is inde-
pendent of the number of sources registered. Including a new database in the federation
involves modification that mainly is taken in charge by the local sources.

• Progressivity: each step provides the formal definition of a layer of the schema-oriented
framework that can be exploited immediately; this also ensures better development cost
and time control, as well as better risk management.

• Legacy preservation: local databases and applications can be used while their functions
meet the local needs.

• Maximal reuse: since the semantic structures of the legacy databases have been precisely
elicited, the exported schema of new databases to develop includes the new require-
ments, and only them. 

• Simplicity of the integration process: it requires minimum expertise to manage. Issues
generally addressed in theoretical approaches to schema integration are of a lesser
importance in our framework since they have been performed in the reverse engineering
and homogenization processes. This is the case for conflict identification and conflict
resolution. Indeed, the reverse-engineering process has given analysts a strong knowl-
edge of the semantics of each construct of the local conceptual schemas. In addition, the
homogenization step has produced fairly homogenized schemas in which few discrepan-
cies should remain. Therefore, identifying similar constructs and merging them is much
easier than when one processes still unidentified logical schemas as proposed in most
federated schema building methodologies.

6.3.3 Mapping Definition

We distinguish the vertical and horizontal correspondences to define the relationships be-
tween schemas (Figure 6-9):

• Vertical correspondences specify the relationships between two schemas of different lay-
ers of the schema hierarchy.

• Horizontal correspondences state the relationships between two schemas of the same
layer of the schema hierarchy.

The vertical correspondences are formalized as a chain of transformations whereas the hori-
zontal correspondences are defined by means of interschema correspondence assertions.
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Figure 6-9: Vertical and horizontal correspondences.

Horizontal correspondences
As mentioned before, schema integration consists in determining the interschema correspon-
dence assertions (ICA) by considering both the intensional and extensional levels. At the in-
tentional level, the objective is to identify constructs that are semantically related and to
classify the relationships among these constructs. An example of such relationships have
been proposed in the InterDB methodology (Section 6.2.2). All conflicts detected in this step
have to be resolved.

At the instance level, the constructs of the local schemas are usually set into a relationship
with respect to their extensional assertions [Spaccapietra, 1992]. According to [Spaccapietra,
1991], the following binary extensional assertions can be specified between four classes: 

• disjointness (≠): the disjointness assertion states that the two types are extensionally dis-
joint in each corresponding database state. 

• equivalence (≡): the equivalence assertion says that the two types are always extension-
ally equivalent.

• containment (⊇ ): the containment assertion is used to describe the fact that one type
always extensionally contains the other type. 

• overlap (∩): the overlap assertions means that the two types can overlap, that is, they
may contain instances that refer the same real-world objects. 
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Vertical correspondences
For any stage of the schema hierarchy, a set of schema transformation rules can be defined
using the generic transformation set described in Chapter 3. The types of schema transforma-
tions that should be applied depend on the kind of horizontal correspondences to be set or
conflicts to be resolved. It should be noted that as far as our notion of schema transformation
is concerned, there is really no distinction among the steps of the methodology: we use the
transformational paradigm to define mappings between any pair of schemas.

Horizontal and vertical correspondences
The integrated schema is obtained by a set of schema integration operations. The following
list enumerates the basic transformational operations for «integrating» two entity types ET1
and ET2 with the respective intensions I1 and I2 and extensions C1 and C2.

• Generalization (∨ ): the entity types ET1 and ET2 are generalized by a new entity type.
The intension of the new entity type is determined by the intersection of the intensions of
the entity types ET1 and ET2. The extension of the new entity type is given by the union
of the extensions of the entity types ET1 and ET2.

• Specialization (∧ ): a new entity type is created as a specialization of the entity types ET1

and ET2. The intension of the new entity type is determined by the union of the inten-
sions of the entity types ET1 and ET2. The extension of the new entity type is given by

the intersection1 of the extensions of the entity types ET1 and ET2.

• Subtype (⇑ ): one entity type becomes the subtype (supertype) of the other entity type in
the global schema.

• Merging (⊕ ): the entity types ET1 and ET2 are merged into a new entity type. The inten-
sion of the new entity type is determined by the union of the intension of the entity types
ET1 and ET2. The extension of the new entity type is given by the union of the exten-

sions of the entity types ET1 and ET2. However, since the new entity type contains more
attributes than the input entity types, default or null values have to be generated for some
attributes (Chapter 3, Section 3.5.3).

• Partitioning (⊗ ): the entity types ET1 and ET2 are partitioned into entity types with dis-
joint instance sets. Extensionally, overlapping entity types lead to three entity types (ET1
\ ET2), (ET1 ∩ ET2), (ET2 \ ET1) in the global schema. The entity type (ET1 \ ET2) con-
tains all the structures of the entity type ET1 that are not in ET2. Analogously, the entity

type (ET2 \ ET1) refers to all structures of the entity type ET2 that are not in ET1. The
entity type (ET1 ∩ ET2) comprises all structures that are in both entity types. The inten-
sion of the entity type (ET1 \ ET2) equals the intension of the entity type ET1. Analo-

1. The extension of the new entity type is included in the intersection of the extentions.
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gously, the intension of the entity type (ET2 \ ET1) equals the intension of the entity type
ET2. The intension of the entity type (ET1 ∩ ET2) contains the union of the intensions of
both entity types.

• Linking (⇔): the entity type ET1 and ET2 are linked by an entity relationship RT.

• Preservation (⊥ ): the entity types ET1 and ET2 are taken over into the global schema
without any intensional and extensional modifications.

The basic schema integration operations are illustrated in Figure 6-10.

Figure 6-10: Schema integration strategies on entity types.

Figure 6-11 shows the applicability of the schema transformation above in case of different
vertical correspondences [Dupont, 1996]. A + denotes that the operation is particularly well
suited whereas a - denotes that the operations is impossible or incorrect. The open fields refer
to a combination which is indeed possible but usually not-suited. The merge operator is ap-
plicable in each case. The input entity types are merged into one class. Depending on the ex-
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tensional assertion, the schema integration is performed. For instance, in case of the
disjointness assertion, the instances of the entity types are simply merged into a common ex-
tension. This can be done by the generalization and merge operators.

Figure 6-11: Compatibility of extensional assertions and transformation operations (from [Dupont,
1996]).

6.3.4 User-defined Function

In Chapter 3, we have introduced a special kind of schema transformations: Create-Function-
Group. This transformation type defines that the components of the added group are calculat-
ed by using a user-defined function F whose semantics is known by the user only. It has no
predefined t mapping part, so that the instance conversion cannot be predefined, but must be
manually written. We consider two main classes of user-defined function:

• Conversion function and mapping table for resolving conflicts due to differences in
schema definition;

• Reconciliation function for resolving conflicts due to inconsistency in data values.

Conversion function 
For resolving domain and semantic discrepancies (Section 6.5.3), conversion functions are in-
troduced. Such functions are used to transform attribute values. A typical application is the
conversion of attribute values (for instance, the Euro conversion of the Belgian Franc) which
are represented in a legacy database in a different way than needed by the actual applications.

We define the conversion function as follows. Let us consider an attribute A that is a compo-
nent of a group of an entity type ET, Fct: tA →  t is a function which can be applied to values
of domain tA defined for the attribute A of ET resulting in values of domain t. 

Mapping table
Another way of transforming attribute values is the usage of mapping tables. A table Mapping
is associated with an attribute group if the instance mapping definition of its component is
expressed as Mapping(source, target, default) where source and target are attributes of the
mapping table Mapping describing the instance mapping and default is an optional default val-
ue which is used if no explicit instance mapping is provided for some attribute values. 

∨ ∧ ⇑ ⊕ ⊗ ⇔ ⊥
≠ + - - + -

≡ + + -

⊇ + + - +

∩ + + - + +
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From an operational point of view, the transformation of local values works as follows: taking
a value of the attribute of the group, we look for an instance in Mapping having this value as
value in the attribute source. If such an instance exists, its attribute target contains the trans-
formed value; otherwise the result is the default value if given.

Reconciliation function
For instance conflicts (Section 6.6.3), a reconciliation function is used for resolving inconsis-
tencies among certain data of different database sources. A reconciliation function is a user-
defined function which is called for each instance fulfilling a comparison condition (like the
union). The affected instances are passed as arguments to the function, the resulting instance
leads to a conflict-free result. In this way, the value of any attribute can be computed from the
(possibly) conflicting values of other corresponding attributes.

An example of using a reconciliation function as part of the merging operation (⊕ ) is the sit-
uation where two local databases contain partially the same salespersons. If the correspond-
ing instances contain different values for the same attribute, the reconciliation function is able
to select one of the conflicting values for the resulting instance or to compute a new one.

Illustration
This section presents the example-driven principle of data merging and conflict resolution.
The main idea is to present the main applications and mechanisms of the user-defined func-
tions. Figure 6-12 depicts a simple example of merging operation. The global entity type Pro-
duct is defined as the union of the intension and extension of two local entity types Product
of S1 and S2.
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Figure 6-12: Example of an entity type resulting of a merging strategy.

The two entity types exploit some typical conflicts: 

• Domain discrepancy: in S1, the price data are recorded in Euro while in S2, the same

data are recorded in Belgian Franc.

• Missing attribute: in S1, the entity type includes the attribute Salesperson that is missing

in S2.

• Data inconsistency: for a same product number (Npro), the prices can be different
according to the sources. 

These conflicts are resolved by means of two user-defined functions:

• Currency conversion: a function group (BEFtoEuro) made up of the attribute Price is
defined in the schema S2 (Figure 6-13). 

• Reconciliation function: the global entity type includes a function group made up of the
conflicting attributes. That is, we assume that the price in G is the most up-to-date price.
Therefore, if the product entity of S1 refers to an earlier product, it should be used, other-
wise the more recently price value from the corresponding product entity in S2 appears in
the integrated result (Figure 6-14).
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Figure 6-13: Conversion algorithm.

Figure 6-14: Reconciliation algorithm.

For understanding the user-defined function application, we assume a simple query posed on
the global schema G (Figure 6-15). By applying the transformation rules presented in Chapter
3, we obtain a global query plan made up of the local queries posed on the two local schemas
S1 and S2. The query plan uses the matching operators (union) and the reconciliation function
to build the instances of the global result set using the corresponding local instances based on
the common identifier values. 

Numeric BEFtoEuro(Numeric PriceBEF) 
{

Numeric PriceEuro
PriceEuro ←  PriceBEF / 40.3399;
return PriceEuro;

}

Product resolveConflict(Product P1, Product P2) 
{

// P1 is an instance of a product of S1, P2 is an instance of a product of S2
// P1 and P2 have the same Npro value (matching attribute)
Product G;
G.Npro ←  P1.Npro; // copy npro
G.Salesperson ←  P1.Salesperson; // copy salesperson
// Resolve Price attribute:
if (P1.Date > P2.Date) 
        then {G.Price ←  P1.Price;
                 G.Date ←  P1.Date;}
        else {G.Price ←  P2.Price;
                 G.Date ←  P2.Date;} 
return G;

}

Query on G 

[and, 
  [att, Product, Number, PR, N],
  [att, Product, Price, PR, P],
  [att, Product, Salesperson, PR, S],
  [att, Product, Date, PR, D]
]

Retrieve the number, the price, the salesperson
and the sale date of all the products 
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Figure 6-15: Global query decomposition and global query plan.

To illustrate the instance mapping principle, we use the example of Figure 6-15. Assume that
the S1 and S2 represent instance sets as shown in Figure 6-16. By applying the currency con-
version function and the merging operator between S1 and S2, the query plan derives instance
set as shown in Figure 6-17.

Figure 6-16: Instance sets of S1and S2 (S1.Product and S2.Product).

Query on S1 Query on S2

[and, 
  [att, Product, Number, PR, N],
  [att, Product, Price, PR, P],
  [att, Product, Salesperson, PR, S],
  [att, Product, Date, PR, D]
]

[and, 
  [att, Product, Number, PR, N],
  [att, Product, Price, PR, P],
  [void],
  [att, Product, Date, PR, D]
]

Query on G Query Plan

[and, 
  [att, Product, Number, PR, N],
  [att, Product, Price, PR, P],
  [att, Product, Date, PR, D],

   [att, Product, Salesperson, PR, S]
]

[and, 
   [plan, union, ResolveConflict
        [source, S1, 
            [and,
               [att, Product, Number, PR, N],
               [att, Product, Price, PR, P],
               [att, Product, Date, PR, D]]]
        [source, S2, 
            [and,
               [att, Product, Number, PR, N],
               [att, Product, Price, PR, P],
               [att, Product, Date, PR, D]]]
   ],
   [source S1,
         [att, Product, Salesperson, PR, S]]
]

S1.Product

Npro Salesperson Price (Euro) Date
1 Michaux 123 1/01/2002
2 Gide 10 1/05/2002

S2.Product

Npro Price (BEF) Date
1 4420 1/03/2002
2 400 1/01/2002
3 4000 1/06/2002
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Figure 6-17: Derived instance set of the global entity type (G.Product).

In Figure 6-16, S1 indicates that product 1 is sold at 123 Euros while S2 indicates that the
same product is sold at 109.58 Euros. This conflict is reflected in Figure 6-17 as a violation
of the identifier since they are more than one instance with Npro=1. This indicates a data in-
consistency. 

For example, we have the following set of instances wrt Npro in Figure 6-17:
Npro=1 : {(1, Michaux, 123), (1, null, 109.58)}
Npro=2 : {(2, Gide, 10), (2, null, 9.92)}
Npro=3 : {(3, null, 99.16)}

As a result, there are conflicts with Npro=1 and Npro=2.

At this point of the instance mapping, any instance conflicts has not yet removed. The conflict
resolution is performed by applying the reconciliation function resolveConflict. More pre-
ciselly, the reconciliation function resolves the conflict values for all the instances of the de-
rived instance set that have a common Npro value.

The reconciliation function resolveConflict is applied for Npro=1 and Npro=2. That is, the
function resolveConflict (Figure 6-14) resolves conflicts on attribute Vendor, Price and Date
of Product. The result is given in Figure 6-18.

Figure 6-18: Conflict-free instances of the global entity type.

6.4 Reverse-Engineering Process and Model Transla-
tion

This is the process of extracting the legacy physical schema (LPS) and the legacy conceptual
schema (LPcS) of a legacy database (Figure 6-19). Recovering the physical and conceptual

G.Product
Npro Vendor Price (Euro) Date

1 Michaux 123 1/01/2002
1 null 109.58 1/03/2002
2 Gide 10 1/05/2002
2 null 9.92 1/01/2002
3 null 99.16 1/06/2002

G.Product
Npro Vendor Price (Euro) Date

1 Michaux 109.58 1/01/2002
2 Gide 10 1/05/2002
3 null 99.16 1/06/2002
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schemas of an existing local database is the main goal of Database Reverse Engineering
(DBRE). Our approach relies on the general DBRE methodology that has been developed in
the DB-MAIN project ([Hainaut, 1996b], [Hainaut, 2002]).

 

Figure 6-19: Reverse engineering of a legacy database. For simplicity, the mapping definitions are
ignored.

As legacy databases can employ different data models in order to represent real-world enti-
ties, they need to be brought into a common formalism, so that they can be compared. Activ-
ities in this phase are performed for each legacy database only once when the source enters
the federation, or when it decides to share and exchange information units with other compo-
nents. 

6.4.1 LPS Extraction

This phase consists in recovering the physical schema (LPS) made up of all the structures and
constraints explicitly declared. Databases systems generally provide a description of this
schema (catalogue, data dictionary contents, DDL texts, file sections, etc.). The process con-
sists in analyzing the data structure declaration statements or the contents of these sources
(CODEddl). It produces the physical schema (LPS) based on the data model (LDM) of the leg-
acy database. The process is more complex for file systems, since the only formal descrip-
tions available are declaration fragments spread throughout the application programs. This
process is often easy to automate since it can be carried out by a simple parser which analyses
the DMS-DDL texts, extracts the data structures and expresses them as the LPS. 

LPSData

codeddl

LPS Extraction

codeext

LPS Refinement

LPcS

Local Owners and
Maintainers

Implicit Structure Detection
Semantic Interpretation

Explicit Structure Detection

LHyS

Model Translation

DBRE

DDL Parsers

Model Translators
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6.4.2 LPS Refinement

The goal of this phase is to recover the complete physical schema, including all the implicit
and explicit structures and constraints. As explained in Chapter 4, the main problem of the
LPS refinement process is to discover and make explicit the structures and constraints that
were either implicitly implemented (codeext) or merely discarded during the development
process (∆). In this section, we analyze the problem and elicitation techniques of implicit con-
structs. We then present the most frequent implicit constructs and the transformation opera-
tors that make them explicit.

Implicit construct detection
The LPS is a rich starting point that must be refined through the analysis of the other compo-
nents of the applications (views, subschemas, screen and report layouts, programs, fragments
of documentation, program execution, data, etc.). This schema is then refined by specific
analysis techniques that search non-declarative sources of information for evidence of implic-
it constructs and constraints. This schema is finally cleaned by removing its non-logical struc-
tures such as access keys and files. In this phase, three techniques are of particular
importance: namely, the program analysis, the data analysis and the schema analysis. 

• Program analysis. This process consists in analyzing parts of the application programs
(the procedural sections, for instance) in order to detect evidence of additional data struc-
tures and integrity constraints. The way data are used, transformed and managed in the
programs brings essential information on the structural properties of these data. For
instance, through the analysis of data validation procedures, the analyst can learn what
the valid data values are, and therefore what integrity constraints are enforced. This kind
of search is called usage pattern analysis. Being large and complex information sources,
programs require specific analysis techniques and tools. Dataflow analysis, dependency
analysis, programming cliché analysis and program slicing are some examples of pro-
gram processing techniques that resort to the domain of program understanding.

• Data analysis. The data themselves can exhibit regular patterns, or uniqueness or inclu-
sion properties that provide hints that can be used to confirm or disprove structural
hypothesis. The analysis can find hints that suggest the presence of identifiers, foreign
keys, field decomposition, optional fields, functional dependency, existence constraints
or that restricts the value domain of a field for instance. This refinement process exam-
ines the contents of the files and databases in order: (1) to detect data structures and
properties (e.g., to find unique fields or functional dependencies in a file); and (2) to test
hypotheses (e.g., could this field be a foreign key to this file?).

• Schema analysis. This process consists in eliciting implicit constructs (e.g., foreign keys)
from structural evidence, in detecting and discarding non-logical structures (e.g., files
and access keys), in translating names to make them more meaningful, and in restructur-
ing some parts of the schema.
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Semantic interpretation
This process addresses the semantic interpretation of a legacy schema, from which one tries
to extract the conceptual view. The objective is to identify and to extract all the relevant se-
mantic concepts underlying the legacy schema. It mainly consists in detecting and transform-
ing, or discarding, non-conceptual structures. Any logical schema can be obtained by a chain
of transformations applied to the source conceptual schema. The conceptualization process
can then be modeled as undoing of the conceptual-to-logical translation, that is, applying the
inverse transformations. Three different problems have to be solved through specific trans-
formational techniques and reasoning.

1. Untranslation. Considering a target DMS model, each component of a conceptual
schema can be translated into DMS-compliant constructs through a limited set of trans-
formation rules. The identification of the traces of the application of these rules and the
replacement of DMS constructs with the conceptual constructs they are intended to
translate, form the basis of the untranslation process.

2. De-optimization. Most developers introduced, consciously or not, optimization con-
structs and transformations in their logical schemas. These practices can be classified
into three families of techniques, namely structural redundancies (adding derivable con-
structs), unnormalization (merging data units linked through a one-to-many relationship)
and restructuring (such as splitting and merging tables). The de-optimization process
consists in identifying such patterns, and discarding them, either by removing or by
transforming them.

3. Normalization. This process is similar to the conceptual normalization process. It con-
sists in restructuring the raw conceptual schema obtained in Steps 1 and 2 in order to
give it such qualities as readability, conciseness, minimality, normality and conformity to
a corporate methodology standard [Batini, 1992].

6.4.3 Model Translation

The model translation is a particular case of schema transformations (Chapter 3, Section 3.7).
It consists in translating a schema expressed in a data model Ms into a schema expressed in
another data model Mt where Ms and Mt are two different submodels (i.e., subsets) of the ge-
neric data model. As already mentioned in Chapter 4, this model transformation can be mod-
eled as semantics-preserving schema transformations. This process can therefore be easily
automated (Chapter 7).

6.4.4 Some Implicit Constraints and Constructs

The variety of implicit constructs can be fairly large, even in small systems. This section pre-
sents the main implicit structures and constraints we found in reverse engineering processes
([Hainaut, 1996] and [Thiran, 2002d]. We then present the transformation operators that
make them explicit and the constraint assertions associated with the implicit constraints. 
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Implicit compound attribute
A field, or a full record type, declared as atomic, has an implicit decomposition, or is the con-
catenation of contiguous independent fields (E-Office, filler). This pattern is very common in
standard files, but it has been found in modern databases as well, for instance in relational
tables. 

A sequence of seemingly independent fields (Add-Number, Add-Street, Add-City) are origi-
nated from a source compound field which was decomposed. This is a typical situation in re-
lational databases.

Implicit multivalued attribute
A field, declared as single-valued, appears as the concatenation of the values of a multivalued
field (Phone). Relational databases commonly include such constructs.

LPS LPcS

(Employee, {E-Office}, {Number, Floor})  
 ←  Single-CompAtt(Employee, {E-Office})

(Employee, {Status, Salary}) 
← Single-SerialAtt(Employee, {filler})

LPS LPcS

(Employee, {Address}, {Number, Street, City})  
←  Serial-CompAtt(Employee, {Add-Number, Add-Street, Add-City})

Employee
E-ID
E-Name
E-Office: num (10)
filler: char (30)

Employee
E-ID
E-Name
E-Office

Number: num (8)
Floor: num (2)

Status: char (20)
Salary: num (10)

Employee
E-Id
E-Name
Add-Number
Add-Street
Add-City

Employee
E-Id
E-Name
Address

Number
Street
City
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Implicit identifiers
The identifier (or unique key) of a record type is not always declared. Such is the case for
sequential files for example. The fact that the E-Id values are unique among the Employee
records must be proved.

Implicit identifiers of multivalued attributes
Structured record types often include complex multivalued compound fields. Quite often too,
these values have an implicit identifier. In each Order record, there are no two Details values

LPS LPcS

(Salesperson, {Phone})  
←  Single-MultiAtt(Salesperson, {Phone})

LPS LPcS

(Salesperson, {Phone})  
←  Serial-MultiAtt(Salesperson, {Phone1, Phone2, Phone3})

LPS LPcS

() ←  Create-Identifier(Employee, {E-ID})

<Employee, INSERT, C1>  where C1 is  ∀  NEW ∈  (new instances of 
Employee), ¬  (∃ OLD ∈  (old instances of Employee): NEW.E-Id = OLD.E-Id)

Salesperson
Number
Name
Phone[0-1]: char (36)

Salesperson
Number
Name
Phone[0-3]: char (12)

Salesperson
Number
Name
Phone1
Phone2[0-1]
Phone3[0-1]

Salesperson
Number
Name
Phone[1-3]: char (12)

Employee
E-Id
E-Name
E-Address

Employee
E-Id
E-Name
E-Address
id: E-Id
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with the same Product value.

Implicit foreign keys
In multi-file applications, there can be inter-file links, represented by foreign keys, i.e. by
fields whose values identify records in another file. For instance, field O-CUST in record type
ORDER is used to designate a CUSTOMER record.

Implicit functional dependencies
As commonly recognized in the relational database domain, normalization is a recommended
property. However, many actual databases include unnormalized structures, generally to get
better performance. In the Salary record type, the value of field Base depends on Scale, which
is a non-key field. This record type is in 2nd normal form only. 

LPS LPcS

() ←  Create-Identifier(Order, {Details}, {Product})

<Order, INSERT, C1>  where C1 is  ∀  NEW ∈  (new instances of 
Order), ∀  a ∈  (NEW.Details), ¬  (∃ b ∈  (NEW.Details): a.Product = 
b.Product)

LPS LPcS

() ←  Create-Reference(Seller, {Location}; Office, {Code})

<Seller, INSERT, C1> where C1 is ∀  NEW ∈ (new instances of Seller),
∃  b ∈  (instances of Office): NEW.Location = b.Code;
<Office, DELETE, C2> where C2 is ∀  a ∈  (instances of Seller), ∀  OLD 
∈ (deleted instances of Office), a.Location ≠ OLD.Code

Order
O-Id
Date
Customer
Details[0-20]

Product
Quantity

Order
O-Id
Date
Customer
Details[0-20]

Product
Quantity

id: Details(Product)

Office
Code
Number
Floor
id: Code

Seller
Number
Name
Location
id: Number

Office
Code
Number
Floor
id: Code

Seller
Number
Name
Location
id: Number
ref: Location
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Finding exact minimum cardinality of fields and rel-types
Multivalued fields are generally declared arrays, whose maximum size is specified by an in-
teger, while the minimum size is not mentioned, and is under the responsibility of the pro-
grammer. For instance, field Details has been declared "occurs 20", and its cardinality has
been interpreted [20-20]. Further analysis has shown that this cardinality actually is [0-20].

Implicit constraints on value domains
In most DBMS, declared data structures are very poor as far as their value domain is con-
cerned. Quite often, though, strong restriction is enforced on the admittable values. In the ex-
ample below, field Status has an enumerated domain, comprising two values "S" and "M",
while values of field Salary must fall into the interval [1000...10000]. 

LPS LPcS

() ←  Create-FunctionalDependency(Salary, {Scale}; {Base})

<Salary, INSERT, C1>  where C1 is ∀  NEW ∈  (new instances of 

Salary), ¬  (∃ a ∈  (instances of Salary): (a.Scale = NEW.Scale) ⇒  

(a.Base ≠ NEW.base))

LPS LPcS

([20]) ←  Modify-MaxCardinality(Order, {Details})

Salary
Employee
Base
Bonus
Scale
id: Employee

Salary
Employee
Base
Bonus
Scale
id: Employee
fd: Scale

Base

Order
O-Id
Date
Customer
Details[20-20]

Product
Quantity

Order
O-Id
Date
Customer
Details[0-20]

Product
Quantity
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Meaningful names
Some programming discipline, or technical constraints, impose the usage of meaningless
names, or of very condensed names whose meaning is unclear. On the contrary, some appli-
cations have been developed with no discipline at all, leading to poor and contradictory nam-
ing conventions.

6.4.5 Application to the Case Study

By analyzing the COBOL programs of DB-P1 and the SQL DDL scripts of DB-P2 and DB-S
we can extract the Local Physical Schema (LPS) of each legacy database. Figure 6-20 shows
the extracted schemas according to their data model.

LPS LPcS

() ←  Modify-Domain(Employee, {Status})
() ←  Modify-Domain(Employee, {Salary})

<Employee, INSERT, C1>  where C1 is  ∀  NEW ∈  (new instances of 

Employee), (NEW.Status="S" ∨ NEW.Status="M") 

<Employee, INSERT, C2>  where C2 is  ∀  NEW ∈  (new instances of 

Employee), (NEW.Salary>=1000 ∧ NEW.Salary<=10000)

LPS LPcS

(Account) ←  ET-Rename(Rec-003)
({Acc-Id}) ←  Att-Rename(Account, {I-003-01})
({Initial-Amount}) ←  Att-Rename(Account, {D-003-02})
({Current-Amount}) ←  Att-Rename(Account, {D-003-03})
({Department}) ←  Att-Rename(Account, {D-003-04})

Employee
Reference
Name
Status
Salary
id: Reference

Employee
Reference
Name
Status: {S, M}
Salary: [1000..10000]

id: Reference

Rec-003
I-003-01
D-003-02
D-003-03
D-003-04

Account
Acc-Id
Initial-Amount
Current-Amount
Department
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Figure 6-20: The local physical schemas. LPS/P1 is made of two files (F-Employee and F-Salary)
and two record types (Empl and Sal). Emp-N and Sal-N are unique record keys. LPS/P2 comprises
the tables Salesperson and Office. No primary key and no foreign key are represented in this sche-
ma since Oracle V5 model ignores these concepts. LPS/S comprises three tables Employee, Order
and Product. The table Order has two foreign keys that reference the other two tables.

The LPS extraction is fairly straightforward. However, it recovers explicit constructs only,
ignoring all the implicit structures and constraints that have been buried in, e.g., the proce-
dural code of the programs. Hence the need for a refinement process that cleans the physical
schema and enriches it with implicit constraints elicited by techniques described above. 

By applying the schema refinement, we obtain the refined physical schemas of Figure 6-21,
that makes two hidden constraints explicit, namely a foreign key and a functional dependency
in the COBOL database. They express the data structures in a form that is close to the DMS
model, enriched with semantic constraints. The schemas are refined through in-depth inspec-
tion of the data, and of the way in which the COBOL program and SQL DML use and manage
the data in order to detect the record structures declared in the program sources. For instance,
the Oracle V5 DB-P2 database includes a hidden foreign key that can be discovered by look-
ing for, e.g., join-based queries. Moreover, names have been made more meaningful and
physical constructs are discarded. We therefore obtain the three LPcS of Figure 6-21. Finally,
all the LPcS are translated into the binary ER model used as the canonical data model (Figure
6-22).

LPS/P1 LPS/P2

Sal
Sal-N
Sal-S
Sal-B
Sal-Scale
id: Sal-N

acc 

Empl
Emp-N
Emp-N1
Emp-N2
id: Emp-N

acc 

F-Employee

Empl
F-Salary

Sal

LPS/S

Cobol Model Oracle V5 Model DB2 Model

Product
Code
Name
Price
Taxes
id: Code

acc 

Order
Reference
Date
Amount
Number
Code
id: Reference

acc 
ref: Number
ref: Code

Employee
Number
Name
Phone
id: Number

acc 

File-DB

Product
Order
Employee

Salesperson
Number
Name
Phone1
Phone2[0-1]
Location
acc: Number

Office
Code
Number
Floor
acc: Code

File-E

Office
Salesperson
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Figure 6-21: The refined physical schemas. In LPcS/P1, we observe the renaming and the elicita-
tion of an implicit foreign key and an implicit functional dependency. In LPcS/P2, two hidden identi-
fiers, a hidden foreign key and an implicit multivalued attribute have been discovered. The purely
physical objects have been removed and names have been reworked.

Figure 6-22: The syntactically homogenized legacy schemas (LHyS). LPcS have been modeled us-
ing the binary ER model. The four foreign keys of the three LPcS have been transformed in relation-
ship types by applying the semantics-preserving transformation FK-RT.

6.5 NGS Definition and Homogenization

The purpose of this process is to define (1) the new global schema (NGS) that captures the
complete requirements of an organization for the future; and (2) the homogenized legacy
schemas (LHgS) that contain the relevant legacy information (Figure 6-23). 

An important characteristic of the approach is the role of the legacy databases in the require-

LPcS/P1 LPcS/P2 LPcS/S

Salesperson
Number
Name
Phone[1-2]
Location
id: Number
equ: Location

Office
Code
Number
Floor
id: Code

Product
Code
Name
Price
Taxes
id: Code

Order
Reference
Date
Amount
Number
Code
id: Reference
ref: Number
ref: Code

Employee
Number
Name
Phone
id: Number

Salary
Employee
Base
Bonus
Scale
id: Employee

equ 
fd: Scale

Base

Employee
Number
Name
Status
id: Number

LHyS/P1 LHyS/P2 LHyS/S

1-11-1 has

Salary
Base
Bonus
Scale
fd: Scale

Base

Employee
Number
Name
Status
id: Number

1-1 1-Nhas

SalesPerson
Number
Name
Phone[1-2]
id: Number

Office
Code
Number
Floor
id: Code

1-1

0-N

of

1-10-N managed-by

Product
Code
Name
Price
Taxes
id: Code

Order
Reference
Date
Amount
id: Reference

Employee
Number
Name
Phone
id: Number
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ment analysis process. Indeed, since the existing system meets, at least partially, the current
needs of the organization, it is an invaluable source of information about the requirements of
the future system. On the other hand, the homogenization phase can easily identify the con-
structs of a LHyS that can be reused in the future system.

Figure 6-23: The analysis process is made up of two subprocesses: the new global schema (NGS)
definition and the homogenized legacy schema (LHgS) definition.

6.5.1 NGS Definition

Collecting and formalizing the requirements of the organization into a conceptual schema is
a standard, though still complex, process that has been widely described in the literature. As
an implementation of a part of the requirements that are being elaborated, the semantic de-
scription of the legacy databases, i.e., their conceptual schemas (LHyS) can contribute to the
NGS definition. The importance of this source of information has been acknowledged and de-
veloped in [Batini, 1992] and [Blaha, 1998] for instance.

6.5.2 Homogenization

After recovering the LHyS, knowledge required to interrelate them is acquired in a stepwise
fashion during the homogenization phase. Acquired knowledge is used to obtain a modified
local database schema (LHgS) that is more tightly coupled with NGS than that of the previous
version of the LHyS.

Homogenization removes derivations of a source from NGS; these discrepancies arise when
a LHgS and NGS model the same application domain differently [Yan, 1997]. 

Homogenization involves only one database source and compares it with NGS. Discrepancies
resolved during the homogenization phase are due to differences between the definition of a
pair of schemas (LHyS and NGS). As a result, it refers to the intensional dimension of the leg-
acy database only. 

Homogenization

LHgS

LHyS

NGS

Federation
AdministratorNGS Definition

New 
Requirements

Local Owners and
Maintainers
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NGS definition strategies
NGS reflects design efforts to accommodate the conflicting legacy and new requirements.
However, different organization goals are possible and can lead to different NGS definition. 

• NGS dominates2 the local schemas. NGS is only defined by the new requirements. An
authority forces all the local sources to make their legacy databases comply with the new
business requirements that it has defined itself. Each local source is responsible for
expressing the sharable portion of its local schema in terms of NGS. The mismatches
must therefore be resolved at the local level. 

• NGS and the local schemas agree with their commonly understood set of concepts. Both
NGS and the local schemas can be modified/restructured in order to reduce their syntac-
tic and semantic distance. In this approach, each local source plays the role of an infor-
mation source for the NGS definition.

Discrepancy resolution
We state that most discrepancies can be solved through four main techniques that are used to
rework the LHyS according to NGS, namely, renaming, generalizing, transforming and dis-
carding. 

• Renaming. Constructs that denote the same application domain concepts are given the
same name.

• Generalizing. If two constructs denote the same application domain concept, and if one
of them is more constrained, the constraint is relaxed. For example, a [0-10] cardinality
conflicts with a [1-N] cardinality. Both will be replaced with cardinality [0-N], which is
the strongest constraint compatible with both source cardinalities. 

• Transforming. An application domain concept can be represented by constructs of differ-
ent nature in a LHyS and NGS. A supplier can be represented by an entity type in NGS

and by an attribute in a local source The latter construct will be transformed into an
entity type to give both representations the same nature.

• Discarding. A construct that conflicts with others can be merely ignored. This is the case
when the former appears to be a wrong translation of the application domain concept.

Note that some of these techniques can not be applied when NGS dominates the local schema
since they require an agreement between NGS and LHyS. This is the case for the generaliza-
tion of cardinality conflicts. 

6.5.3 Some Typical Discrepancies

As for implicit constructs, the number and variety of discrepancies can be fairly large. We

2. The term dominates is defined as follows: any instance of the dominant schema is an instance of
the dominated schema.
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classify those discrepancies which are to the fore for our approach. Starting which syntactic
conflicts for an overall view, we relate them to semantic ones and discuss basic techniques
for their resolution. Their resolution is demonstrated by examples in the rest of this section.
In each step, derived mappings are specified as schema transformations. 

Syntactic discrepancy
Besides the usual conflicts related to synonyms and homonyms, a syntactic discrepancy oc-
curs when the same concept is presented by different constructs in local schemas. For in-
stance, a same construct can be represented by an entity, by an attribute value and by a
relationship. These syntactic mismatches are resolved by transforming LHyS with respect to
NGS. While NGS is not modified, LHyS is transformed by means of semantics-preserving
transformations.

Naming mismatches. Naming conflicts result from the usage of homonyms and synonyms
for attribute names, entity type names, etc. In general, homonyms and synonyms cannot be
resolved in a fully automated way. In our approach, we apply a renaming transformation to
the construct of LHyS with respect to the same name that its synonym in NGS. 

Structural conflicts. Relationship types in NGS can be modeled by different schema con-
structs in the local databases. For example, at the conceptual level, a real world association
can be represented as a relationship type in one local database but as an entity type in NGS. 

NGS LHyS LHgS

(Salesperson) ←  ET-Rename(Employee)

Salesperson
Number
Name
Site
Address[0-1]

Number
Floor

Sale History[0-N]
Date
Amount

id: Number

Employee
Number
Name
Status
id: Number

Salesperson
Number
Name
Status
id: Number
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Semantic discrepancy
A semantic discrepancy appears when a contradiction appears between two representations A
and B of the same application domain concept or between two integrity constraints. Unlike
structural discrepancy, a semantic discrepancy can not be resolved by means of semantics-
preserving schema transformation.

Semantics conflict detection requires knowledge about the problem domain, the local sche-
mas and the extensional dimension of the legacy databases. This task can be supported by the-
sauri or ontologies, but in general an automatic detection can only succeed in very restricted
cases or application domains.

There are three strategies that can be used for resolving a semantic discrepancy (Figure 6-24):

• Generalizing. If two constructs denote the same application domain concept, and if one
of them is more constrained, the constraint is relaxed. 

• Construct transforming. Transformations of entities/attributes/relationships among each
another are another way of handling semantic conflicts. These transformations can keep
the semantics of each schema and can also create other discrepancies.

• Reconciliation function. An appropriate user-defined function can be used to compute
the value of any constructs conflicting with other corresponding constructs. In this case,
the user-defined function is most likely to be a table lookup. According to this strategy,
NGS is left unchanged.

Figure 6-24: Strategies of semantic conflict resolution and their characteristics.

We illustrate the strategies of the semantic conflict resolution by developing some standard
semantic discrepancies such as identifier conflicts, cardinality conflicts, missing attributes

NGS LHyS LHgS

(Salesperson, {Phone}) ←  ET-att(Phone)

Strategy Transformed 
Schema

Transformation 
Type

Structural 
Equivalence

Generalizing NGS and LHyS schema transformation yes

Transforming NGS and LHyS schema transformation no

Reconciliation function LHyS user-defined function yes

Salesperson
Number
Name
Phone[0-5]

1-N0-5 has
Salesperson
Number
Name

Phone
Phone
id: Phone

Salesperson
Number
Name
Phone[0-5]
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and generalization conflicts.

Identifier conflicts. In this case, the entity type descriptions are incompatible because they
use identifiers that are semantically different. There are several ways of resolving this kind of
conflicts. In Figure 6-25, we present three different solutions for resolving a conflict between
the identifiers of two structurally equivalent entity types.

Figure 6-25: Identifier conflict resolution.

NGS LHyS

NGS LHgS

Generalization: the identifier 
group is made up of the two 
identifiers.
NGS and LHgS are modified 
into a common structure.
The transformations are not 
SR-transformations.

Att-ET/Value: A non-identi-
fier attribute is transformed 
into an identifier of an other 
entity type.
NGS and LHgS are modified 
by means of schema transfor-
mations. The resulting struc-
tures are semantically 
different.

User-defined function: a ta-
ble maps the conflicting at-
tributes to appropriate values.
While NGS is not touched, 
LHgS is modified by means of 
reconciliation function.
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Cardinality conflicts. Cardinality conflicts arise when the local databases have different car-
dinalities for the same relationship type or the same attribute in the integrated schema. For
example, an attribute can be represented as a a single-valued attribute in NGS whereas it is
defined as a multivalued attribute in a legacy database (LHyS). The cardinality conflict can be
resolved in two ways:

• by using the generalizing strategy if NGS can be modified;

• by defining a reconciliation function that is able to select one of the instances of the mul-
tivalued attribute. This strategy leaves NGS unchanged.

 

Missing attributes. Semantically similar entities can have a different number of attributes.
Corresponding entity types can be described by different attributes in the local schemas and
NGS. This is due to different requirements of the legacy and new applications. In one legacy
system, local applications can need a certain attribute of the entity type whereas in the new
system, no application requires this attribute. This refers to the missing attribute in similar
entity types in different schemas [Elmagarmid, 1999]. Intuitively, the solution is to compare
each LHyS against NGS in order to keep the common attributes only. Actually, there are two
possible cases:

• An attribute of an entity type of LHyS is missing in NGS, then it is simply discarded.

NGS LHyS NGS

([1]) ←  Modify-MaxCardinality(Salesperson, {Phone})

NGS LHyS LHgS

() ←  Create-FunctionGroup(Salesperson, {Phone},  Fct)

([1]) ←  Modify-MaxCardinality(Salesperson, {Phone})

Fct: Phone ←  Phone[1] // get one phone number

Salesperson
Number
Name
Phone[0-1]
id: Number

Salesperson
Number
Name
Phone[0-3]
id: Number

Salesperson
Number
Name
Phone[0-1]
id: Number

Salesperson
Number
Name
Phone[0-1]
id: Number

Salesperson
Number
Name
Phone[0-3]
id: Number

Salesperson
Number
Name
Phone[0-1]
id: Number
Fct: Phone
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• An attribute of an entity type of NGS is missing in LHyS. 

A special case of the conflict above satisfies the following conditions:

• The missing attribute is compatible with an entity.

• There exists an inference mechanism to deduce the value of the attribute.

Consider the two schemas NGS and LHyS below. LHyS does not have an attribute Site but that
can be implicitly deduced to be P1 (the name of the local site). In the above example, Sales-
person of LHyS can be thought to have an attribute Site whose default value is "P1". The map-
ping is done in such a way that the value of the attribute can be inferred from the relationship
specified between the two terms. 

Generalization Conflicts. These conflicts arise when two entities are represented at differ-
ent levels of generalization in NGS and LHyS. Consider that NGS only considers employees
that work as a salesperson whereas the local database records all the employees that work in
its site whatever their status. Thus, we have the same concept being defined at a more general
level in LHyS. In our approach, the term associated with the more general entity type must
subsume the term associated with the more specific entity type by means of adding the selec-
tion construct into a query posed on that entity type. In case the constructs have different
names then a renaming transformation must be performed. 

NGS LHyS LHgS

() ←  Del-Attribute(Salesperson, {Status}, δ)
() ←  Create-Attribute(Salesperson, {Site})
() ←  Create-FunctionGroup(Salesperson, {Site}, Fct)

Fct : Site ←  "P1"

Salesperson
Number
Name
Site
Phone[0-1]
Address[0-1]

Number
Floor

Sale History[0-N]
Date
Amount

id: Number

Salesperson
Number
Name
Status
id: Number

Salesperson
Number
Name
Site
id: Number
Fct: Site
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Domain mismatches
In this section, we discuss incompatibilities that appear when domains of two different types
are used to defined domains of semantically similar attributes [Kashyap, 1997].

Further examples for description conflicts are that corresponding attributes can have different
data types or ranges in different legacy systems. Even if they have the same data type, differ-
ent units of measurement or different scaling can be used within the legacy systems.

Data representation conflicts. Two attributes that are semantically similar might have dif-
ferent data types or representations. We define used-defined conversion functions which con-
vert data from the legacy representations to the new ones. 

Data scaling conflicts. Two attribute that are semantically similar can be represented using
different units and measures. There is a one-to-one mapping between the values of the do-
mains of the two attributes. For instance, the salary attribute can have values in Belgian
Francs or Euros. We apply a schema transformation that specifies and defines transformation
functions which convert data from the different scales to the common scale subscribed to by
the NGS.

Data precision conflicts. Two attributes that are semantically similar can be represented us-
ing different precisions. This case is different from the previous case because there are not
one-to-one mapping between the value domains. There can be a many-to-one mapping from
the domain of the precise attribute to the domain of the coarser attribute. Let the attribute mark
have an integer value from 1 to 100. Let attribute grade have the values {A, B, C, D, E and
F}. We must define conversion table to convert data to the precision of measurement used by
the NGS. In this case, the functions can be based on a table lookup (Figure 6-26).

NGS LHyS LHgS

() ←  Create-Entity(Salesperson)
() ←  Create-ISA(Employee, Salesperson)

Salesperson
Number
Name
Site
Phone[0-1]
Address[0-1]

Number
Floor

Sale History[0-N]
Date
Amount

id: Number

Employee
Number
Name
Status
id: Number

   

Salesperson

Employee
Number
Name
Status
id: Number
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Figure 6-26: Example of a mapping table.

Default value conflicts. This type of conflict depends on the definition of the domain of the
concerned attributes. The default value of an attribute is that value which is defined to have
in the absence of more information about the real world. For instance, the default value for
Age of an adult can be defined as 18 years in one database and as 21 years in another.

6.5.4 Application to the Case Study

Global Conceptual Schema Definition. The NGS is defined from the new requirements of
the information system and the information held by the personnel databases and sales data-
base. In this way, the NGS integrates legacy information and new information about salesper-
sons, customers and their orders (Figure 6-27). 

Figure 6-27:  The new global (conceptual) schema that formalizes the requirements to be met by
the future system.

Homogenization. By removing, from each LHyS, the structures and constraints that are not
in NGS and by homogenizing them according to NGS, we derive the three LHgS (Figure 6-
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Salesperson
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Name
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Floor

Sale History[0-N]
Date
Amount

id: Number

Product
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Order
Reference
Date
Amount
id: Reference
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28).

Figure 6-28 depicts some discrepancies between LHyS of the two sources and NGS: (1) do-
main discrepancy: in LHyS, salesperson numbers are recorded with dash separation while the
same data are to be without any dash in NGS; (2) syntactic discrepancy: Address and Office
are synonyms; (3) semantic discrepancy: Office is modeled as an entity type in LHyS of the
site P2 while it is modeled as a compound attribute in NGS; NGS only considers employees
that work as seller whereas the local database records all the employees that work in the site
P1 whatever their status (the value domain of Status of Employee is {Salesperson, Secretary,
Manufacturer, Manager}.

Figure 6-28: The legacy homogenized schemas. In LHgS/P1, the entity type Employee has been
renamed Salesperson and only the attributes Number and Name are kept. In LHgS/P2, the entity
types Salesperson and Office have been transformed into one complex entity type Salesperson.
The entity types Salesperson of these both schemas include a calculated attribute Site that returns
the site of the Salesperson. LHgS/S contains all the structures of LHyS/S except for the entity type
Product.

6.6 Legacy-Legacy Integration

The objective of this process is to build the hierarchy of integrated schemas (Figure 6-28) that
is to form the legacy global schema (FGS). 

LHgS/P1 LHgS/P2 LHgS/S

Salesperson
Number
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id: Number

Salesperson
Number
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id: Number
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Figure 6-29: Legacy-legacy integration.

6.6.1 Principles

Based on the homogenized view of legacy databases, legacy-legacy integration is the process
of merging them. Identifying similar constructs and merging them is quite easy thanks to the
results of the previous steps. Indeed, the reverse engineering step has given the analysts a
strong knowledge of the semantics of each source construct. In addition, the homogenization
process has already determined the horizontal correspondences and produced a a view of the
legacy databases which has been homogenized in regard to NGS. Therefore, identifying sim-
ilar constructs and merging them is much easier than when one processes still unidentified
logical schemas as proposed in most federated schema building methodologies.

The results of this process are (1) the legacy global schema (FGS), (2) the set of intermediate
legacy federated schemas (LFS), and (3) the mapping definition between the hierarchy sche-
mas. Several problems have to be solved. One of them is determining the optimal structure of
the federated schema hierarchy. Another is the schema integration and the resolution of data
inconsistency.

6.6.2 Schema hierarchy

Defining the intermediate nodes in the hierarchy is an important issue that has yet to be
worked out. More specifically, the question is: 

When have two (or more) databases to be integrated into a com-
mon schema, and managed by the same mediator? 

Though we have no stable answer to this question yet, we can identify four major dimensions
and criteria according to which legacy databases can be grouped and integrated:

• Similarity of organizational objectives. Both databases focus on the same part of the
application domain, so that merging them mimics the merging of these similar organiza-
tion units.

LHgSLHgS

FCS

Integration

LFS

LHgS

Federation
Administrator

FGS

NGS
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• Complementarity of organizational objectives. The databases control two different parts
of the application domains that share some objects, or such that objects from one of them
are related with objects from the other one. Merging these databases parallels the merg-
ing of two complementary organizational units.

• Locality. The databases are located on the same site or on the same server. Merging them
produces a virtual database that is identified by its location.

• Technology. Two databases are under the control of a unique DBMS. Merging them can
be done by a technically homogeneous mediator.

6.6.3 Integration Process 

Steps generally addressed in theoretical approaches to schema integration are of a lesser im-
portance here since they have been performed in the reverse engineering and homogenization
processes. This is the case for conflict and horizontal correspondence identification and res-
olution.

Horizontal correspondence detection
Since the structural and semantic distance between each local source and NGS has been re-
duced during the previous step, the similar parts of the schemas have almost identical repre-
sentations. We can therefore use simple denotation assumptions like the following ones: 

• Two objects of the same nature (entity type, relationship type or attribute) with the same
name denote exactly the same application domain concept.

• Any pair of objects that does not satisfy this condition denote independent application
domain concepts.

Data inconsistency
This type of conflict occurs at the instance level if corresponding occurrences have conflict-
ing values for corresponding structures. For instance, the same order is stored in two different
databases with different customer identification values. Such a conflict covers incompatibil-
ities that arise due to the values of the data present in different databases. 

These conflicts are different from discrepancies resolved during the homogenization phase in
that the latter are due to the differences in schema definitions. Here, we refer to the data values
already existing in the database. Thus, the conflicts depend on the database state. Since we
are dealing with autonomous databases, it is not necessary that the data values for the same
entities in two different databases be consistent with each other. Sources for instance conflicts
include typing errors, variety of information providers, different versioning, deferred updates
([Parent, 2000] and [Kashyap, 1997]). These conflicts are normally found during query pro-
cessing. The system can just report the conflicts to the user, or can apply some heuristic (rec-
onciliation function) to determine the appropriate value. 

We identify three kinds of instance conflicts; namely, identifier equivalence conflicts, at-
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tribute value conflicts, relationship conflicts:

• Identifier equivalence conflicts arise when instances from different entities refer to the
same real-world object but contain different identifier values. 

• Attribute value conflicts occur when instances, which correspond to the same real-world
object and share an identifier, differ in other attributes. One reason for this problem could
be a situation, where two entities from different sources overlap semantically and one of
the entity contains older or outdated data. 

• Relationship conflicts occur when a same relationship type represents associations
between different entities.

Example

Considering the entities Salesperson recorded in the databases P2 and S (Figure 6-30).
For simplicity, we only consider the two common attributes among these entity types,
namely: number and name.

Figure 6-30: Example of attribute value conflicts.

Attributes conflicts are resolved by specifying a user-defined reconciliation function for
the merging operation. The reconciliation function implements a rule based on the fact
that P1 refers to the most recent phone numbers of salespersons. Therefore, if the phone
number of a salesperson in P1 is not null then, it should be used otherwise the phone
number value of the same salesperson from S appears in the integrated results. 

6.6.4 Application to the Case Study

From the horizontal correspondences defined in the previous step, the integration process is
fairly easy. We define two federated schemas as follows (Figure 6-31).

• The databases DB-P1 and DB-P2 describe the same application domain (HRM). There-
fore, they meet the similarity criterion, so that we suggest to define a virtual personnel
database encompassing both department needs, with schema LFS/P.

• This database has some relationship with the sales database through the concept of sales-
person. We propose to merge the virtual personnel database with the sales database. The
common schema is also the global description of the federation. It is named FGS/PS. 

Salesperson/P2 Salesperson/S

Number Name Phone Number Name Phone

AA1 Michaux 724981 AA1 Michaux 724981

AA2 Valéry null AA2 Valéry 724981

AA3 Gide 724967 AA3 Gide 724981
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Figure 6-31:  The conceptual federated schemas. LFS/P integrates the LHgS of the personnel da-
tabases whereas FGS/PS integrates LFS/P and the LHgS of the sales department. For readability,
the user-defined function groups are not represented.

6.7 Global-Legacy Comparison

6.7.1 Principles

The global-legacy comparison consists in comparing NGS that holds the information required
by the whole system against the FGS that integrates the existing information (Figure 6-32).
Intuitively, the conceptual schema of the new database is obtained by substracting the con-
cepts of FGS from NGS (Chapter 4, Section 4.2.7). Since FGS integrates LHgS defined in the
same process than the NGS, the FGS is likely to be a subset of NGS, which simplifies the der-
ivation in many cases. The resulting schema is called the new schema (NHgS). It holds the
information that is in NGS but not in FGS.

Figure 6-32: Global-legacy comparison. This process produces the starting point for the develop-
ment of the new database. 
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Building an operational database from this conceptual schema is a standard problem [Batini,
1992]. The usual architectural issues and problems of distributed databases generally will ap-
pear and have to be solved. However, some specific issues must be addressed, related with
the fact that this new database has to operate in collaboration with the federated database. For
instance, some of the important entity types that appear in the federated database may also
appear in the new database, either as duplicates (e.g., to represent additional attributes of an
entity type, or to improve performances), or as extension (e.g., the personnel of a third depart-
ment has to be incorporated) of the former ones. 

6.7.2 New Database Definition

Before we proceed, let us clarify the substracting concept introduced above. It consists on an-
alyzing NGS and marking the constructs that are non-overlapping with FGS. The unmarked
constructs are discarded. Non-overlapping constructs refer only to constructs that do not par-
ticipate in an identifier group. Therefore, substracting is considered only for those constructs
that do not participate in a identifier group. The identifiers are kept as references, i.e., links
between new and legacy databases. The rules for substracting NGS against FGS can be ex-
pressed as follows: 

• Mark the constructs that are in NGS but not in FGS.

• If the marked construct is a RT, then mark all the identifiers of the ET which participate
in the RT.

• If the marked construct is a sub-type, then mark the identifier of its supertype.

• If the marked construct is an attribute, then mark the ET it belongs to and its identifier.

The application of these rules gives a minimal NHgS that can be enriched with other con-
structs that appear in the federated database, either as duplicates or as extension.

Note that references cause problems such as loading (Section 6.7.3) and refreshing (Section
6.7.4) the new database. This concerns the synchronization of local updates without touching
in the autonomy of legacy databases. 

6.7.3 Data Extraction and Loading

Data extraction and loading aim at extracting needed data from the database federation and
populating the target new database. The legacy data are extracted and loaded initially into the
new database when the new database is created. Typically, data extraction loading is taken in
charge by a software, called an Extract-Transform-Load (ETL) processor ([Umar, 1997],
[Delcroix, 2000]) that can use the federated database (i.e., wrappers and mediators) for ac-
cessing the legacy databases through FGS (Figure 6-33). 

An ETL processor has three main functions. Firstly, it performs the extraction of the needed
data from a legacy database. Then, it converts these data in such a way that their structures
match the target format. Finally, it writes these data in the target database. 

Since the mappings between the source schema (FGS) and the target schema (NHgS) can be
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formally defined by means of schema transformations [Delcroix, 2000], an ETL processor
can rely on the schema transformation approach to automate the data migration. In such a
context, data migration involves two main tasks. Firstly, the mapping between the source and
the target schemas must be defined as sequences of schema transformations (FGS-to-NHgS).
Second, these mappings must be implemented in the ETL processor for translating the legacy
data according to the format defined in NHgS. An ETL processor relies on the structural map-
pings to write the extraction and insertion request, and on the instance mappings for the data
conversion. We refer to [Delcroix, 2000] for a development of an ETL processor based on the
principles described above and that use our wrapper technology.

Figure 6-33: Data migration architecture: ETL based on the schema transformation sequence be-
tween FGS and NHgS.

6.7.4 Data Refreshing

Data refreshing still presents serious challenges [Özsu, 1999]. This concerns the freshness of
data of the duplicates. Data can be updated at multiple sites independently even if this leads
to inconsistent replicates. 

Replication techniques have been used successfully for refreshing a data warehouse periodi-
cally [Helal, 1997]. As far as legacy systems are concerned, a challenging problem is the
change detection, which detects and propagates the changes in the legacy sources to the new
sources. Legacy databases can be classified according to their ability for change detection
[Widom, 1995]. Cooperative sources provide trigger capabilities which ease the program-
ming of automatic notifications of changes. Logged sources maintain a log from which
changes can be extracted. Queryable sources can be queried by the new system. Finally, snap-
shot sources can only be copied off-line. The WHIPS data project [Hammer, 1995] addresses
the problem of automatic change detection and incremental data integration.
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FGS-to-NHgSMediator

Wrapper Wrapper Wrapper
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6.7.5 Application to the Case Study

By comparing the NGS/PSC against FGS/PS, we define NHgS, the schema that holds all the
new constructs and constructs (Number and OrderReference that links the customers and
their orders) common to the FGS/PS (Fig. 6-34). Here, the connection with the federated da-
tabase is made possible through a common identifier and a reference to an identifier .

Figure 6-34:  The local conceptual schema of the new database. 
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Chapter 7

CASE Tool Technology

In which we analyse the requirements that CASE tools should meet for
the development of the schema-oriented framework of data mediation,
and present a general architecture for such CASE environments. We
also present an operational CASE tool which is intended to address
some of these requirements.  

7.1 Introduction

Like any complex process, developing the schema-oriented framework of data mediation
cannot be successful without the support of adequate tools called CASE tools [Conrad, 1999].
Nevertheless, completely automating this process is unrealistic for real world systems
([Sheth, 1991], [Hainaut, 1999], [Sattler, 2003]). It is however possible to reduce the amount
of human interaction [Elmagarmid, 1999].

Several CASE tools are now available for building database federation. They address several
aspects of the development of database federation development. These aspects include inte-
gration methodology and software production:

• Integration methodology. [Hayne, 1992], [Gotthard, 1992], [Ramesh, 1995], [Castano,
1999], [Terracina, 2000] propose tools for automated interschema relationship identifica-
tion. Many of these tools address the resolution of intensional conflicts and propose
semi-automatic techniques for discovering synonyms, homonyms and other schema rela-
tionship. For instance, [van den Heuvel, 2002] presents techniques that detect and
resolve intensional conflicts automatically by reasoning about semantics in a knowledge
base or ontology. More recently, [Sattler, 2003] considers both intensional and exten-
sional conflicts and proposes basic facilities for their detection and reconciliation. 
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• Software production. [Papakonstantinou, 1995] proposes an implementation toolkit that
facilitates the rapid development of wrappers and mediators. [Subrahmanian, 1995] and
[Yan, 1997] provide a set of tools to support the construction of mediators. 

Many of these tools, however, appear to be limited in scope, and are generally dedicated to a
limited aspect of the database federation development. For instance, many of these tools are
based on the quality and completeness of the database structures to be integrated that cannot
be relied on in many practical integration. In such tools, it appears that the only databases that
can be processed are those that have been obtained by a rigorous database design method.
This condition cannot be assumed for most large operational databases, particularly the leg-
acy ones. 

Moreover, these proposals are most often dedicated to one data model (relational model for
[Sattler, 2003] or [Yan, 1997]; OEM model for [Papakonstantinou, 1995]) and do not attempt
to integrate techniques and reasoning common to the integration process and the building of
federation components, leaving the question of a general tool for developing database feder-
ation unanswered.

To give an answer to this question, we discuss some important requirements that should be
satisfied by future CASE tools (Section 7.2). We then present an operational CASE tool (DB-
MAIN) which is intended to address these requirements. In Section 7.3, we describe some of
the original principles and components: its architecture, its repository, its user interface, its
development language, its transformation toolkit and its history manager. The last sections
describe in further detail its main assistants dedicated to specific aspects of the forward-re-
verse methodology (Section 7.4) and wrapper development (Section 7.5).

7.2 Requirements

This section states some of the most important requirements an ideal CASE tool environment
for the development of database federation should meet. These requirements are induced by
the analysis of the specific characteristics of the schema-oriented framework presented in
Chapter 4. They also derive from the study of other CASE tool environments like VIbE [Satt-
ler, 2003], the Aurora toolkit [Yan, 1997], the Tsimmis wrapper implementation toolkit [Pa-
pakonstantinou, 1995] and the Bales tools [van den Heuvel, 2002].

Data-centered activity
Developing a schema-oriented framework is primarily a data-oriented engineering activity.
Hence, the CASE tool must offer standard functions that are now provided by most CASE
tools dedicated to data-oriented engineering (specifications management, evaluation, graph-
ical viewing, reporting and code generation, etc.). 
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Schema transformation
Moreover, schema transformation is at the core of methodologies that manipulate schemas
(Chapter 3). Therefore, automating these transformations increases the power and the reli-
ability of the tool. The CASE tool must provide a rich set of transformation techniques.

Generic and flexible data model
The generic data model is designed to express all the semantics of the legacy data models
(Chapter 2). Moreover, at any time, the current specifications can include constructs from dif-
ferent abstraction levels. For instance, a schema in process can include record types (physical
objects) as well as entity types (conceptual objects). The specification model must be wide-
spectrum and accommodate schema specifications at various levels of abstraction, and ac-
cording to various common legacy paradigms.

Moreover, further information (e.g., transaction management or security) is necessary to
build efficient wrappers/mediators. The CASE tool should maintain any type of information
that can be used for specific need. 

Source multiplicity
Extracting implicit structures and constraints; solving syntactic, semantic and instance con-
flicts requires a great variety of information sources: schemas, data (files, databases, spread-
sheets, etc.), data mining analysis, domain knowledge, etc. Hence, the tool must include
browsing and querying interfaces with these sources. Customizable functions for assisted
specification analysis should be available for each of them.

Schema history
The trace of the schema transformation sequence between the schemas are precisely and for-
mally recorded in a history (Chapter 3, Section 3.6). The tool must therefore include a history
recorder. It must also include various functions for history management: viewing at different
aggregation levels, restructuring, reversing, analyzing, updating, annotating.

Flexibility
The methods of the schema-oriented framework are basically exploratory and often unstruc-
tured activities. Some important aspects of higher level specifications cannot be determinis-
tically inferred. The tool must allow the user to follow any working patterns, including
unstructured ones. It should allow various engineering strategies; ranging from formal ap-
proaches to informal and pragmatic ones. In addition, the tool must be highly interactive.

Extensibility
Each database federation is a new problem of its own, requiring specific reasoning and tech-
niques. Integrating schemas appears to be a learning activity. The predefined functions should
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be easy to customize and to program, and, specific functions should be easy to develop.

Interoperability
There are no available tools that can satisfy all corporate needs in development of database
federations. In addition, current CASE tools already provide elaborated techniques that deal
with some specific aspects of the design process (Section 7.1). The CASE tool must commu-
nicate easily with other development tools, exchanging specifications through common for-
mats (such as XMI, or a common repository).

Genericity
Many integration reasonings and techniques are common to several processes and strategies.
The basic techniques offered by the tool must be DMS-independent and therefore highly ge-
neric. Several integration strategies can be applied, depending on the complexity and the het-
erogeneity of the source databases and on skill of the analyst. The tools must include a
collection of basic techniques for the integration instead of a unique, automated, schema in-
tegrator. 

7.3 DB-MAIN

The DB-MAIN database engineering environment is a result of a research and development
project initiated in 1993 by the database application engineering laboratory of the Computer
Science Department of the University of Namur. This tool is dedicated to database applica-
tions engineering, and its scope encompasses, but is much broader than, database federation
development alone. In particular, its ultimate objective is to assist developers in database de-
sign, database reverse engineering, maintenance, migration, integration and evolution. Fur-
ther detail on the whole approach can be found in [Hick, 2002].

As a data-centered and wide-scope CASE tool, DB-MAIN is a repository-based environment
that offers powerful toolkits and assistants to help developers and analysts carry out complex
and tedious tasks in a reliable way (Figure 7-1 and Figure 7-2). These toolkits and assistants
include transformation toolboxes, reverse engineering processors, schema analysis tools and
integration assistants. In particular, DB-MAIN offers a rich set of transformational operators
(including semantics-preserving ones) that allow developers and analysts to define the layer
mappings in a systematic and formalized way. 

Another interesting feature of DB-MAIN is its methodological control engine [Roland, 2003]
and its meta-CASE layer, which allow method engineers to customize the tool and to add new
concepts, functions, models and even new methods. In particular, DB-MAIN offers a com-
plete development language, Voyager 2, through which wrapper generators have been devel-
oped and seamlessly integrated in the tool. 
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Figure 7-1: General Architecture of DB-MAIN CASE tool.

As we will see through this chapter, DB-MAIN presents some desirable properties such as
flexibility, extensibility, openness and genericity:

• Flexibility: instead of being constrained by rigid methodological frameworks, the ana-
lysts is provided with a collection of neutral toolsets that can be used to process any
schema whatever its level of abstraction and it degree of completion. In particular, back-
tracking and multi-hypothesis exploration are easily performed. However, by customiz-
ing the methodological engine, the analyst can build a specialized DBRE tool that is
enforce strict methodologies, such as that which has been 

• Extensibility: through the Voyager 2 language, the analyst can quickly develop specific
functions; in addition, the assistants allow the analyst to develop customized scripts.

• Interoperability: DB-MAIN supports exchanges with other CASE tools. XML-based
tools are being developed (1) to generate specifications in XML, (2) to load into the
repository the XML specifications produced by these tools.

• Genericity: both the repository schema and the functions of the tool are independent of
the DMS and of the data model used in the databases to be analyzed. They can be used to
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model and to process specifications initially expressed in various technologies. DB-
MAIN includes several ways to specialize the generic features in order to make them
compliant with a specific context.

Figure 7-2: Forward-reverse methodology processes and DB-MAIN tools.

7.3.1 Repository

The repository collects and maintains all the information related to the development of a fed-
eration. This usually comprises several schemas and texts. A schema is a description of the
data structures to be processed, while a text is any textual material generated or analyzed (e.g.
a program or a SQL script). The schemas of a project are linked through specific relation-
ships. 

The schema specification is based on a generic data model defined in Chapter 2. Besides the
standard concepts of the generic model, the repository includes some meta-objects which can
be customized according to specific needs. In addition, annotations can be associated with
each object. These annotations can include semi-formal properties, made of the property
name and its value, which can be interpreted by Voyager 2 functions (see Section 7.3.3).
These features provide dynamic extensibility of the repository. For instance, new concepts
such as mapping definition can be represented by specializing the meta-objects, while statis-
tics about entity populations can be represented by semi-formal attributes. 

Methodology DB-MAIN Function Section

DBRE Transformation toolkit and assistant 7.3.4 and 7.4.1

Text analysis and Processing 7.4.3

Foreign key assistant 7.4.4

Model translation Transformation and model-driven assistant 7.3.4 and 7.4.1

Schema analysis assistant 7.4.2

Homogenization Transformation toolkit and assistant 7.3.4 and 7.4.1

Object integration assistant 7.4.5

Legacy-Legacy 
integration

Transformation toolkit and assistant 7.3.4 and 7.4.1

Schema and object integration assistants 7.4.5

Legacy-New 
comparison

Transformation toolkit and assistant 7.3.4 and 7.4.1

Schema integration assistant 7.4.5

Mapping Definition History 7.3.5

Wrapper Generation History analyzer 7.5.1

Wrapper encoders 7.5.2
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7.3.2 GUI

User interaction uses a fairly standard GUI. Browsing through several sources requires an ad-
equate presentation of the specifications. It appears that more than one way of viewing them
is necessary. For instance, a graphical representation of schemas allows an easy detection of
certain structural patterns, but it is useless to analyze the attribute domains. DB-MAIN cur-
rently offers six ways of presenting a schema (four hypertext views and two graphical views).
Four screens of them are illustrated in Figure 7-3.

Figure 7-3: DB-MAIN can display a schema in six different formats. This screen copy shows four of
them: text extended (left), text sorted (bottom), graphical compact (top) and graphical standard
(right).

7.3.3 Voyager 2

DB-MAIN offers a complete development language, Voyager 2 [Englebert, 2001], through
which new functions and processors can be developed and seamlessly integrated into the tool.
Voyager 2 offers a powerful language in which specific processors can be developed and in-
tegrated into DB-MAIN. Basically, Voyager 2 is a procedural language which proposes prim-
itives to access and modify the repository through predicative or navigational queries, and to
invoke all the basic functions of DB-MAIN. It provides a powerful list manager as well as
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functions to parse and generate complex text files. A user's tool developed in Voyager 2 is a
program comprising possible recursive procedures and functions. Once compiled, it can be
invoked by DB-MAIN just like any basic function. 

Figure 7-4 presents a small but powerful Voyager 2 function which displays some statistics
about an ER schema. 

Figure 7-4: A Voyager 2 program example (from [Englebert, 2001]).

7.3.4 Transformation Toolkit

DB-MAIN proposes a three-level transformation toolset that can be used freely, according to

ne, na, nr;
data_object: d;
integer: typ;
schema: sch;
owner_of_att: own;

/*****************************************
** compute the number of attributes owned
** by a "owner_of_att"
******************************************/

function integer nbr_att(owner_of_att: o)
attribute: a;
{ return Length(ATTRIBUTE[a]{@OWNER_ATT:[o]});
}
begin
     sch:=GetCurrentSchema();           /* what is the current opend schema? */
     if IsVoid(sch) then {                 /* there is no schema ! */
       print("No Schema !\n");
       halt;                           /* stop here ! */
     }
     /* Initialization */
     ne:=0;
     na:=0;
     nr:=0;
     /* The Body */
     for d in DATA_OBJECT[d]{@SCH_DATA:[sch]} do { /* for each data_object in the schema */
       typ:=GetType(d);                 /* but, what is the type of the data_object */
       switch (typ) {
       case ENTITY_TYPE:               /* ... it is an entity_type */
          ne:=ne+1;
          own:=d;                       /* type-casting of the argument */
          na:=na+nbr_att(own);             /* how much attributes in it ? */
       case REL_TYPE:                 /* ... it is a rel_type */
          nr:=nr+1; 
          own:=d;                      /* type-casting of the argument */
          na:=na+nbr_att(own);            /* how much attributes in it ? */
       }
     }
     print(["\nSTATISTICS:",
            "\n-----------",
            "\n#Entity types:\t",ne,
            "\n#Rel-types:\t",nr,
            "\n#Attributes:\t",na,
            '\n']);
end
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the skill of the user and the complexity of the problem to be solved: namely, elementary trans-
formations, global transformations and model-driven transformations.

Elementary transformations
A schema transformation (Chapter 3) is applied to the selected construct of a schema:

apply transformation T to current construct C

With these tools, the user keeps full control of the schema transformation. Indeed, similar sit-
uations can often be solved by different transformations; e.g., a multivalued attribute can be
transformed in a dozen ways. Figure 7-5 illustrates the toolbar for the attribute transforma-
tion. The current version of DB-MAIN proposes a toolset of about 30 elementary transforma-
tions whose some of them have been presented in Chapter 3, Section 3.4.

Figure 7-5: Transformation menu of an attribute. For instance, a selected attribute can be trans-
formed into an entity type; a selected compound attribute can be disaggregated.

Global transformations
A selected elementary transformation is applied to all the objects of a schema that satisfy a
specified precondition:

apply transformation T to the constructs that satisfy condition P

DB-MAIN offers some predefined global transformations, such as: replace all one-to-many
relationship types by foreign keys or replace all multivalued attributes by entity types. More-
over, the analyst can define its own toolset through the transformation assistant described in
Section 7.4.1.

Model-driven transformations
All the constructs of a schema that violate a given model M are transformed in such a way that
the resulting schema complies with M: 

apply the transformation plan which makes the current schema satisfy the model M
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Such an operator is defined by the transformation plan described in Chapter 3, Section 3.7.
DB-MAIN offers a dozen predefined model-based transformations such as relational, CO-
DASYL and COBOL translation, untranslation from these models. The analyst can define its
own transformation plans, either through the scripting facilities of the transformation assis-
tant, or, for more complex problems, through the development of Voyager 2 functions.

7.3.5 History

DB-MAIN automatically generates and maintains a history log of all the schema transforma-
tion that are carried out when the developer derives a schema B from schema A. In Chapter
3, the history has been formalized in such a way that it can be replayed, analyzed and trans-
formed. In practice, the history log file is a text file listing sequentially the signatures of all
the transformations performed, with a well defined syntax. A complete log syntax has been
developed in the DB-MAIN CASE environment. Note that this syntax is not of mathematical
nature as in Chapter 3; rather, it uses an equivalent keyword based textual language.

Example

Figure 7-6 presents the history log of a Att-ET/val transformation: the attribute address of
the entity type Customer has been transformed into an entity type address. This leads to
the creation of the relationship type has.

Figure 7-6: A history log example. The log records information about the transformation of the
attribute address into an entity type by value representation.

*POT "begin-file"µ
*TRF att_to_et_inst
%BEG

%NAM "address"
%OWN 3 "SCHEMA"/"cobol-1"."Customer" 513
%OID 523
*POT "##1##getatt"
*CRE ENT
%BEG

%OID 529
%NAM "address"
%POX 126857
%POY 36776
%OWN 1 "SCHEMA"/"cobol-1" 476

%END
*POT "##1##getrel"
*CRE REL
%BEG

%OID 531
%NAM "has"
%SNA "C_a"
%POX 0
%POY 0
%OWN 1 "SCHEMA"/"cobol-1" 476

%END
*POT "##0##att_to_et_inst"

%END
*POT "end-file"
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The example of Figure 7-6 illustrates two essential features of the history:

• The history is made up of the formal signatures of the performed transformations stored
sequentially in the exact order of performance.

• The history syntax (keywords, traditional notation conventions, structure, indentation)
makes the history readable.

7.4 Methodological Assistants

An assistant is a higher-level solver dedicated to a special kind of problems, or performing
specific activities efficiently. It gives access to the basic toolboxes of DB-MAIN but in a con-
trolled and intelligent way.

The current version of DB-MAIN includes five general purpose assistants which can support
the processes of the forward-reverse methodology, namely, the transformation assistants
(Section 7.4.1), the schema analysis assistant (Section 7.4.2), the text analysis assistant (Sec-
tion 7.4.3), the foreign key assistant (Section 7.4.4) and the schema integration assistant (Sec-
tion 7.4.5). These processors offer a collection of built-in functions that can be enriched by
user-defined functions developed in Voyager 2.

7.4.1 Transformation Assistants

The transformation assistant (Figure 7-7) allows applying one or several transformations to
selected constructs. Each operation appears as a problem/solution couple, in which the prob-
lem is defined by a pre-condition (e.g., the constructs are the many-to-many relationship
types of a schema) and the solution is an action resulting in eliminating the problem (e.g.,
transform them into entity types). Several dozens problem/solution items are proposed. The
analyst can select one of them, and execute it automatically or in a controlled way. 
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Figure 7-7: The basic global transformation assistant allows the analyst to perform a transformation
on all the objects that satisfy a condition (left part). This screen copy shows that the analyst has de-
veloped a small script (right part) to conceptualize a COBOL schema. More complex scripts can be
developed with the Advanced Global Transformation assistant.

Moreover, the advanced global transformations, a sophisticated version of the transforma-
tion assistant, provides more flexibility and power in script development. A script consists of
transformations and control structures. A transformation has the form A(P) where A is an ac-
tion (transform, remove, mark, etc.) and P is a predicate that selects specific objects in the
data schema. The meaning is obvious: apply action A on each object that satisfies predicate
P. The control structures include scope restrictions and loops. A library of advanced global
transformations can be defined and reused in the definition of new ones.

Example

The advanced global transformation assistant can be used to build the complex model-
driven transformation. Figure 7-8 presents the script of the transformation plan devel-
oped in Chapter 3, Section 3.7. We recall that the transformation plan has been defined
for translating any schema expressed in the relational model into an equivalent schema
expressed in the ER model.
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Figure 7-8: The advanced global transformation assistant allows the analyst to write a complex
transformation plan such as the model translation between the relational model and the ER model.

7.4.2 Schema Analysis Assistant

The schema analysis assistant is dedicated to the structural analysis of schemas. It uses the
concept of submodel, defined as a restriction of the generic model (see Chapter 3). This re-
striction is expressed by a logical expression of elementary predicates stating which specifi-
cation patterns are valid, and which ones are forbidden. An elementary predicate can specify
situations such as the following: "entity types must have from 1 to 100 attributes",  "relation-
ship types have from 2 to 2 roles", "entity type names are less than 18-character long",
"names do not include spaces", "no name belongs to a given list of reserved words", "entity
types have from 0 to 1 supertype",  "the schema is hierarchical", "there are no access keys".
A submodel appears as a script which can be saved and loaded. Predefined submodels are
available: Normalized ER, Binary ER, NIAM, Functional ER, Bachman, Relational, CODA-
SYL, UML, etc. Customized predicates can be added via Voyager 2 functions. The Schema
Analysis assistant offers two functions, namely Check and Search. Checking a schema con-
sists in detecting all the constructs which violate the selected submodel, while the Search
function detects all the constructs which comply with the selected submodel.
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Example

As an illustration, the schema analysis assistant is able to automate the detection of all
the constructs and constraints that are not available in the wrapper logical model. Figure
7-9 presents the lists of rules that all the constructs must satisfy to comply with the wrap-
per logical model.

Figure 7-9: The schema assistant allows the analyst to detect the constructs that are allowed in a
specific model.

7.4.3 Text Analysis and Processing

This assistant provides a set of sophisticated tools to browse texts such as program source
files, to search them for complex text patterns, and to compute abstractions such as dataflow
graphs and call graphs. We briefly describe four processors provided by this assistant:

• Physical schema extractor. The physical extraction process is carried out by a series of
processors that automatically extract the data structures declared into a source text.
These processors identify and parse the declaration part of the source texts, or analyze
catalog tables, and create corresponding abstractions in the repository. Extractors have
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been developed for SQL, COBOL, CODASYL, IMS and RPG data structures. Addi-
tional extractors can be developed easily thanks to the Voyager 2 environment.

• Interactive pattern-matching engine. The pattern-matching engine searches text files for
definite patterns or clichés expressed in PDL, a Pattern Definition Language. This is the
main tool to perform usage patterns analysis in programs.

• Dataflow graph builder and inspector. This tool is parametrized with the PDL syntactic
patterns that define the selected relationships between program variables. The analyst
can select a variable A, then examine in context the statements that mention the variables
that are connected to A, directly or transitively.

• Program slicer. This processor builds the program slice relative to a program point. The
program slice can be visualized in context, displayed in selected color, or extracted as an
autonomous program on which other tools can be applied, such the pattern-matching
engine, the dataflow builder or the program slicer itself [Weiser, 1984]. 

More detail on these processors can be found in [Henrard, 2003].

7.4.4 Foreign Key Assistant

The foreign key assistant proposes some popular heuristics to find foreign keys (as well as
inclusion and copy constraints, which generalize the concept of foreign key). The analyst
gives a list of groups and chooses one of the two strategies: 

• Given a candidate foreign key (in the list of groups), find the possible target record types
(a group);

• Given a group (usually an identifier - in the list of groups), find the field (an existing
group or an attribute) of the schema that could reference the group.

Depending on the chosen strategy, the analyst gives the criteria to find the matching groups
(name, structure, type, length, etc.). When the matching groups are found, he can create the
foreign keys.
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Figure 7-10: The dialog box of the foreign key searching assistant.

7.4.5 Integration Assistants

Schema integration occurs mainly when merging the local conceptual schemas into the global
schema. It also appears in reverse engineering to merge multiple descriptions into a unique
logical schema. In addition, several strategies can be applied, depending on the complexity
and the heterogeneity of the source databases and on the skill of the analyst (Chapter 6, Sec-
tion 6.2.2). As a consequence, DB-MAIN offers a toolbox for schema integration instead of
a unique, automated, schema integrator. Together with the transformation toolbox, the inte-
gration toolbox allows manual, semi-automatic and fully automatic integration. The synthetic
strategy is supported by a schema integration processor that is based on the denotation as-
sumptions. The analytical strategy uses different processors, namely, the schema integration
assistant and the object integration assistant.

Schema integration assistant
This assistant integrates a schema into another schema (Figure 7-11) by using predefined
rules.
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Figure 7-11: Schema integration assistant.

The rules used to integrate a (slave) schema into the another one (the master) are:

• If the slave data schema contains a new entity type, it is created. If the entity type already
exists, see the rules for two entity types with the same name.

• If the slave data schema contains a new rel-type, it is created. If the rel-type already
exists, see the rules for two rel-types with the same name.

• If the slave data schema contains a new collection, it is created. If the collection already
exists, see the rules for two collections with the same name.

• Two entity types with the same name: if there is an is-a relation in the slave schema, the
connection is created to the cluster if the connection does not exist. If the entity type in
the slave schema contains a new attribute, it is created. If the attribute already exists, see
the rules for two attributes with the same name. If the entity type in the slave schema
contains a new group, it is created. If the group already exists, see the rules for two
groups with the same name.

• Two rel-types with the same name: if the rel-type in the slave schema contains a new
attribute, it is created. If the attribute already exists, see the rules for two attributes with
the same name. If the rel-type in the slave schema contains a new role, it is created. If the
role already exists, see the rules for two roles with the same name. If the rel-type in the
slave schema contains a new group, it is created. If the group already exists, see the rules
for two groups with the same name.

• Two roles with the same name: if, in the slave schema, the role is connected to an entity
type to which it is not connected in the schema, then the connection is created.

• Two attributes with the same name: the cardinality is not modified. If the master is a not
compound attribute and the slave is a compound attribute, the master attribute is deleted
and replaced by the slave one. If the master is a compound attribute and the slave not, the
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master is not modified. If they are both compound or not, the master is not modified. If
the attribute in the slave schema is a compound attribute that contains a new attribute, it
is created. If the attribute already exists, see the rules for two attributes with the same
name. If the attribute in the slave schema contains a new group, it is created. If the group
already exists, see the rules for two groups with the same name.

• Two groups with the same name: add the components that are defined in the slave
schema to the group if they are not present in the master. If, in the slave schema, the
group is the origin of a constraint, this constraint is added and the other one in the master
(if it exists) is deleted. 

• Two collections with the same name: add to the collection the entity types that were not
connected.

Object integration assistant 
The object integration tool (Figure 7-12) integrates two objects (entity types, relationship
types or compound attributes) in the same data schema or between two different schemas
(from the slave to the master). There are six integration strategies. Attributes, processing
units, roles, is-a relations and their properties can be migrated selectively.

The object matching dialog box (Figure 7-13) is called by the same button and compares two
different components (attributes, processing units, roles or is-a relations) of the master and
slave objects. 

Example

Figure 7-12 shows the integration of entity types Employee and Salesperson. When
asserting that Employee.Number and Salesperson.Number are the same (Figure 7-12,
button Same), the assistant compares their properties and presents them whenever a con-
flict is detected. Solving this conflict is up to the analyst (Figure 7-13).
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Figure 7-12: The integration assistant. Entity types Employee and Salesperson of two distinct local
schemas are examined for integration. Among the six integration strategies, the analyst chose the
fourth one, according to which Employee is a supertype for Salesperson. The attributes and roles
are compared and either migrated (button <<Move) or merged (button Same). Here, the analyst is
going to tell that attributes Employee.Number and Salesperson.Number have the same semantics,
and that only the first one must be kept.
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Figure 7-13: The integration assistant: resolving the conflicting properties of attributes Employ-
ee.Number and Salesperson.number that have been declared to be the same. Two conflicting prop-
erties have been identified: type and semantic description.

7.5 Wrapper Generation Tools

The InterDB tools have been built within the DB-MAIN environment (Figure 7-14). They
have been developed in Voyager 2. The wrapper generation is performed by two specialized
tools, namely the history analyzer and the wrapper encoders (Figure 7-14):

• History analyzer. The history analyzer analyses the history h in order to enrich the wrap-
per logical schema of logical/physical correspondences. The end product of this phase is
an enriched wrapper logical schema that holds all the information required for the logical
wrapper generator.

• Logical wrapper encoders. From the enriched wrapper logical schema, the logical wrap-
per encoder produces the procedural code of the specific InterDB logical wrapper
(Chapter 5, Section 5.6.1) and a documentation for the programmers whereas the object
wrapper encoder generates the Java code of the specific InterDB object wrapper (Chap-
ter 5, Section 5.6.2) and the definition of the wrapper object schema
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Figure 7-14: InterDB CASE tools: history analyzer and wrapper encoders.

All these tools are built around the DB-MAIN repository: the history analyzer extends it by
adding meta-objects that represent the correspondence definitions whereas the logical encod-
ers access to it to generate wrapper codes.

7.5.1 History Analyzer

Principles
If h expresses the structural mappings between the physical and wrapper logical schemas and
if t is the instance mapping of h, that is, h=[LPS-to-WLS] and t=[lps-to-wls], then {h-1,t} is the
functional specification of the logical wrapper (Chapter 5, Section 5.5). Therefore, history h
can be used to generate the wrapper. Moreover, since the history has a formal syntax, it can
easily be interpreted by a program. However, this form does not provide a good support for
reasoning and processing, for which a functional expression is better suited. 

The history analyzer analyses the minimal h in order to transform it into functional specifi-
cations from which the wrapper logical schema is enriched with physical/wrapper semantics
correspondences. The end product of this phase is an enriched wrapper logical schema that
includes, for each construct, the way it has been mapped onto physical constructs. In this way,
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this schema holds all the information required for the generators.

Figure 7-15: Voyager 2 console of the history analyzer. The analyst chooses the wrapper schema
and the history log to be analyzed.

Repository extension
The main task of the history analyzer is to extend the DB-MAIN repository with meta-prop-
erties so that the DB-MAIN repository can represent the physical/wrapper correspondence
between a wrapper logical schema and the underlying physical schema. 

The history analyzer proceeds in two main steps:

• It dynamically extends the DB-MAIN repository with meta-properties that represent the
physical/logical correspondences. A meta-property is defined as a triple <name, con-
struct, value domain> that specifies that a construct (construct) is associated with a meta-
property (name) of value domain value domain. Some of these meta-properties are repre-
sented in Figure 7-16.

• It analyzes the history log that holds {h-1,t} and computes, for each schema transforma-
tion, the meta-properties of the construct(s) associated to that schema transformation.
Practically, it scans the history log according to predefined patterns that represent the
schema transformation types taken into charge by the logical wrapper. Figure 7-17 illus-
trates the correspondences among schema transformation types, history patterns and
meta-properties.
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Figure 7-16: Meta-properties defining the mapping properties between the physical and wrapper
logical schemas.

Meta-Property Construct Value

file-name Entity type to be defined by the user - only for COBOL

data-source-name Schema to be defined by the user - only for RDB

Index Attribute true | false

Down-mapping Attribute
Entity type

rename: name at the physical level

Down-mapping Compound monoval-
ued attribute

CompAtt-Single(att) | CompAtt-Serial(list_att)

Down-mapping n-level attribute 
(n>1)

substring(offset,length)

Multi-mapping Simple multivalued 
attribute

MultiAtt-Single(att) | MultiAtt-Serial(list_att)

opt-implementation Optional attribute to be defined by the user: user default / sys-
tem default / null

default-str Schema to be defined by the user - string as the null 
value for the string values

default-num Schema to be defined by the user - number as the null 
value for the number values

FK-implementation Group declared / simulated: declared means explicit 
foreign key; simulated means implicit fore-
ing key (that is emulated by the wrapper)

ID-implementation Group declared / simulated: declared means explicit 
identifier; simulated means implicit identi-
fier (that is emulated by the wrapper)

Schema 

Transformation

History Pattern

(Keyword)

Meta-Property

Rename-ET MOD ENT
with %NAM

<Entity type, Down-mapping, Rename>

Rename-Att MOD ATT
with %NAM

<Attribute, Down-mapping, Rename>

Serial-CompAtt TRF AGREG <Compound attribute, Down-mapping, CompAtt-Serial>
<Attribute, Down-mapping, Rename>

Single-CompAtt TRF 
MONO_TO_COMP

<Compound attribute, Down-mapping, CompAtt-Serial>
<Attribute, Down-mapping, Rename>
<Attribute, Down-mapping, Substring>
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Figure 7-17: Types of schema transformation and their corresponding history patterns and meta-
properties.

Example

As an illustration, let us assume the excerpt of the history log depicted in Figure 7-18.
The history analyzer parses the history log. First, it extracts the type of the schema trans-
formation and the involved constructs:

• the keyword MOD ENT means the modification of an entity type;

• the different values following the two keywords %NAME mean a renaming;

• the values after the keyword OLD ENT specify that the entity type in LPS has the
name Person;

• the next values specify that the same entity type in WLS has the name Salesper-
son.

Then, it uses this information to set the meta-property of the entity type Salesperson of
WLS: Down-Mapping: Rename, Person.

Single-MultAtt TRF 
MONO_TO_MULT

<Multivalued attribute, Down-mapping, MultAtt-Single>*

Serial-MultAtt TRF GR_TO_MULT <Multivalued attribute, Down-mapping, MultAtt-Serial>

Create-Identifier CRE GRP or MOD 
GRP with %FLA "P" 
or %FLA "S"

<Group, ID-Implementation, Simulated>

Create-Reference CRE CST <Group, FD-Implementation, Simulated>

Del-AccessKey DEL GRP or MOD 
FRP with %FLA "K

<Attribute, Index, true>

Modify-Cardinality MOD ATT
with %CAR

<Attribute, Opt-implementation, user>
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Figure 7-18: Example of the WLS enrichment.

7.5.2 Wrapper Encoders

Two kinds of wrapper encoders are available: the logical wrapper encoders and the object
wrapper encoder. They both analyze the enriched wrapper logical schema in order to produce
their respective codes.

Logical wrapper encoders
From the enriched WLS, the logical wrapper encoders produce the procedural code of the
InterDB logical wrapper and a documentation for the programmer and the environment data
that will allow the communication between the logical wrapper and the InterDB driver. These
encoders are based on the wrapper development strategy developed in Chapter 5, Section 5.5.
They produce the program code of the InterDB logical wrappers presented in Chapter 5, Sec-
tion 5.6.1. 

The logical wrapper encoder for COBOL DMS is fully documented in [Thiran, 2002e]
whereas this for RDBMS is specified in [Chougrani, 2000].

Object wrapper encoder
The object wrapper encoder generates the interface definition for each object type of the
wrapper object schema (WOS) and their implementation (Chapter 5, Section 5.6.2). The ob-
ject wrapper is developed in Java on top of the logical wrapper. That is, the object wrapper
encoder is independent of the underlying DMS and platform. It is therefore written once for
all. The object wrapper encoder performs two main tasks:

• WOS definition within DB-MAN: it defines the WOS from any WLS by applying a trans-
formation plan between the logical data model and the object-oriented data model
(Chapter 2, Section 2.4.2). 

Person
Number
Name
Status
id: Number

LPS
Source Schema

Salesperson
Number
Name
Status
id: Number

*MOD ENT
%BEG
    *OLD ENT
    %BEG

%NAM "Person"
%OWN 1 ”LPS" 

    %END
    %NAM "Salesperson"
    %OWN 1 ”WLS"
%END
*POT "end-file"

Enriched WLS
Target Schema

History Excerpt

Down-mapping
Rename: Person
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• Program code generation: for each object type in WOS, it generates its Java interface
definition and its implementation.

The object wrapper encoder is fully documented in [Thiran, 2002g].



 

Chapter 8

Summary and Conclusions

In which the main ideas of this thesis are summarized and the direc-
tions for further research are suggested. 

8.1 Summary

In this thesis, we have focused on the legacy and semantic aspects of database federation; that
is, we have discussed modeling and architectural problems that arise when defining an inte-
grated view of pre-existing and legacy databases. Our discussion of these problems has been
characterized by the attention for issues in legacy information recovery and in the way in
which legacy information can be reused and adapted to meet new requirements. We have thus
strived to describe and use as much of the semantics of the legacy databases, to arrive at a
global view that integrates both the actual requirements and the contribution of the database
federation. 

In this light, we have proposed a generic integration framework for expressing all the schemas
and mappings of a database federation. This has been discussed in Part I. As legacy databases
are typically based on different data models, in Chapter 2, we have presented a generic data
model able to represent the schemas whatever their underlying data model and their abstrac-
tion level. In Chapter 3, we have formally defined the mappings as schema transformations
on the generic data model. We have showed how these transformations can be used to auto-
mate the query translation between schemas.

The transformational paradigm is used as a rigorous formalism to define inter-schema map-
pings between the new requirements and the legacy information hold in the legacy databases.
This issue is discussed in Part II of this thesis. In Chapter 4, we have presented a schema-
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oriented framework for database federation that addresses four independent kinds of prob-
lems, including semantic enrichment and homogenization. We also have suggested that en-
trusted data wrappers with some responsibilities traditionally taken in charge by mediators
can lead to significant improvement of the federation according to several criteria. The anal-
ysis has shown that system scalability, which is a critical issue in federated systems, can be
better reached than through standard approaches. The implementation of this approach has
been developed in Chapter 5, where the data wrapper technology is presented. We also have
investigated their semi-automated development and showed that the schema-oriented ap-
proach ensures stronger opportunities of automating most of their software components.

Part III proposes a systematic forward-reverse methodology to build the schema-oriented
framework for data mediation. In Chapter 6, we have not limited the integration methodology
to legacy information but we have extended it to the new requirements. This way, we have
developed a methodology that relies on reverse engineering, homogenization and transforma-
tional techniques to recover the semantics of the legacy databases and to identify the horizon-
tal and vertical mappings between the legacy databases and the new requirements. 

Like any complex process, building a database federation cannot be successful without the
support of adequate tools called CASE tools. This part has been discussed in Part IV. A short
analysis of the market showed that no current CASE tools can help neither in reverse engi-
neering, nor in homogenizing and integrating complex databases. Hence the importance of
the DB-MAIN CASE tool presented in Chapter 7. In particular, this thesis reports on two
original aspects of DB-MAIN. First, DB-MAIN gives the analyst an integrated toolset for the
development of database federation, providing, for instance, functions for reverse engineer-
ing, homogenization, integration and mapping definition. The second original aspect of DB-
MAIN is its Voyager 2 meta-language that has allowed us to develop repository-based ana-
lyzers and wrapper generators. 

Hence the main contributions of this thesis in the building of interoperation frameworks that
offer a virtual and integrated view of both legacy and new systems:

• We have investigated the role of schema transformations as the unifying basis of the
software production and the forward-reverse methodology. At the software level, we
have shown how schema transformations are used to automate the translation of queries.
At the methodology level, we have shown how these schema transformation techniques
can cope with the processes of the forward-backward methodology. 

• We have developed a wrapper development technology for legacy databases. Interest-
ingly, our wrappers provide primitives not only for data extraction, but also for data
modification. Since the elicited constraints have been coded in the wrapper, newly devel-
oped programs can profit from automatic constraint management that the underlying
DMS cannot ensure.

• We have proposed a forward-reverse methodology that enjoys the following properties: 

• Scalability: new levels and new databases can be incorporated with minimal cost.
Including a new database in the federation involves modification that mainly is
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taken in charge by the local sources.

• Progressivity: each step provides abstract functionalities that can be exploited
immediately; this also ensures better development cost and time control, as well
as better risk management.

• Legacy preservation: local databases and applications can be used while their
functions meets the local needs.

• Maximal reuse: since the semantic structures of the legacy databases have been
precisely elicited, the conceptual schema of new databases to develop includes
the new requirements, and only them.

• Simplicity of the integration process: issues generally addressed in theoretical
approaches to schema integration are of a lesser importance in our framework
since they have been performed in the reverse engineering and homogenization
processes.

8.2 Conclusions

One of the biggest challenges of the development of future information systems certainly is
the reuse of valuable legacy components, and more particularly legacy databases. In essence,
problems associated with such challenges are modeling and architectural problems. Hence,
from a generic point of view, all that can be done, is to offer methods and techniques to sup-
port the solution of typical problems that arise in practice. This does not imply that once such
techniques are available, the practical problems are easy to deal with. The reverse engineering
of a database, for example, remains a difficult and tedious task even when DBRE techniques
and supporting tools are available. Also, integrating local databases is a very difficult task,
especially in the presence of semantic heterogeneity.

This does not mean that scientific research in this area is infeasible. Taking this particular re-
search as an example, we feel that the schema transformation paradigm is an important base-
line when constructing such systems in a real-life situation. This is especially true for the
more complex application domains as those mentioned above. Moreover, many of our results
have applicability in broader contexts as well. Examples include the data wrapper technology
which can be used in multidatabase systems or migration projects, and the notion of the ho-
mogenization which is relevant to data warehouse systems.

8.3 Further Research

We feel that further research in this area should be practical. At the moment, we have pro-
posed some insights into the semantic problems that arise when integrating legacy databases
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into new systems and an architectural solution for wrapping them has been proposed. It is
now time to find empirical support for these insights, and judge the feasibility of the approach
in the real world. One of them is determining the optimal structure of the schema hierarchy
of federated databases. The thesis suggests four criteria that still are to be evaluated in prac-
tice. 

Another issue is the more specific problem of developing wrappers that control the concur-
rence. The challenge is to permit concurrent updates to the underlying legacy systems without
violating their autonomy.

"Quand nous parvenons au but, nous
croyons que le chemin a été le bon." - Paul
Valéry
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